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[ We shall ho glad to receive inform ation fro m  the Correspondents o f  I 
.Boards o f A  dv ice . J i
C a r l t o n  B o a r d  o f  A d v ic e . — A t a m eeting of th is  Board, held  on : 
th e  16th Septem ber, i t  was resolved to  resum e th e  sw im m ing classes 
during  th e  sum m er m onths.
B o a r d s  o f  A d v ic e  C o n f e r e n c e . —In  reply ing to  th e  deputation  
appointed  by th e  Boards of A dvice Conference, th e  Hon. M ajor Sm ith, 
on th e  2nd October, sta ted  th a t  w hile  th ere  were m any points in w hich 
he agreed w ith  th e  Conference, he th o u g h t i t  w ould be unw ise for th e  
G overnm ent to  in troduce a Bill to  am end th e  E ducation  A ct during  th e  
existence of th e  p resen t Parliam ent.
W a r r n a m b o o l  S h i r e  B o a r d  o f  A d v ic e .—T he trienn ial election for 
th e  Board of Advice N o. 259, took place on th e  14th ultim o. T here 
are eleven S ta te  Schools un d er th is  board scattered  over a very  ex ten ­
sive area of country, th e  school d is tric t em bracing th e  whole county  : 
of Hey-tesbury, and a p a r t of H am p d en . E ig h t candidates were | 
nom inated, and th e  large num ber of votes polled— 1927 in th e  aggregate 1 
—m ay he tak en  as an indication  of a growing in te res t on the  p a r t  of 
ra tepayers in the w orking of th e  E ducation  Act. T he following were 
the  successful candidates M essrs. W . Laidlaw , G. Nicol, J . D. Burnie,
J .  F isher, and Jam es Burleigh.
.School Department.
SINGING IN  STATE SCHOOLS.
T h e  im portance of singing as one of th e  curriculum  subjects in  S ta te  
Schools has been recognised in  V ic to ria  for m any years. M usic has 
been pronounced to  be th e  m ost beneficent of all th e  a rts  ; nor can th e  
num erous advantages, m oral and in te llectual, derivable from a system atic 
m usical tra in in g  be over-estim ated. Previous to  th e  passing of th e  
p resen t E ducation  A ct singing was considered an accom plishm ent 
ra th e r th a n  an essential, and as a sm all ex tra  fee was charged m any of 
th e  children were p reven ted  from p artic ip a tin g  in its  advantages. The 
A ct itself m ade no provision for in struction  in singing ; b u t P a rliam en t 
subsequently  decided by resolution to  include singing and draw ing in 
th e  curriculum  of th e  schools. Provision was accordingly m ade for 
giving singing lessons to  th e  th ird  and higher classes. T he old staff of 
qualified teachers, several of whom had been engaged for periods of 
from  ten  to  tw e n ty  years, received appointm ents, a t salaries ranging 
from  £250 to  £400 per annum , th e  salaries being based on qualification 
and  leng th  of service. These appointm ents were understood to  be 
perm anent, and the  teachers were d istinc tly  inform ed th a t th ey  would 
be placed on th e  Civil Service lis t w ith o u t delay. T he teachers 
fa ith fu lly  and successfully discharged th e ir  duties u n til the  91st 
Ja n u a ry , 1878, on w hich da te  th e  whole body was sum m arily  dismissed. 
F o r about four m onths th e  schools w ere w ithou t instruction . The 
teachers were then  re-appointed  a t reduced salaries, and th e  ex tra  du ty  
was imposed upon them  of p reparing  th e  o rdinary  teachers to  pass 
m usical exam inations, w ith  a view of u ltim ate ly  supplan ting  th e  pro­
fessional staff. A strong p ro tes t was en tered  by th e  singing m asters 
against th e  reduction  of th e ir  salaries, and a re -ad justm en t was 
u ltim ate ly  effected, w hich came into force on th e  1st October, 1878.
T h e  S y s t e m . -  - The system  of teaching adopted is th a t  know n as th e  
“ Tonic N um eral,” w hich is tau g h t in conjunction w ith  th e  S tandard  
N o ta tio n . This system  was adopted  on th e  unanim ous recom m endation 
of Messrs. Bonwiek, Allen, and  Ford , th ree  of th e  senior singing 
m asters, who w ere called upon by th e  D epartm en t to  report onTthe 
subject, and th is rep o rt was endorsed by  M essrs. Sum m ers and G uennett, 
whose opinions w ere also solicited. T he following e x trac t from th e  
rep o rt of th e  senior m asters fully  sustains th e  policy of th e ir  recom ­
m endations :—
“ There can bo no doubt but that in our schools only one system of teaching 
vocal music should be tolerated. The importance of this was some years ago 
acknowledged, when it was ordered that the Tonic numeral system only should be 
used. But of lute a diversity of practice has gradually crept in, and the desired 
uniformity lost. A n d  with respect to systems there are in reality only two, that 
of Mr. Hullah being virtually abandoned by himself, these arc the Tonic 
Sol-fa, and the Tonic Numeral systems : and of these two we are decidedly of 
opinion that a far greater result can be produced in a given time with the 
numeral than with the sol-fa system. And the reason for this is self-evident. 
The sol-fa are mere arbitrary syllables, having no necessary or natural connection 
with what they arc intended to represent. Consequently novices have to learn 
to  attach a value to them, and the mere order of succession takes with children 
a considerable time to accomplish, leaving out of consideration the difficulty of 
attaching to each its proper sound whatever may be the interval. Now, with 
the numeral system, some of these difficulties arc altogether avoided, and others 
reduced to a minimum. Any child knows, without the assistance of the 
singing master, that number two follows number one and precedes number 
three, consequently that has not to he learn t; but he has to learn that re follows 
do and precedes mi. H e knows at once that from 1 to 5 is five notes, whereas 
he must learn that that from Do to Sol is five notes, so that it is evident in the 
one case the learner commences with a considerable amount which he already 
knows, which in the other case he has to acquire by long practice. Another 
reason for the adoption of the numeral over the Sol-fa system is that it exhibits 
music as it is universally written. While in ordinary literature different 
alphabets arc in use in different countries, only one set of characters is used in 
music. In  Russia, Germany, and England different alphabets arc used, but 
only one musical character. And while we are of opinion that no one would 
attempt to alter the one, we think that no one should alter the other ; the dis­
turbance of an universal character, unless for some overwhelming reasons, being
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utterly unadvisable. And this breach of an universal practice is in our opinion 
an argument against the Tonic Sol-fa system, which very commonly writes 
music by letters instead of notes. We may also add, that with its advocates 
it is not always used, No one ever adopts it for instrumental music, the old 
characters being always used. The numeral system has been proved efficient by 
nearly twenty-five years of successful cultivation in Melbourne.”
S i n g in g  M a n u a l .—The w an t of a, p roperly  arranged R ud im en tary  
M anual has been long fe lt by th e  teachers. A w ork arranged  in con­
form ity  w ith  th e  program m e of instruction  has been p repared  by 
th e  Senior M asters, w hich it is hoped will be published a t  an early  
date.
I n s p e c t io n .—U n til last year no provision was made for th e  inspection 
of singing classes. T he teachers are, we believe, anxious for efficient 
and periodical inspection. To secure th is  we would suggest to  th e  hon. 
the  M in ister of Public In struc tion  th e  adv isab ility  of his appointing  one 
or tw o of th e  Senior M asters to  act as Inspectors of music. The 
practical experience in th e  a r t  of class-teaching, gained th rough  long 
service as singing m asters, pecu liarly  qualifies them  for th e  discharge of 
th e  im p ortan t du ties a ttach ed  to such appointm ents.
MISTAKES IN  TEACHING.
I t  is a m istake  to  try  to  teach w ith o u t having good order. No teacher 
should th in k  of teaching a t all u n til he has established betw een him self 
I and his class a perfect understand ing  regarding th is  m a t te r ; u n til he 
has clearly  show n his pupils th a t  i t  is necessary th a t  one person should 
be absolu tely  m aster, and  th a t  he is th e  person en titled  to  th a t  position 
by v irtu e  of his office, his superior intelligence, experience and  force of 
character. W ithout o rder in his business and  among his employees, no 
business m an can hope to  be successful. W ith o u t th e  perfect order 
: w hich we call discipline in an arm y, i t  is a disorganised mob, incapable, 
unm anageable, and a t th e  m ercy of its foes. W ith o u t order in a school, 
a t least one-half of a teach e r’s pow er is w asted, p a rtly  th rough  th e  in ­
a tten tio n  of the  scholars, and p a rtly  in .reducing th e  d isorder to  w h a t 
i some teachers regard  as endurable lim its. E xperience has proved th is , 
and therefore every good teacher insists on having good order before 
| a ttem pting  to teach. “ The husband who s ta r ts  in  his m atrim onial 
career as lieu ten an t never gets p rom otion .” A teacher is ra re ly  p ro ­
m oted in a school in w hich he has no t earned his position by the  close of 
: th e  first day. T here is a lam entable w eakness about a teacher who 
allows his scholars to  form  the  public opinion of his school, and establish 
its  character independent of him.
I t  is a m istake to  suppose th a t  children  like to  have th e ir own way a t 
school. No greater m istake could be m ade. C hildren like order b e tte r  
th an  disorder. So would all grown people if th ey  had been properly  
tra in ed  a t school. C hildren are m ost joyous and happy, and  therefore 
m ost thoroughly  educated  in those schools w here discipline is s tr ic t 
w ithou t being severe. T here is no quicker w ay for a teach er to  lose the 
respect of his pupils th an  by  over-indulging them . They will no t chafe 
long u nder ju s t  re s tra in t . C ontrol developes reverence.
I t  is a m istake to  th in k  order m eans perfect qu iet or stillness. M any 
classes are qu iet th rough sheer listlessness or dullness. W h a t is needed 
in a school is th e  order of life, not th e  order of death . O rder m eans 
having every child  in a school a tten d in g  to his own du ty , and to  th a t  
alone, and a tten d in g  to  it, of course, in  th e  qu ietest possible m anner. 
So long as no individual in a school is a ttend ing  to  ano ther’s business, 
or doing any th ing  to  a tt ra c t  the a tten tio n  of any person else, I  would 
n o t sacrifice efficiency for th e  sake of silence. A  good stiff breeze is 
b e tte r  th an  a dead calm. The breeze is all r ig h t if it  does not come in 
squalls Perfec t order m ay be qu ite  in harm ony w ith  a considerable 
noise. In  a factory, for instance, a lthough th e  noise of m achinery  m ay 
be deafening, and th e  b u stling  of th e  w orkm en m ay appear qu ite  con­
fusing to  an  outsider, every th ing  is usually  in th e  m ost perfect order. 
O rder does not necessarily m ean repression. The order needed in school 
is w ork  system atized. T his is genuine order, and  th e  only k in d  th a t  
w ill last. I t  is a m istake to  t ry  to  s ta rtle  a class into being o rd e rly .— 
From the Ir ish  School Magazine.
COACHING EXERCISES.
B y  R . C r o o k e , B.A.
A nsw er to September quest io n : —
“ H e r a tten tio n  w as a ttra c te d  by a beau tifu l lit t le  fawn th a t  seemed too 
young to  run  about, and w hich stood tim id ly  gazing a t th e  child  w ith  
its  soft d a rk  eyes.
— E xa m in a tio n  P aper , A dm ission  to Training , June, 1879.
H er Pronoun, personal 3rd, feminine, singular, possessive, a t t r i ­
bu te  to  noun “ a tte n tio n .” 
a tten tio n  N oun, abstract, singular, neu ter, 3rd person, sub ject to
“  was a ttrac ted . ” 
was V erb, a u x ilia ry , indicating passive voice,
a ttrac ted  P a s t particip le, passive from  verb to  a ttrac t, form ing
w ith  the  aux illiary  “ w as,” passive voice, p a st tense, 
was V erb, regular, transitive , indicative, p a st passive, 3rd
a ttra c te d  singular, agreeing w ith  its  sub ject “  a tten tio n .”
by  Preposition, den. inst. governing “faw n” in objective case,
a A djective, indefinite, d istinguishing, lim iting  “ faw n .”
beau tifu l A djective, positive degree, qualifying “  faw n .”
lit t le  A djective, positive degree, qualifying “ faw n.”
faw n Noun, common, singular, neu ter, objective, governed by
preposition “ b y .”
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th a t Pronoun, relative, simple, referring to, and agreeing in,
number, person, and gender with its antecedent “ faw n,” 
and subject to verb “ seemed.” 
seemed Verb, principal, regular, intransitive, indicative, past, 3rd
person, singular, agreeing w ith “ th a t .” 
too Adverb of degree, modifying “  young.”
young Adjective, positive degree, a ttribute to “ fawn.”
to Particle, sign of infinitive.
run Verb, principal, irregular, intransitive, infinitive, present,
dependent on “ young.” 
about Adverb, indicating motion, modifying verb “ to run.”
and Conjunction, copulative, connecting “ tha t seemed” and
“ which stood.”
which Pronoun, relative, simple, 3rd person, agreeing in number
and person w ith its antecedent “ fawn,” and subject to 
verb “ stood.”
stood Verb, principal, irregular, intransitive, indicative, past,
3rd, singular, agreeing w ith subject “ which.” 
timidly Adverb of manner, positive degree, modifying “ gazing.”
gazing Participle, present, (verb “ to gaze”) attribute to “ which.”
at Preposition of direction, governing “ child” in objective
case.
the Adjective, definite, distinguishing, limiting “ child.”
child Noun, common, singular, feminine, 3rd person, objective
after “ a t.”
w ith Preposition, denoting agent, governing “ eyes” in objective
case.
its Pronoun, 3rd person, neuter, plural, possessive, attribute
to “  eyes.”
soft Adjective of quality, positive degree, qualifying “ eyes.”
dark Adjective of quality, positive, qualifying “ eyes.”
eyes Noun, common, plural, neuter, 3rd person plural, objective
after “ w ith ,”
Parse fully : —
1. “ Above half their time and labour is taken up in defending them ­
selves.’’
2. “ John is worth a thousand pounds ; but, despite his wealth, I  do 
not care a farthing for him .”
XAnswers w ill he given nex t month . )
6 b u c n t i . o n n [  S u m m a r y  o f  fire ®  on fir.
T h e  site of the Ormond College has been definitely fixed, and the erec­
tion of the building is to be commenced at once, in order th a t it may be 
fit for the reception of Divinity students, next March. I t  is to be hoped 
th a t the Wesleyan and Roman Catholic communions will not delay fol­
lowing the example set them by the Episcopalians and the Presby­
terians.
Mr. John J. Burston, whose work on Arithmetic has, deservedly, 
acquired considerable popularity with the scholastic profession, is about 
to publish a book entitled, “  Milton Parsed.” The Milton is intended 
to be an aid to persons preparing for the Civil Service, or the Teacher’s 
Examinations.
A t the forthcoming Social Science Congress, the Education D epart­
ment, and the “ Victorian Teachers' Union, ’’ will be represented by the 
following gentlemen :—F. J. Gladman, B.Sc., B. A., Superintendent of 
the Training In s titu tio n ; T. Broadribb, M.A., the Senior Inspector ; 
and P. W hyte, M.A., Head Master of the central schools, represent the 
D epartm ent; while Mr. Ulbrick, of Williamstown State School, Mr. F. 
A. Nell, Head Master Carlton School, Mr. Jas. Smith, 1-Jead 
Master of the Associated School on Emerald Hill, and Mr. T. J. Con­
nor, Head M aster of the South Y arra State School, represent the 
Teachers Union.
The “ Musical Association of Victoria” held an examination of per­
sons desirous of qualifying as teachers, on the 4th instant. The exam- 
nation took place at Mr. Glen’s Music Rooms, Collins-street. The only 
successful candidate was Miss Minnie Quinlan Daly, of Hotham, who 
obtained a second-class certificate as teacher of the pianoforte.
Deputations for and against the proposals recently made, th a t the 
Education Act should be amended so as to permit of religious instruc­
tion being given in primary schools under the Department, have waited 
upon the Hon. the Minister of Public Instruction to represent their res- j  
pective views. In every case, Major Smith gave it to be distinctly 
understood th a t the time was not opportune for asking Parliam ent to 
amend the Education Act. For his part, he would do everything to 
facilitate religious instruction being given in the buildings after the 
close of the school work, or if the religious denominations would agree 
upon a set of Scripture lessons th a t could be used by the teachers w ith­
out infringing the Act, he would sanction their use in State Schools.
Mr. Angus Munro, son of Mr. Andrew Munro, of Dundonald, has 
(says the Ballarat Courier) this year received the diplomas of Licentiate 
of the Royal College of Surgeons, and Licentiate of the Royal College of 
Physicians, Edinburgh. Mr. Munro was dux of the Ballarat College 
in 1869, and graduated in medicine at the Melbourne University in 
1876.
Messrs. Samuel Alexander and W. E. Johnston, two “ old Wesley 
boys,” have recently achieved distinction at home. Alexander having 
gained double first in moderations, tha t is “ first-class in classics 
and in mathematics, in the second year honor examinations,” while 
Johnston has gained a first-class scholarship of 100 guineas at the 
Middle Temple, for international and constitutional law. Another old
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Wesley boy—Alexander Sutherland—has carried off the Gilchrist 
Scholarship, and has gone to the University of London to study for 
the degree of Doctor of Science.”
We are glad to notice th a t initiatory steps have been taken by the 
old collegians of the Scotch College to found a society for 
the purpose of reviving and keeping green the memory of their college 
life. A t a meeting, held under the presidency of the Hon. R. Ramsay, 
M.L.A., on the 9th instant, it was unanimously resolved :—11 That the 
society be called ‘ The Old Scotch Collegians,’ and th a t the chief object 
of its foundation bo to hold annually a social gathering of its members, 
and to foster the interests of old collegians.” 2. “ That all who have 
been scholars of the Scotch College shall be eligible for election as 
members of the society, provided they have attained the age of 21 years.”
Covrcspoi iLiencc.
COACHING EXERCISE.
TH E  E D IT O R  OF T H E  “ VICTORIAN SCHOOLMASTER.”
Sir .— W ill you allow me to say th a t I  do not agree with M r. Crooke in his 
treatm ent of the parsing of “ Coaching Exercise ” in this m onth’s Victorian 
Schoolmaster :—1. “ N or knew I  not to be both will and deed created free.” I  
th ink  it is clear from the order of the words th a t the m eaning is, “ N or did I  
know th a t I  was not created free, both (in) will and (in) deed. The construc­
tion is, as is M ilton’s wont, more classical than English. A commonly quoted 
parallel would be, “ A nd knew not eating death,” book ix., line 792, which 
means, “ And knew not th a t she was eating death.” As M r. Crooke takes the 
passage, the m eaning is, “ Nor did I  know th a t both will and deed had not been 
created free.” I  th ink  it is absurd to speak of a “ deed ” being created free."
I should, therefore, parse “ will ” and “ deed ” as objective case of reference, 
restricting  the m eaning of “ free,” and “ to  be c rea ted ” as referring to “ I ,” 
an im itation of the Greek idiom whereby the subject of the infinitive, if  it is 
also the subject of the principal verb is in the nominative ease. Also “ free” will 
qualify “ I,” not “ w ill” and “ deed.”
In  the second passage, I do not see th a t “ even” is correctly called an 
“ adjective if the word “ adjective ” is to retain  any special m eaning I  should 
parse “ ev en ” as an adverb, modifying, if  not “ m e,” a t least some adjective 
notion contained in “ me.” Thus, there are certain qualities in me th a t m ake 
it  unlikely th a t I  should be satisfied, and “ oven ” modifies the adjective or 
adjectives expressing these qualities. I  am, Yours etc.,
5 Gorc-st., 27th Sept., 1879. J ames Clkzy . ’
VICTORIAN NATIONAL ANTHEM.
TO T H E  E D IT O R OF T H E  “  VICTORIA N SCHOOLMASTER.”
S i r ,—W ill you oblige me by giving the correct reading of the Tenor part of 
the above song, as follow s:—In  last bar bu t one, to the word echos, read e-e 
crotchets, instead of c. a., the la tte r note being accidently left in when re ­
arranging for the children.—I  am, Sir, yours faithfully,
October 4tli, 1879. J .  SUMMERS.
IM PROVED MODE OF TEACHING GEOGRAPHY.
TO T H E  E D IT O R OF T H E  “ VICT ORIA N SCHOOLMASTER.”
S i r .—Of all studies on the State School programme, geography is, w ithout 
doubt, naturally  the most interesting, and yet it  is the worst taught. In  sup- 
pm t of the la tte r statem ent I  quote from the latest Education R eport the fol­
lowing opinions;—“ G eography,” says Inspector J .  Baldwin, “ requires more 
scientific treatm ent than  it a t present receives.” “ This,” writes Inspector H . 
Shelton, “ is the worst taugh t of all the subjects of the programme. The scholars, 
generally, are simply required to write out on their slates an exercise, such as
the countries of Europe, the gulfs, bays, etc , of Asia, a id  so on.......................... A
class lesson on the subject intellectually treated is a rarity .” M r. Gladman, of 
the Training Institu tion , writes at greater length, and speaks yet more 
strongly of the need of giving interesting collateral m atter with the topography. 
Some time back, Mr. E. E . M orris contributed a suggestive article to the M el­
bourne Review, showing th a t Geography is commonly tau g h t in a way th a t 
makes it  noth ing  better than  a mere cram.
In  the face of all th is evidence I  need no apology for suggesting how an 
im provement in the mode of teaching geography may be readily brought about. 
The apparatus necessary is both simple and inexpensive, merely a Board-map 
of a particular kind, to be used in a particular way. The blackboard-map should 
be the size of the largest blackboards used in schools. On this a white outline 
map on M ercator’s projection should be painted, showing the continents, largo 
islands, and inland seas of the globe. The equator, chief parallels of latitude 
and m eridian should be shown in re d ; no other perm anent marks are required.
This blackboard-map, placed in the hands of a skilful teacher, may be made to 
combine the advantages of K eith  Johnston’s Physical Atlas, and others indica­
ted later on. One great drawback in ordinary maps is th a t they arc so over­
loaded with names, m arks, and information tha t a class cannot distinctly sec the 
places on them. By the use of the board-map which I  suggest, ju s t so much infor­
mation as is required to be learned a t once could be presented. By this means, 
not only would the attention of a class be concentrated on any particular set of 
facts or data, but almost any geographical data could be localised, so th a t the 
eye would aid the memory more readily than  it does under the present system, 
Secondly, systematic grouping together of facts, and generalisation of them  
can be more easily effected by the board-map than w ith any ordinary appliances. 
If, for instance, it were required to teach all the known coal-fields, or the gold- 
fields in the world, w hat would be easier than  to chalk on the map the word 
“ coal,” or “ gold,” in the different localities where they are found, and then 
make the pupils describe the localities P Inform ation so presented would bo 
grasped readily and remembered w ith little  effort. I t  is true th a t in K eith  
Johnston’s Physical Atlas much inform ation is localised and made visible. 
However, not only is th a t work costly, bu t the plates in it arc so crowded with 
facts th a t its use is somewhat irksome. By the use of the board-map a know ­
ledge of the oceans, currents, tides, winds, together with the volcanic systems, 
and the distri oution of the flora and fauna of the world, could be expeditiously 
im parted. U nder the present system of teaching geography in schools, chil­
dren learn the position of Capes Bon and Blanco, places th a t no one else ever 
hears of, bu t they are told noth ing about the winds th a t blow over Victoria 
daily, or about the tides, the ebb and flow of which they notice at the beach.
9 Maritime Chambers, Swanston-etreet, J .  W . R o g e r s ,
I
!
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
“ J. R. U .”— Music scarcely up to standard required.
“ J. C ourts. ”—Not suitable for our columns.
“ Ebkjastack.”—The conditions of the question are absurd. Who would 
think of climbing a ladder placed with its foot further from the wall 
than the height of the ladder ?
" J. P u c k e y .”—Not sufficiently difficult.
“ P. M. H ot  h a m , ” “ P. M‘M a n k e y . ”— “ Students Notes.” Received.
“ J o h n  J. B u b s t o n . ”—Mr. Cannings question was, as you say, taken 
from the Training Examination Paper for June, 1878. We presume 
he simply asked for a solution of it to be given in the Schoolmaster, 
because he could not work out the same answer as that given on 
page 325 of your arithmetic. The questions furnished arc held over.
“ G. Cktuskn, ” “ C. W. B.”—Received.
“  E x -M e m b e r  B o a r d  o f  A d v ic e . ”— H e ld  o v er  t i l l  n e x t  is su e .
“ D oceo .” — N o. T h e  su b je c ts  are th o se  s ta te d  in  th e  r eg u la tio n s.
“ S u b s c r i b e r .” —1. Cases may occur in which at a glance an Inspector 
sees that a teacher under examination is not able to give the required 
lesson. 2. Not necessarily. The lesson may be on some of the 
subjects treated of in Physical Geography, Natural Science, &c,
“ W. C r o ss .”—We understand that if a candidate passes in Arithmetic, 
Grammar, and Geography, he is usually allowed a second trial in 
the other subjects.
“ E . J . L e o n a r d , ” “  C. W . B . , ” “ J . I. J . ,” “ J o s e p h  B e d f o r d .”— T oo 
la te  for th is  is su e .
“  E m m a .”— T hird  Assistant.
iHdnrian Sdjanlimistn".
PUBLISHED THIRD WEDNESDAY IN  THE MONTH.
vl/ALA 0 PI? ALB, 06T0AAR 15, 1879. 
D if f e r e n t ia t io n  of function is a primal law of social no less 
than of organic growth. Just in the proportion in which 
Scientists press their investigations from the lower to the higher 
types of organic life do they discover a progressive complexity 
of adjusted organism, and of function. And in the highest 
types, special fitness of organism for the discharge of given 
functions involves a non-suitability for the performance of 
other functions. In  like manner, Political Economists find 
that as communities pass from barbarism to the higher phases 
of civilization a differentiation of the social organism invariably 
takes place, whereby each function whether of government, 
industry, commerce, or learning acquires a special organ. So 
that the growing complexity of the educational function in the 
present day naturally tends to a specialisation of the organ of 
teaching. The movement recently begun in England for 
making teaching—what Law and Medicine have long been—a 
carefully trained, recognised, learned profession, is, then, but one 
effect of the operation of this primal law of differentiation of 
function. Modern industrial and commercial eminence is only 
to be obtained by a strict specialisation of function and organ. 
The heads of our great industrial and commercial houses adopt 
one branch of manufacture or commerce, and then bend their 
energies to the specialisation of the occupation of each work­
man or assistant. In  this way the highest skill and dexterity 
in the several departments of labour are secured. The bestow- 
ment of Natural Science Degrees by the University of London, 
the proposal to give Educational Degrees, and the introduction 
into the British Parliament—by Dr. Lyon Playfair—of a Bill 
to secure the Organisation and Registration of the Teachers of 
Intermediate Schools are each steps in the direction indicated. 
The pressure of competition in manufacturing industries, in com­
mercial pursuits, and in the various branches of art-labour, 
conjoined to a general diffusion of elementary education, 
have necessarily tended to force upon schoolmasters a wider 
range of curriculum. This pressure, re-acting upon the 
scholastic profession, has led to greater specialisation in teach­
ing. A master specially trained for the work, and who has 
made one branch a specialty, is placed over each separate 
department of the school or college. The days of the “ all
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round” schoolmaster have passed, in the higher grade of schools. 
I t  is but reasonable, therefore, to anticipate that the day is not 
far off when the British and the Colonial Parliaments will 
come to see that the public good requires that none but 
specially trained and qualified persons be allowed to engage in 
the profession of teaching. Once show the masses the fallacy 
underlying their belief that schoolmastering is a thing which 
any one can do if he has a fair education himself ; once bring 
them to see that it is a science which requires in its workmen 
special natural endowments, in addition to a well stored mind, 
and the aim of educationists who are now seeking to place, by 
legal enactment, the scholastic profession on an equal footing with 
those of Law and Medicine, will be readily accomplished. We 
believe it to be an obligation resting upon schoolmasters through­
out these colonies to avail themselves of the present favourable 
juncture of circumstances for initiating a movement similar to 
that going on in England. The educational systems of the 
Australasian group of colonies cannot be regarded in any other 
light than that of being in a state of fusion. Older and diver­
sified modes of teaching and orders of teachers are sensibly 
giving way to better organised and more specialised systems ; 
while the columns of the Victorian Schoolmaster afford a 
medium through which the thoughts and sentiments of school­
masters upon all educational matters can meet with a rapid 
exchange. From the report of a speech recently delivered by 
the Right Hon. W. E. Forster, before the College of Precep­
tors, we gather that, although it was not possible to push Dr. 
Playfair’s Bill through Parliament last Session, the discussion 
raised upon it in the press augurs well for its future. Refer­
ring to the presumed restrictions which the Bill would impose 
upon the existing right of parents to have their children taught 
by whomsoever they please, Mr. Forster said :— “ If we wish 
to keep the advantages of freedom, we must justify freedom by 
its results, and must not blind ourselves to the fact that in this 
matter of Intermediate Education, not only France has the 
advantage over us, but Germany has even a far greater advan­
tage. In  France there are in round numbers 80,000 boys re­
ceiving secondary education in inspected public schools, and 
close upon 80,000 more who are receiving it in private 
schools, giving public guarantees for their efficiency; all 
those are secondary schools, and they have 160,000 boys.” 
French public schools are of two classes, Lycces and Communal 
Colleges ; the former being sustained by the State, the latter 
by the Municipalities. But both are taught by State-guaranteed 
teachers, and are subject to regular State inspection. Nor are 
the private schools of France free in the sense in which British 
private schools are free. The principal of every private school 
in France “ must be not less than 25 years old, he must have 
had five years’ practice in teaching, and hold the University 
degree of Bachelor, or a certificate which is given in an ex­
amination of the same nature as is required for the degree of 
Bachelor. His school, moreover, is under Government 
inspection, as regards its state of commodiousness, healthiness, 
and repair.” Educationists, both at home and in the colonies, 
are, we think, beginning to see that it is in the direction here 
pointed out that the interference of the State in Intermediate 
Education could be most beneficially exercised.
W e desire to call the attention of the Education Department 
to the desirability and even necessity of undertaking at an 
early date a thorough and systematic revision of the course of 
free instruction given in State schools. The present pro­
gramme has been gradually formed by the addition to the 
original three “ Rs,” either of subjects taught from time im­
memorial in secondary schools, or of those which have been 
pressed upon the Department principally to provide livings 
for the teachers of them, or which have been inserted to satisfy 
popular demands. The result has been that the State 
school curriculum already embraces a very considerable 
number of heterogeneous subjects, viz., reading, writing, 
arithmetic, grammar, geography, needlework, military drill, 
gymnastics, drawing, singing : and to this somewhat lengthy 
list it seems to be the intention of the present Minister of 
Public Instruction to add one or more sciences.
Now it must be evident that there is no small danger of this
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course becoming so extensive as e ither to overw eight and over­
w ork the  pupils, or to  leave them  w ith  the  m erest sm attering  
of each branch of knowledge, and w ithou t a sound or useful 
knowledge of any. So long as boys and  girls can w ithou t 
in ju ring  th e ir  health  and overtasking th e ir  brains, only give a 
lim ited num ber of hours in  each day to  in tellectual exercise, 
so long m ust i t  rem ain  tru e  th a t  th e  subjects which they can 
be profitably tau g h t m ust be lim ited in num ber. H ence, 
in  considering the branches of hum an knowledge which 
should form the  curriculum  of any system of elem entary or 
secondary instruction , i t  is necessary not m erely to consider 
w hat are the subjects a knowledge of which is desirable, and 
the  tra in in g  in  acquiring which w ill be beneficial in  a fte r life ; 
b u t to consider, out of the large num ber of such subjects, which 
are the most desirable and  how m any  may be profitably tau g h t 
to  children of various ages. These considerations seem to  be 
in  danger of being overlooked in  our V ictorian  system  of 
S ta te  E ducation, no t as in  older countries from  th e  respect 
paid to venerable in stitu tions and  the  dislike of innovation, 
b u t from  m ere w ant of thought, and, perhaps, from a n a tu ra l 
reluctance to  grapple w ith  any difficult problem, a solution of 
which is no t yet dem anded by the popular voice.
Y e t if, as we V ictorians have acknowledged, the  education of 
the  people is an  object no t m erely of g rea t in terest, b u t of 
absolute necessity for the w elfare of th e  S tate, and one on 
which scarcely any  expenditure can be too great, i t  is surely 
of v ita l im portance th a t the  education on which the  public 
revenue is so freely expended should be of th e  rig h t k ind  ; 
th a t  the  tim e of V ictorian  boys and girls should no t be w asted 
in  learning, and the  treasure of the  S ta te  squandered in 
finding the m eans of instruction  in, subjects of little  use, or 
which, though desirable in  them selves, arc of secondary im ­
portance to others whose place they usurp. T hat the  danger 
we refer to  is no t im aginary, a little  consideration w ill show. 
I t  will no t be denied th a t if a w orkm an m anufacturing  any 
im plem ent has very vague notions of the  w ork for which it is 
destined, is nearly  altogether ignorant of the  m ateria l in  which he 
is working, adopts as his p a tte rn  an in strum en t used under quite 
different circum stances, and  readily  accepts any suggestions of 
in terested  or ignorant bystanders, the  chances are a thousand 
to  one th a t the  product of his labour w ill not be very effective 
in  the  w ork for which i t  is intended. Y e t th is im aginary 
case presents a  very close parallel to  the  h isto ry  of the  form a­
tion  of the  curriculum  of both our prim ary and secondary 
schools.
W e propose to show in a fu tu re  article th a t the  defects which 
we m ight reasonably an ticipate do actually  exist, and to m ake 
some suggestions for the  im provem ent of the  S tate  school course.
T H E  P R E P A R A T IO N  O F H O M E  LESSO N S.
BY A LEXA N DER  SU TH ER L A N D , M .A .
I  r e m e m b e r  hearing it said by a teacher, for whose experience and 
judgm ent I  have a peculiar respect, that the most unsettled prob­
lem in the whole of the teacher’s art is the method of securing 
from his pupils a careful and constant preparation of lessons. 
For all work beyond the most elementary, evening preparation on 
the part of the pupil is a necessary adjunct. The home lessons (it 
is better not to call them “ tasks ”) m ust be set each day, prepared 
a t night, and recited or examined next morning, and unless this is 
done with regularity and care, the progress of the pupil is slight.
There are two questions, then, for the teacher to decide in the 
morning. F irst, “ Has his pupil made a reasonable effort to 
master the lesson V’ and secondly, “ If he has not, what is to be 
done with him V’ The former of these is often a very hard question 
to answer, and the utmost tact is always necessary to determine 
justly a long series of individual cases. B ut in the present paper I 
shall confine myself to the second.
W hat is a teacher to do with the boy who appears in the morn­
ing not prepared with his lessons? In  days not yet far removed i 
the answer was very readily given ; the pupil had a hearty cuff for 
every mistaken answer, or perhaps a savage corrective with a ruler; 
there have been teachers so little worthy of their profession as to 
sit with slippers, books, or slates in readiness to hurl at the head of 
the unfortunate stammerer. The peculiar beauty in this method 
was tha t it always left the teacher under the impression that he had 
done nothing but a very onerous duty. Supposing the lad had made 
a  single stumble, and had been stunned by a thundering blow on the 
head, his subsequent answers would possibly exhibit slight traces
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; of in coherency, even though his lesson had been fairly le a rn t ;
I meanwhile, the teacher by dint of bawling and knocking would 
1 work himself into the assurance th a t the scared looking lad was a 
blockhead, and an idle rascal, upon whom anything but flogging 
was thrown away. Accordingly the performance was generally 
wound up by a thrashing, delivered in a passionate manner, and 
emphasized by angry abuse.
This was a regular part of a schoolmaster’s business in the days 
gone by ; indeed, there are even now teachers “ of the old school” 
to whose method of teaching the description would fully apply. 
B ut they are fast disappearing, and no man is worthy to be called 
a teacher who does not rule his conduct in a manner very different. 
There are not in Melbourne, I hope and believe, many teachers 
who would thus punish a boy for missing a single lesson.
On the other hand, when a boy distinctly neglects his duty by 
coming with his work untouched, the master cannot perm it the 
circumstance to go without notice. If it happens only once or 
twice he may content himself with merely pointing out to the boy 
his fault, or perhaps reproving him for it. B ut if he comes day 
after day with his lessons unprepared, the teacher will only make 
himself look foolish if he continues to exhort and reason with a 
boy who pays little attention to his exhortations and his reasonings. 
Now the favorite method in this case is to keep the boy in school 
after school hours, and there are some advantages in doing so. 
B ut it suits best with the good, or moderately good boys, while on 
the really lazy, and especially on the dull, it has decidedly bad 
effects.
Suppose that a dull boy has conscientiously spent a fair amount 
of time in getting up his lesson ; nevertheless in the morning he 
does not know it, and the teacher m ust keep him after school 
hours. I t  would never do to say, “  You are a dull boy, and I  
shall let you off.” H e would be surprised very soon to notice the 
rapid increase in the number of dull boys ; and, besides, complete 
failure would follow any attem pt to classify the pupils into those 
who must know their lessons, and those who are not expected to 
do so. I t  is surprising, on the other hand, to find in what a 
thoroughly business spirit the truly lazy boy looks upon the process 
of “ keeping in .” When the evening comes lie reasons thus. “  To 
learn my lessons now would occupy me two hours ; but if 1 don’t 
learn them 1 m ight possibly scrape through to-morrow ; or there 
may be no keeping in ; or I  might be wanted at home—or—or— 
well something may happen ; and if the worst comes to the worst 
I  can only be kept in to learn them, and two hours to-morrow are 
no worse than two hours to-night.” So as a consistent, reasonable 
boy, he shuts up his books, and says “ lie’ll chance i t .”
Again, all “ keeping in” of pupils involves keeping in of teachers, 
and after a hard day’s work the teacher is very loth to settle down 
to two or three hours of waiting with lazy boys, so tha t as a rule 
the “ keeping in” is almost invariably cut down to about an hour, 
and the boys are then allowed to go. Now, lazy boys seldom know 
very much, but they must be lazy indeed if they fail to see tha t to 
spend two hours at their lessons in the evening is foolish when, if 
they like, they need only spend a single hour at “ keeping in” next 
day. The thorough going idler laughs at the system, whilst the 
industrious dull boy weeps daily, and blots his book with his tears, 
until he discovers ho need trouble himself no further about evening 
work, and philosophically resolves to look on the school day as not 
coming properly to an end until five o’clock.
The system of giving impositions to bo written or committed to 
memory, as a punishment, has nothing to recommend it. The boy 
who shirks his lessons, will likewise shirk his impositions, while the 
boy who does his impositions, will have so much the less time to de­
vote to his lessons. The system of judgm ent cards on which the 
pupil has to exhibit each week to his parents a record of his week’s 
work, answers well with some boys, and would perhaps answer well 
with all, if only the parents could be got to take a thorough interest 
in i t ; but the fathers of lazy boys are themselves generally the 
laziest of fathers, and the most troublesome of our pupils are almost 
always those who are foolishly indulged and spoiled a t home by 
their parents. To bring boys back on the Saturday morning has 
the same disadvantages as ordinary “ keeping in .” Of course the 
boys dislike it, but it is difficult to ensure that they will come back ; 
for if the parents choose to excuse them, as they very frequently 
do, then the teachers can have no resource ; and if the boy comes 
back on a Saturday morning, three hours then are certainly not 
worse than ten hours through the week.
“ W hat are we to do then V the teacher asks. Let us compare 
j  notes, and we may perhaps strike out a satisfactory system. For 
tha t purpose I  shall point out two or three things tha t may with 
advantage be remembered.
There ought to be no punishm ent for a single failure to know a 
lesson. The teacher should know from his own experience that 
what is known perfectly in tho^evening, may be only imperfectly 
remembered in the morning, and if a boy is punished for not 
knowing his lesson when he has really made a conscientious 
attem pt at it, the punishment may do more harm than good.
Again, the treatm ent to be used must be in some sense proper~
tiona te  to the abilities of th e  pup il, and especially to th e  re te n tiv e ­
ness of his mem ory.
H is age and  a tta inm en ts , as com pared w ith those of his class 
m ust also be considered.
L astly , there  are  special fea tu res to be noticed. I  have observed a 
boy, whose w ork was excellent in every o ther subject, “ k ep t in ” day 
a fte r day for E uclid . I  have know n a boy who was un im peachable 
in  M athem atics, y e t never m anaged to satisfy his m aster w ith  a 
L a tin  lesson ; indiscrim inate pun ishm en t in these cases does harm .
These facts po in t to th e  necessity for reg istering  th e  lessons 
n o t p roperly  prepared. A  p lan  I  have found to su it is to 
give to each m aster slips contain ing  a colum n for the  
nam e of the  pupil, and ano ther for th e  lesson which ho has 
apparen tly  failed to learn . A t th e  close of th e  day th is slip 
is placed in  a box, and a t su itab le  in tervals th e  lessons th u s 
repo rted  are  en tered  up  in a book k ep t for the  purpose, and  ru led  
sim ilarly  to a roll-book. T he head-m aster m ay  th en , from  tim e 
to  tim e, glance over the  register. A failu re  here and  th ere  is 
no th ing  against a boy, and as th e  pupil th u s obtains cred it for 
sufficient in d u s try  he also escapes all pun ishm en t, as, indeed he ! 
ough t to do. Those against whose nam es th ere  are too m any 
en tries may receive a qu ie t w arning. In  th ree  cases ou t of four I 
th is  will have th e  effect in tended , and a m arked difference will 
appear, a fte r a fo rtn ig h t or so, in  the  lines which follow the  nam es 
of these boys. T he fou rth , of course, requires special trea tm en t.
I f  a boy is cautioned, and there  is no am endm ent ; if he is again i 
cautioned, and  still no change takes place, he had  b e tte r  be dealt 
w ith  in  a public m anner, solem nly and d ispassionately , th e  m aster 
clearly ind icating  by his m anner th a t  he punishes th e  boy for th e  i  
fa u l t  of continued disobedience and idleness, and  n o t for the ' 
annoyance which he m om entarily  causes by n o t know ing his lesson. 
W hen the  head-m aster looks along the list he can allow for the 
dulness of some boys, and th e  backw ardness of o thers. H e can 
allow for the  severity  of one m aster, and m ake up for th e  leniency 
of ano ther. I f  he sees a boy down constan tly  for one lesson, and 
for th a t  alone, he m ay look in to  th e  circum stances. In  fact his 
reg ister will allow him  to deal w ith th e  p repara tion  of home lessons 
in a system atic, and , is i t  any harm  to say, a scientific m anner, and 
so p u t an end to the  indiscrim inate and  wholesale system  of pe tty  
pun ishm en ts, th a t only ir r ita te  and  em b itte r th e  teacher’s w ork 
and  the scholar’s efforts, w ithou t having a fte r all any very d e te r­
r e n t effects.
PUNISHMENT IN  STATE SCHOOLS.
BY JOHN MITCHELL.
H a v i n g  to deal with d ifferent dispositions and  tem peram ents, the  
schoolm aster lias a varied  m aterial to mould. H ence his system  
m ust be an appara tus th a t can be ad ju s ted  to m eet the  case of each 
scholar. One plan would n o t su it all. Some pupils can be easily 
led ; o thers m ust be driven. All have n o t th e  wisdom to see the 
im portance of education  in itself ; b u t are  induced to acquire it '| 
from  a desire to please th e ir  paren ts, or to avoid punishm ent. E n - ' 
couragem ent and punishm ent are, therefore, bo th  necessary in th e  I 
schoolroom. W hile this is generally  adm itted , a difference of opinion 
exists as to the  form  they  should assume. In  referring  to punish- i 
m ent, I  speak of it in the  abstract, for w hat may be punishm ent to j 
one m ay not bo such to another. I  should be sorry  to be an advo­
cate for excess of punishm ent of any k ind, and m ore particu larly  of 
corporal pun ishm en t ; b u t I  would no t banish it  from  our school ! 
system . M y opinion is th a t corporal punishm ent should be an ulti- ! 
raatum  ; a final resourse, only to be adm inistered  w hen o ther 
m ethods of coercion shall have failed in the  school-room. H ith e rto  j  
th e  cane has been regarded too largely as a first remedy, instead of a 
la d  resort. U n til paren ts exercise a more controlling influence over I 
the  tra in in g  of th e ir  ch ild ren  than  they  do a t the  p resen t day, 
teachers in S tate  Schools should not be deprived of th is reserve 
ower. In  the case of m asters possessing firmness and  decision, a 
nowledge th a t he can have recourse to the  cane is po ten t in the 
m ain tenance of school discipline. L ike the  R om an senate under 
th e  E m perors, a  schoolm aster crippled in his au th o rity  becomes I 
pow erless for good. S tate  School scholars, no less th an  those j 
a tten d in g  public schools, ought to be tra ined  in the  sa lu tary  belief ' 
th a t  a schoolm aster is k ing in the school room. I t  was a conviction j 
of the  im portance of this feeling being constan tly  m ain tained  th a t j 
led D r. JBushby to risk  offending th e  K ing, ra th e r  than  doff his ha t 
before his pupils. A fter w alking th rough  th e  school, the Dr. said, i 
“ I  hope your M ajesty  will excuse my w earing my h a t in your pro- 1 
sence, b u t did my boys th in k  th ere  was a g rea te r m an in E ngland  
th an  m yself, I  could no t ru le  th em .” W hile I  hold th a t th e  E du- I 
cation D epartm en t should increase ra th e r th an  dim inish the belief 
in  th e  d ign ity  and the  au tho rity  of th e  teachers’ office, I  m ain tain  
th a t  punishm ent ought to be differentiated. The na tu re  of the  I 
pun ishm en t adm inistered  should accord w ith the  disposition and  i 
tem peram en t of each culprit. W ith  some ch ild ren ’s natu res harsh- ! 
ness in a teacher’s m anner is m ore effective th an  corporal pun ish ­
m ent. O thers seem to pay litt le  heed to his m anner, unless they  j
feel the  w eight of his hand. W hen a schoolm aster sees th a t  he 
can m ain tain  discipline, and stim ulate  his pupils to learn  by sever­
ity  of m anner, he certa in ly  should not use th e  cane, except fo r th e  
pun ishm en t of grave offences. In  these cases, definite p ena lties  
know n to all th e  school will have been fixed, and  a schoolm aster is 
bound to carry ou t his own ru le , and  to tre a t all offenders alike.
SOCIETY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
SCIENCE OF EDUCATION.
M r . M o r r i s , of the G ram m ar School, has received th e  following cir­
cular by th e  M ail, and  has sen t i t  to us for publication , in case 
any education ist would like to co-operate
“ Perm it me to draw your attention to the existence of the above 
Society, whose aims are set forth in the accompanying papers.
“ I am instructed by the Executive Committee to ask your co-opera­
tion in the work th a t has been projected for 1880.
“ I t is proposed to lay before the Society a series of papers, exhibit­
ing the condition of education in various countries abroad, and sug­
gesting a t least one, and not more than  two, im portant questions for 
discussion, arising out of the paper.
“ May I beg you to favour us w ith such a paper yourself, and also to 
pu t me in communication w ith other ladies and gentlemen, whose in­
terest in the advance of education and in the development of its 
true principles, would incline then to take a part in the work of our 
Society.
“ Should you consent to furnish us w ith a paper of the kind named, 
I shall be happy to enter into further correspondence w ith you in rela­
tion to any suggestions or enquiries you may have to make.—I am, 
faithfully yours, C. H. LA K E.”
EUCLID AND HIS MODERN RIVALS.*
B y  a curious chance, these two works reached our hands nearly on th e  
same day, and as Mr. Hodgson devotes a great portion of h is  sp a ce  
(62 pp.) to the consideration of Mr. Wilson’s Geometries, we have 
thought it well to notice the two authors at the same time. As however 
it is patent from the fact of Mr, W ilson’s work having reached a fourth 
edition, th a t his method is not unknown to, and, may we add, not 
| unappreciated by a large section of mathematical teachers, we shall a t 
once pass on to a consideration of Mr. Hodgson’s book, only noticing 
Mr. W ilson’s book in connection w ith the criticism pu t forward in 
“ Euclid and His Modern R ivals.”
A  few words by way of introduction. Mr. Hodgson has been a teacher 
of geometry a t Oxford, we believe, for nearly five-and-twenty years, and 
during th a t time has had frequent occasion to examine candidates in th a t 
subject. For a great part of the above-stated period things went p re tty  
smoothly, and King Euclid held undisputed sway in the “ Schools;” 
but eleven years ago a troubler of the geometrical Israel came upon th e  
scene, and read a paper before the Mathematical Society, entitled 
“ Euclid as a Text-Book of Elementary Geometry.” The agitation thus 
commenced acquired strength, and at length, in consequence of a corres­
pondence carried on in these columns, the Geometrical Association was 
formed. A prime mover in this m atter was tha t Mr. Wilson who wrote 
the paper, and subsequently brought out the geometry cited. Mr. Hodg­
son is one of the gentlemen opposed to this change, and the moving 
cause of the present Iliad is the “ vindication of Euclid’s masterpiece.” 
Another consequence of the agitation is th a t many have tried their 
prentice hands on the production of new geometries—“ rivals,” our 
author calls them — forty-five were left in my rooms to-day.” Can we 
wonder then, that, his soul being stirred within him, he should over­
haul a selection of them to see what blots he could “ sp o t” in them ? 
He might well have taken for his motto one once familiar to us—
“ If there’s a hole in a ’ your coats,
I  rede ye tent it;
A chicks nmang ye takin’ notes,
An’ faith he’ll prcnt it!”
Our author’s criticism takes a peculiar form, but we shall not blame 
him for this, for he has afforded us much amusement, and we quite hold 
w ith the Horatian line he cites in extenuation of his mode of procedure: 
“ Ridentern dicere verum quid vetat ?” We believe he has made a good 
many hits, but at times his wit, we think, has led him too far. We 
shall not, however, here give any account of his plot—we prefer to refer 
our readers to the work itself—but confine our notice to the remarks 
upon Mr. W ilson’s books, and upon Mr. Morell’s “ Euclid Simplified.”
Mr. Hodgson devotes forty-eight pages to Mr. Wilson’s 11 Elem entary 
Geometry ” (second edition, 1869). We can hardly see why so much 
space should be devoted to a work which seems tacitly to have been 
withdrawn by the author, or, at any rate, to have been considered in­
ferior to the work under review. Is it th a t the “ scene ” was w ritten 
some time since, and was considered to be too good to be sacrificed ? 
Happily it is not our business to defend Mr. W ilson’s views on 
“ d i r e c t i o n h e  is perfectly competent to defend his own views, and no 
doubt, should he see fit, will do so at the righ t time.
“ Minos ”—who argues for Mr. Hodgson—himself seems to think th a t 
his remarks will now and again be considered hypercritical. Take the 
following :— .
N-iemand (the general representative of the “  rivals,” quoting from
* E r c i . i n  a n d  H i s  M o d k i ix  R i v a l s .  By Charles  L. Dodgsen, M.A. (London : 
M acmillan, 187!).)
* E l e m e n t a r y  G e o m e t r y  Books i.—iv ., contain ing the subjects of Euclid’s first, 
six books ; following the syllabus of geom etry prepared by the Geometrical A ssociation  
By J, M, Wilson, M .A . Fourth E dition. (London : Macmillan, 1878.)
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the “ Elementary G eom etry” ). Two straight lines tha t meet one ' 
another form an angle at the point where they meet (p. 5). Min. Do 
you mean tha t they form it “at the point,” and nowhere else ? Nie. I 
suppose so. Min. I fear you allow your angle no magnitude, if you i 
lim it its existence to so small a locality ! Nie. Well, we don't mean | 
“ nowhere else.” Min. {meditatively). You mean at the point—and 
somewhere else ? Where else, if you please ? Nie. We mean—we don’t 
quite know why we put in the words at all. Let us say “  Two straight 
lines tha t meet one another form an angle.” M in . Very well. I t 
haraly tells us what an angle is, and, so far, it is inferior to Euclid’s 
definition ; but it may pass. Again (p. 73), Nie. reads, P. 5, Ax. 5,
“ Angles are equal when they could be placed on one another so tha t 
their vertices would coincide in position, and their arms in direction.’’ 
Min. “ Placed on one another!” Did you ever see the  child's game, 
where a pile of four hands is made on the table, and each player tries to 
have a hand a t the top of the pile ? Nie. I know the game. Min. 
Well, did you ever see both players succeed at once ? Nie. No. Min. 
W henever th a t feat is achieved you may then expect to be able to place 
two angles “ on one another I” You have hardly, I think, grasped the 
physical fact that, when one of two things is on the other, the second is 
underneath the first. But perhaps I am hypercritical.
W hat the tex t means is, of course, tha t 13, C, D  could be placed upon , 
A  or A  upon 13, C, 13, so as to coincide. A still more striking instance i 
is p. 160. Mr. Wilson adopts the syllabus-defiuition, “ When one 
straight line stands upon another straight line and makes the adjacent 
angles equal, each of the angles is called a right angle '—& definition, by ! 
the way, remarkably like Euclid’s. Minos says, “ allow me to present 
you with a figure, as I see the Syllabus does not supply one—
A  Here A  13 ‘ stands upon ’ 13 C, and makes the adjacent angles j  
B  equal. How do you like these 1 right angles ?’ ”
C
This is a h it of course, indeed a double hit, the one farcical in its 
illustration, the other sober enough, for the Syllabus considers tha t two 
angles (a major and a minor, conjugate) are formed by two straight lines 
drawn from a point. Mr. Dodgson is very amusing upon the “ straight ” 
angle, and, no doubt, would be equally so upon the equivalent “ fia t” 
angle. A good phrase is still a desideratum, but De Morgan long ago 
pointed out tha t “ the angle made by a straight line with its continuation 
is a definite angular magnitude,” and considered its half to be the best 
definition of a right angle.
We pass over many passages we had marked, with saying th a t in 
many cases the objections are sound but trivial. Objection is taken to 
Mr. W ilson’s remark, “  Every theorem may be shown to be a means of 
indirectly measuring some magnitude,” and Niemand abandons “ every.” 
We think, however, th a t Niemand might have made a better fight of 
it and suggested th a t what is intended is that, for instance, all the theo­
rems of the first book are directly or indirectly required for the proof of 
the 47th Proposition, which is surely a proposition concerned with the 
measurement of magnitude.
On p. 177 Minos says of the exercise, “ Show th a t the angles of an 
equiangular triangle are equal to two-thirds of a right angle, In this 
attem pt I  feel sure I should fail. In early life I  was taught to believe 
them equal to two right angles—an antiquated prejudice, no d o u b t; but 
it is difficult to eradicate these childish instincts. ” Mr. Dodgson was 
taught tha t the three angles were equal to this magnitude ; the ques­
tion says “ angles” surely in the plain sense of each angle being equal, 
&c. Again, in the construction for proposition corresponding to Eucl. 
i. 9 objection is taken to “ finding a radius greater than half A 13" (it 
should be A C ) :  “ it would seem to require the previous bisection of 
A B ” [A C). Thus the proof involves the fallacy “ Petitio P rincip ii.” 
Surely one can take a line greater than or equal to A C; where, then, 
is the fallacy ? Exception is taken to the proposition “ the area of a 
trapezium is equal to the area of a rectangle whose base is half the sum of 
the two parallel sides, and whose altitude is the perpendicular distance 
between them ” as being “ a mere ‘ fancy’ proposition of no practical 
value w hatever.” We have met with it in works on co-ordinate geom­
etry and elsewhere. Then again the theorem (Apollonius’s) on Mr. 
W ilson’s p. 95 is branded “ new,” “ but even with tha t mighty name to 
recommend it, I cannot help thinking it rather more curious than use­
ful.” I t  is our own impression tha t it is one of the most important 
“ riders” from the second book, and if Mr. Dodgson has been teaching 
geometry for nearly five-and-twenty years, so have we—but we do not 
confine our teaching to the text-book only, we devote a great part of our 
geometrical teaching time to the working of exercises.
Our conclusion from the examination of Mr. Dodgson's objections to 
Mr. Wilson’s last book is th a t the majority of them can be easily m e t; 
indeed, many of them are mere verbal quibbles ; the rest arise from the 
very different standpoints taken up by the two writers, and here there 
is likely to be “ war to the knife.”
A word or two on Morell’s (J. R)  “ Euclid Simplified.” I t  is very 
easy work to pick this little book to pieces, but we cannot understand a 
statem ent of Mr. Dodgson’s on p. 148. Of the proposition “ Every con­
vex closed line A B  CD  enveloped by any other closed line P  Q 11 S  T  
is less than it, ” he says the method used fails, “ as of course all methods 
must, the thing not being capable of proof.” We cannot call to mind 
any English text-book in which the proposition is proved, but there is 
what we have thought was a proof in Sannia and D’Ovidio’s “  Elementi 
di Geometria,” p. 32.
We are bound to say th a t “ Euclid and his Modern Rivals” is not all 
amusing reading. I t  alternates
“ From grave to gay,”
and more than a th ird  part is devoted to appendices, the third to the 
sixth of which (73 pages) must have cost the author a great deal of 
thought and labour, We fear, however, it will not get the attention it
deserves. I t  is hard reading, and one has hardly been led up to it by 
the amusement provided in the four Acts of the Drama. Some little  
trouble is involved in mastering the symbols and their significance.
The fourth act considers the objections brought by Mr. Wilson 
( “ Euclid as a Text-Book,” &c.) and others against the use of Euclid for 
junior pupils on the score of unsuggestiveness and want of simplicity of 
! style, the exclusion of hypothetical constructions, &c. We need not 
consider them here, but refer to two articles by the Rev. Dr. Jones (“ On 
the Unsuitableness of Euclid as a Text-Book of Geometry," Trans, of 
Liverpool and Lit. and Phil. Society, published in a separate form ; and 
“ Review of Mr. Todhunter's Essay on Elementary Geometry,” 
Monthly .Journal of Education, 1875, pp. 97-112, 150-160), neither of 
which is referred to by our author, though he quotes largely in the 
appendix from Mr. Todhunter’s Essay, and also from a review of Mr, 
Wilson's first Geometry in the Athencoum for July 18, 1868, w ritten by 
Prof. De Morgan. We could instance other geometries which have an 
equal claim to be considered with any of those criticised by Mr. Dodg­
son, and we should rather have w ritten “ Euclid and some of his 
Modern R ivals.”—Nature.
Bebictos, $lotircs, t i c .
[Boohs for review or notice should he sent to the Editor not later than the 
25th of the month.']
“ E s s a y s  o n  P o l it ic a l  a n d  M o r a l  P h i l o s o p h y .”  By Thomas Edward
Clide Leslie, LL. D. London : Longmans, Green and Co.
The publication of a volume of reviews and essays by Professor Cliffo 
Leslie cannot fail to have a high interest for all who take an interest in 
political economy and sociology, although the articles have already 
appeared in different magazines and journals. Mr. Cliffe Leslie is 
eminently a many-sided w riter ; and it would not perhaps be possible 
for him to do justice to his own method of thought in a single article, 
or book. I t is characteristic of the strong hatred he everywhere pro­
fesses to a deductive system of economy, tha t he habitually contents 
himself with establishing a single point, and leaves it to find its place 
as it best may by the side of other principles. I confess to thinking 
th a t the difference between Mr. Leslie and the able writers he impugns 
is not always so deeply scored as he appears to imagine ; and th a t there 
is a science of pure as well as one of applied economy. Meanwhile, 
so long as there are writers rash enough to declare th a t in political 
economy we want nothing more than “ the knowledge th a t the ruling 
passions of mankind are wealth and ease,” we can hardly be too grateful 
to a thinker like Mr. Cliffe Leslie, who insists tha t we shall take into 
account the laws of historical evolution, with the changes produced 
in the infinite transitions from clear customs to mature state law ; or 
again, such principles of human nature as faith, love of country, and 
ambition.
A rough classification of the essays in Mr. Leslie’s present volume 
will show tha t they fall mainly into four groups—(1) attacks on the 
a priori, or deductive system ; (2) a series of articles on war, which go 
to prove tha t democratic self-government and international courts of 
law are the only safe-guards against i t ; (3) an investigation of wages 
and prices, directed to prove the assumption th a t they all find 
a common level is contradicted by facts ; and (4) a very interesting 
enquiry into the incidence of taxation on the working classes. On this 
latter point, Mr. Leslie sums up—that “ on the one hand Imperial tax ­
ation falls with enormously disproportionate weight on the working 
classes ; and on the other hand, local taxation, in place of redressing, 
greatly aggravates the inequality. ” His analysis of the effects pro­
duced by the English Poor Law system (p. 212) is so temperate and 
sound as to deserve the careful thought of all public men in new 
countries, which like our own, are not yet committed to the endowment 
of pauperism. Yet the very page I have quoted contains a striking 
illustration of the vigorous originality with which Mr. Cliffe Leslie dis­
entangles himself from false analogies. He has been “ laissez fairey 
almost to the verge of agonism in arguing th a t but for the poor-rate 
there would be a higher rate of wages, because among other reasons 
“ there would be more deaths from sickness and w ant.” He pro­
ceeds to combat a favorite doctrine of the “ laissez fa ire” school, tha t 
“ the best system of finance is to spend little ,” and maintains, on the 
contrary, with Mr. Jerns and Mr. Wells, th a t in proportion as we 
advance in civilization, will the public needs, for which taxation is 
required, multiply also : “ boards of health, medical officers, public 
schools, reformatories, free libraries, highway boards, main drainage 
schemes, water supplies, purgation of rivers, improved police, better 
poor laws.’1
My space only allows me to add tha t there arc several essays of 
general interest, which lie more or less outside the range of thought I 
have indicated. Among those I may notice one on Auvergne, one on 
Maine’s History of Institutions, and one on Dr. Hearn’s Aryan House­
hold. 0. H. P.
“ T h e  B r it is h  S chool S e r ie s . ”—A new series of Illustrated Heading
Books, edited by Thomas Morrison, M.A., Rector of the Free National
Training College, Glasgow ; comprising first and second primer, and
first and second readers. Melbourne, M. L. Hutchinson.
This is an excellent school series. Mr. Morrison has combined the 
“ Look-and-say ” method of instruction with tha t law of association by 
which things similar suggest one another. Thus, “ as soon as any given, 
sound has been acquired, recourse is had to the method of phonetic, 
analysis, and the sound acquired is made available by the teacher for 
largely increasing the child’s vocabulary. ” Simplicity of expression and 
usefulness of information have evidently been the chief aim in their com-
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pilation, while the illustrations have been conceived with a design toafford 
the teacher opportunities for supplementing the lesson w ith oral instruc­
tion of an interesting character.
“  A u s t r a l a s i a , ”  edited and extended b y  Alfred R .  Wallace, author o f
“ The Malay Archipelago,’’ “ Geographical D istribution of Animals,”
etc. London, Edward Stanford ; price £1 Is.
This is one of six volumes forming “ Stanford’s Compendium of Geo­
graphy and Travel for general reading.” On everything connected w ith 
the islands which form the Malay Archipelago, Mr. Wallace is our 
highest authority  ; and this division of the work is perhaps the most 
valuable. Short bu t able sketches arc given of the Physical Geography, 
the  N atural History, and the Geology of our island con tinen t; but the 
detailed geography of the colonies is very meagre, and often incorrect. 
A  short notice in one of the Melbourne papers stated tha t “ there was 
no grotesque geography in th is work.” We shall sec.
Twenty-seven pages are specially devoted to this colony. Fronting 
the letterpress is a map. On pages 180-3, a list is given of the 37 coun­
ties, but on the map the names are quite different. According to the 
list, Croajingolong is the county situated on the coast a t the eastern 
part of the colony ; according to the map it is Hone. On this map, 
published in 1879, wo have counties marked off and named, Combermere, 
Abingcr, Jiruce, and soon. The Gippsland railway is represented as 
running between the counties of Haddington and JDou.ro, The railway 
from Ballarat to Stawell is marked, bu t none from A rarat to Portland. 
Hamilton is placed on the K arr an'alia Hirer. P a rt of South Australia 
is given ; a line joining Iforsham and South Australia bears the inscrip­
tion, “  overland route to Mt. Alexander. ’ How many could tell where 
the  Bullarook Desert is ? Yet the name is one of the most prominently 
printed on the map.
In  the letterpress two different numbers are given as the population 
of Victoria. Of the six provinces which return  members to the Legisla­
tive Council, the name of one, the South Western, is changed by a 
strange perversity into North. Eastern. Smythesdale ‘‘is 108 miles west 
by north from Sydney, and twelve miles from Ballarat.” The principal 
rivers of the Wimmora D istrict are the Wimmera, Oven, and R ichard­
son. On page 176, we are gravely informed th a t “ Tobacco and wine 
are largely grown.”
Several quotations are made from books published in 1853-4. As a 
sample take the following contrast between Tasmania and Victoria 
given in a quotation occupying over a page :— “ Owing to the difference of 
tenure here (Tasmania) and in Victoria, a very different state of things 
has been the result. Here the occupiers of the land are the owners, not 
mere squatters, who have no sure tenure of the land, and therefore do 
nothing to it. Here, then, instead of mere isolated wooden huts, stand­
ing in the unappropriated forest, we have a constant succesion of towns 
and villages. Everywhere you descry lovely country-houses with all 
the earthly blessings of fine gardens well walled in, w ith their conserva­
tories and forcing houses, their extensive shrubberies, verdant parks,” 
Ac. This may have been all very good in 1854, but surely this is not 
correct padding for a guinea book published in 1879. Have not things 
altered a little since the year 1854 ?
How other works have been used in the compilation of this volume 
maybe estim ated by comparing the description of Gippsland given by Mr. 
Wallace in “ Australasia " w ith th a t contained in Gordon and Gotch’s 
excellent “ Hand Book."
“  AUBTRAI.ASTA.”
G ippsland, named after one of the 
earlier Govern ore of A ustralia, occupies 
the south-eastern portion of the 
colony, and comprises about one-fifth 
of its whole area. M uch of it on the 
no rth  and cast is unavailable for 
agricultural purposes, from its rugged 
and m ountainous character, though it 
contains considerable trac ts of rich 
Country and alluvial flats. I t  is, for 
the most part, heavily timbered, and 
th e  expenses of clearing are very great. 
In the south and west portion much 
land is occupied for farm ing and cattle- 
grazing, M elbourne being largely sup­
plied w ith fat cattle from this p a rt of 
the country. I t  has also great m ineral 
resources, comprising gold, silver, 
copper, iron, lead, tin, coal, marble, 
and limestone. The clim ate and soil 
are well fittedfortko growth of oranges,
“  T H E  H A N D  BOOK.’ 
Gippsland, so named after one of the 
earlier Governors of Victoria, includes 
Gippsland North and Gippsland South. 
This district occupies the south-eastern 
portion of the colony, and comprises 
one-fifth of the whole territory of 
Victoria ; m uch of it, to the north  and 
east particularly, is unavailable for 
agricultural or pastoral purposes from 
its  rugged or m ountainous character, 
bu t contains large tracts of grazing 
and tillable country, rich deposits of 
alluvial soil predom inating in some 
parts. Owing, however, to the heavy 
tim ber, its clearing is attended 
with considerable toil and expense. 
In  the south and west portion a largo 
quan tity  of land is occupied for farm ­
ing and cattle-grazing, for which its 
rich and fertile soil peculiarly fits it. 
A large portion of the fat cattle sup-
hops, tobacco, and opium. Gippsland plied to the Melbourne market during
is a country of giant mountains, line the winter months is received from
streams, and fertile plains. here. Its mineral resources are im­
mense, comprising gold, silver, copper, 
iron, tin, lead, coal, marble, and lime­
stone. The climate and soil are well 
fitted for the growth of oranges, limes, 
hops, tobacco, and opium. Gippsland 
is a country of colossal mountains, of 
magnificent streams, and of fertile 
plains.
“ Governor of A ustralia," Mr, W allace seems to think, is synony­
mous w ith “  Governor of Victoria.’' W hat will the other colonies say
to this ? A few woodcuts are interspersed throughout the volume. The 
one representing Collins-streeet, Melbourne, is simply outrageous ; it 
must surely have already done service in some of those ancient books so 
frequently quoted. J .  g,
“  S a t u r d a y  N i g h t . ” —The first number of a new illustrated weekly, 
called Saturday N ight, is to hand, From the general tone of the
stories which fill its pages, the excellence of the illustrations and 
letter-press, we anticipate th a t it will soon acquire a large circula­
tion.
“  A i c t o r i a  IX  1880,” by Garnet Walch, and illustrated by Charles
Turner. Dedicated, by permission, to the Hon. W . J. Clarke, M.L.C.
Melbourne, George Robertson.
The specimen pages of Mr. Garnet Walch’s book give promise of a 
splendid contribution to w hat may be termed descriptive Australian li t­
erature. The literary ability of the editor is well known ; the assurance 
given, therefore, tha t “ both artist and editor visit each locality described, 
and glean their information side by side,” w arrant the belief th a t for 
beauty of illustration and graphic description, as well as for accuracy of 
statem ent, the completed work will not fail to sustain the interest excited 
by a perusal of these few specimen pages. The work is to be 4to., extra 
gilt, having an embossed cover with emblematic device.
11 i ft  or in n (t b u r a tm  11 g  cp a r im  en t.
E X A M IN A T IO N  F O R  E X H IB IT IO N S . 
A r i t h m e t i c . — D e c e m b e r , 1878.
Solution by P . W h y t e , M.A.
Two hours and a ha lf allowed for this paper.
1. A rec tangu lar enclosure is 1 2 3 ^  chains long and  80'5 chains 
wide. F in d  by practice the  cost of enclosing it  w ith  a post and 
ra il fence a t os. 3 |d .  per rod  or perch.
The perimeter of the rectangle =  2 (1 2 3 *  + 80%) =  407£ chains =  
162Sf rods.
£ 1628 13 4 =  price at £1 per rod.
2/6 — & — 203 11 8
2/6 — 203 11 8
3£ — ^ — 25 8 114
£432 12 3&
2. A n estate  which will carry  2 sheep to the  acre is valued a t £4  
per acre, and taxed  a t the  ra te  of 25s. for every £100 of its value. 
If the  tax  am ounts to £288 2s. 6d ., and is paid  only on th a t po rtion  
of th e  value of the  estate  which exceeds £2,500, find how m any 
sheep the  esta te  will carry.
The rate is 1^ per cent, or *
.'. the value of the portion taxed is £288& x 80 -  £23050. Whence 
the entire value of the estate =  £23050 + 2500 =  £25550
.*. the estate contains 63871 acres, and will carry 12775 sheep.
3. A trave lle r set ou t on a jou rney  w alking a t the  ra te  of S i­
miles an hour. A fter proceeding a certa in  d istance he res ted  for 
half an hour, and on resum ing his jou rney  w alked a t th e  ra te  of 
4 m iles an hour. On reaching his destination  he found th a t he 
h&d arrived £ hour earlier th an  if he had  walked the  whole d istance 
at 3& miles an h ou r w ithou t resting , b u t 3£ hours la te r th an  
if he had w alked the  whole distance a t 4 miles an hour w ithou t 
resting, h in d  th e  leng th  of his jou rney  and  how far he had 
travelled  before he stopped to rest.
If he had walked the whole distance, w ithout stopping, a t 4 miles an 
hour, he would have finished 1-1 hours sooner than if he had walked at 
8& miles an hour.
Now the time taken to walk at 3& miles an hour is the whole dis­
tance in miles divided by 3^, or *  of the distance =  the number of 
hours ; similarly \  of the distance =  the number of hours taken a t 4 
miles an hour.
W hence *  0f the distance -  £ of the d istance-1£ , or *  of the dis­
tance =  11
. t he whole distance =  30 miles.
At 3g- miles an hour it  would take 9 hours, and at 4 miles an hour it 
would take 71 hours w ithout stopping. The actual time taken, there­
fore, was 8 f hours, including the £ hour rest.
Whence *  of the first part of the journey 4 *  of the second part =  8$
-  4 =  8|
B ut I  of the 1st part + 1 of the 2nd part =  71
Whence *  of the 1st p a r t - 1  of the 1st part =  § or *  of the 1st part
the 1st part of the journey =  g x 20 =  15.
Therefore he had travelled 15 miles before he stopped.
4. A bill draw n 21st D ecem ber, 1875, a t four m onths, was 
discounted on the  11th F eb ru ary , 1876. I f  th e  tru e  d iscount a t 6 
per cent, per annum  am ounted  to £ 5  8s., find th e  am oun t of 
th e  bill.
The bill was payable on 24th April, 1876.
11th February to 24th April = 73 days, or ■} of a year.
The discount for a whole year would be £5 8 x 5  =  £27, whence the 
proportion is 6 : 27 :: 106 =  £477.
5. A d raper having bought 4,000 yards of cloth, sold f  of i t  a t a 
loss of 5 per cen t., £ of the  rem ainder a t a gain of 7^ per cen t., 
and the  res t a t a gain of 2 \  per cent. I f  he gained £ 2  Is. 8d. by 
the  whole transaction , find the cost price per yard  of th e  cloth.
The three parcels sold were 1600 yards, 600 yards, and 1800 yards.
On the 1st he lost 5 per cent., or the price of 80 yards.
On the 2nd he gained 6 x 7 i =  45 yards.
On the 3rd sale he gained 18 x 2£ =  45 yards.
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Whence his net gain was 10 yards.
, \  The price per yard was £2 Is Sd — 10 =  4s 2d.
G. If, u n d er sim ilar conditions, 318 litres of nitrogen gas are of 
the  sam e w eight as 125 litres of chlorine gas, 18 litres of chlorine 
gas of th e  sam e w eight as 79 5 litres of m arsh gas, 15 2 litres of 
m arsh gas of th e  same w eight as 14 ‘4 litres of am m onia gas, 18 litres 
of am m onia gas of th e  sam e w eight as 152 litres of hydrogen gas, 
and if 900 litres of hydrogen gas weigh 1,247 4 grains, find in  lbs. 
avoir, th e  w eight of 12,000 litres of n itrogen  gas.
By the Chain Rule.
12000 nitrogen 
318 125 chlorine
180 795 marsh gas
152 144 ammonia
18 152 hydrogen
9000 12474 grains
7000 1 lb. Av.
ill nt b cvs tin lintel It qcn c c.
This by Cancellation =  
(a) S im plify—
1 1V °f"
12474 12474
2 x 9 x 3 x 7 ~ "  378 ' 33 lbs. Av.
1 x 8 ^ 1 4
6 ( 8 - U )  -------
t 3o + 1'1
UxGl
(b) In  the  preceding exam ple po in t ou t an instance of a com­
plex and of a compound fraction.
8. F in d  th e  value of—
of an acre + (7 '05 -3*025) roods
"4G29 
T -0425
"0025
•27'
perches -  214 84375 sq. yds. X ‘128)
25
90
4625
9990
111
185-4'629'
7 ‘65-3-025 =  4-625 =  4 |  roods. 
17 perches.
=  — of an acre.
5
.0025
214-84375 x -128 =  274 sq. yards. The value is 
of an acres + 4;, roods — 17 perches + 274 yards 
=  I f  acre + § roods — 17 perches + 274 yards 
=  1 acre + 2-f roods + (25 — 17) perches + 274 yards 
=  1 acre + 2 roods 4- 24 perches 4- 274 yards.
MWrb of (Bbucation:.
DISTRICT OF W ELLINGTON.
T he  following is the Arithmetic paper set a t the Pupil Teachers’
Examination, on July  9th, 1879, for all fourth and fifth year Pupil
Teachers.—[Solutions m ill be given next issue.]
A r i t h m e t i c .
( Time : Three hours. A ll mark must be shotvn.)
1.—Simplify 4- T'.? of 3f — (g of -ii-jr —- js )
TT —  V Of 2
2.—Divide 438 guineas among 7 men, 9 women, and three boys, so 
th a t each woman may have 3-5ths of each man’s share, and each boy 
6-7ths of each woman’s share.
3.—Work, by Practice only, 7 sq. yards 2 sq. feet 10 sq. inches at 
£4 7s. 6^d. per square yard.
4.—A person is able to perform a journey of 142 2 miles in 44 days 
when the day is 10164 hours long, how many days will he be travelling 
when the days are 8 4 hours long?
5.—Find the area of a triangle whose sides are G, 8 and 10 chains 
respectively.
6.—If one grain avoirdupois weight of sand contain 25040 particles of 
sand, how many particles of sand are there in a pitcher which weighs 
9 oz. 11 dwts. 18 grains when empty, and 6 lbs. 5 oz. 10 dwts. 11 grains 
when filled with sand ? W rite the answer in words.
7.—Find the area in acres, roods and perches of a trapezium composed 
of two triangles, having a common base line measuring 143 chains, and 
the two perpendiculars thereon from the apices of the opposite angles, 
being respectively 43 and 51 chains.
8.—How much will it cost to put a four-rail fence round a circular 
piece of land measuring 10 chains in diameter, the rails being9 feet long; 
the cost of rails being 3d., and of posts, Gd. each ; and the cost of 
labour, 15s. per chain ?
M e l b o u r n e .—On Thursday October 2, there was a large gathering of 
the elite of Melbourne at the University to witness the ceremony of laying 
the memorial-stone of the Wilson Hall. The building, which is now 
some 20 feet above the ground, was decorated with flags, and the 
precincts of the University presented quite a lively appearance. His 
Excellency the Governor, the Marquis of Normanby, arrived on the  
ground at 3  o’clock, accompanied by Lord Hervey Phipps, Colonel 
Anderson, and Captain l’atourel. There were also present the Bishop 
of Ballarat, the Dean of Melbourne, Sir W. F. Stawell, Sir Redmond 
Barry, Sir C. Sladeu, the Hons. Niel Black, Major Smith, John Woods, 
and J. M. Grant. The Council and Senate of the University were also 
largely represented. The Chancellor, Sir Redmond Barry, delivered a 
long address, in which he extolled the liberality of Sir Samuel Wilson 
in presenting the University with £ 8 0 ,0 0 0  to build the Hall. Sir 
Samuel Wilson, in replying, thanked the Council of the University for 
the honor done him in asking him to lay the memorial stone, and 
following the example of Oxford and Cambridge, in calling the Hall, after 
its founder, the Wilson Hall. The Governor made a few appropriate 
remarks, and the proceedings terminated.
E X H I B I T I O N S  A T  M A T R I C U L A T IO N , Epm. TmtM, 1879.
GEOMETRY AND TRIGONOMETRY.
( Professor E. J. Nanson.')
Solutions by Professor H. M. An d r e w ,
[The reader mill have no difficulty in supplying diagrams where they are
required, ]
1. From a given point draw to two parallel straight lines two equal 
straight lines at right angles to each other.
Let O be the given point, and BA, FC the given parallel straight 
lines. Draw OA perp. to AB and OC perp. to OF. Make CF =  OA and 
AB = OC. Join OF, OB. In  the triangles BAO, FCO, AO =  CF, 
AB = CO and angle at A == angle at C ; therefore those triangles are =  in 
all respects; therefore OB =  OF and angle FOG = angle ABO ; there­
fore angles FOC, BOA = angles ABO, BOA =  a right angle. Again, 
AB is parallel to FC ; therefore OA, OC are in the same straight line ; 
therefore angle EOF is a right angle.
N ote.—T he construction holds w hether O is or is not betw een the 
given stra ig h t lines, b u t in th e  form er case CF, AB are on th e  same 
side of AC, in the  la tte r  on opposite sides.
2. Construct a triangle, having given the base, the difference of the 
sides, and the difference of the angles a t the base.
Let BC be the given base. Make angle BOP == half the given 
difference of the angles at the base. W ith  centre B, and radius =  the 
given difference of the sides, describe a circle, cutting CP in P . Join 
BP and produce it to A. Make angle RCA == angle CPA. ABC is the 
triangle required. Angle ARC = angle ACP ; therefore AC =  AP ; there­
fore PB is the difference between AB, AC. Again, angle ACP =  angle 
ARC =  sum of angles ABC, PCB ; therefore angle ACB =  angle ABC 
and twice angle PCB ; therefore difference between angles ACB, ABC is 
twice angle FOB, i.e., is the given difference of the angles at the base of 
the triangle.
N ote.—The circle may cut CP in two points, the construction will 
then give two similar triangles on opposite sides of BC.
3. Having given the sum of two straight lines and the rectangle 
contained by them, find the two straight lines.
Let AB be the given sum. Describe a square =  the given rectangle, 
let C be a side of this square. On AB as diameter describe a circle. 
From B draw BD perp. to AB and =  C. Through D draw DF parallel 
to BA and cutting the circle in F. From F  draw FHG perp. to AB, 
cutting AB in H  and the circle in (>. AH, HB are the straight lines! 
F II =  BD =  C and FH = HG. Rect. AH, HB = rect. FH, HG = square on 
C ; therefore rect. AH, HB = given rect. ; therefore AH, HB are the 
straight lines required.
4. Describe a circle which shall pass through two given points and 
cut off from a given circle an arc of given length.
Let A, B be the given points. Through A, B draw any circle 
cutting the given circle in C, D. Let the straight lines CD, A B meet 
in O. In the given circle place a chord =  the chord of the given
lay be described through 
points A, B, P, Q and this is the circle required.
N ote.— As two tangents may be drawn from O, two circles may be 
drawn to satisfy the given conditions.
5 Prove th a t four circles may be described touching the three sides 
of any triangle, and th a t the square on the distance between the centres 
of any two together with the square on the distance between the 
centres of the other two is equal to the square on the diameter of the 
circle passing through the centres of any three.
The centres of the three escribed circles lie on the bisectors of the 
exterior angles of the triangle. The proof is identical with th a t of 
Euclid iv. 4.
Let A, B, C be the centres of the escribed circles of any triangle, and 
0  th a t of the inscribed circle The bisectors of the exterior angles of 
the triangle are perp. lo the bisectors of the interior angles ; therefore 
O is the point of intersection of perps. from A, B, C to the sides of the 
triangle ABC opposite to them (Todhunter’s Euclid, Appendix § 27). 
About the triangle ABC describe a circle, draw BOD a diameter of this
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circle. The sum of the squares on BC, AO shall =  square on BD; join AD, 
DC. The angles OCD, OCB =  a right angle ; angles OCB, A BC = a right 
angle ; therefore angle OCD = angle ABC ; therefore angles OCD, ADC 
=  two right angles ; therefore AD is parallel to OC. Again, DC, AO are 
both perp. to BC ; therefore DC is parallel to AO ; therefore AOCD is a 
parallelogram ; therefore DC = A 0 ; therefore squares on AO, BC = 
squares on DC, BC, i.e., square on BD.
ti, P  and Q are fixed p o in ts ; AB, CD are fixed parallel straight 
lines ; any straight line is drawn from P to meet AB a t M, and a 
straight line is drawn from Q parallel to PM  meeting CD a t N. Shew 
th a t MN passes through a fixed point.
Let NM meet QP in 0. Draw ORS perp. to AB, CD meeting them 
in R, S respectively.
PO : PQ =  MO : MN =  RO : RS which is a fixed ratio ; therefore, 
PO : PQ is a fixed ratio. But PQ is given ; therefore 0  is a fixed point.
7. Construct a triangle, having given the base, the vertical angle, and 
the  rectangle contained by the sides.
Let AB be the given base. On AB describe a segment of a circle con­
taining an angle = the given vertical angle. Draw BC perp. AB and such 
th a t the rect. contained by BC and the diameter of the circle shall = 
the given rect. Draw CP parallel to AB meeting the circle in P. APB 
is the triangle required. Draw the diameter PR, and draw PQ perp. to 
AB. Then rect, RP, PQ =  rect. AP, PB (Euc. vi. C) =  rect. RP, BC =  
given rect.
N o t e .— CP may meet the circle in two points, or touch it, so tha t 
the construction may give two triangles, which will be similar, or one 
which will be isosceles.
8. Prove tha t
sin 30 sin%0+ cos 30 cos30 = cos320.
Sin 30 sin30 + cos 30 cos30 =  (3 sin 0 — 4 sin30) sina0 +
+ (4 cos30— 3 cos 0) cos30 =  3(sin40 — cos*0) — 4(sin°0 — cos0 0) =
=  (sin20 — coss0) |  3(sin20 + cos-0) — 4(sin ‘0 +  sin20cos20 + cos40) I
=  — cos 20 |  3 — 4(sin-0 + cos"0j —sin90cos*20) |  =
= — cos 20 |  — 1 + (sin 20)2 j =  cos3 20
9. Solve the equations
tan  2 0 =a tan 2 sin 0 + sin 20 + sin 30 +  sin 40 =  0.
T an90 =  ta n 9 u .*. tan  0 =  A  tan a .*, 0 =  m r_+_ a where n  is any 
integer, positive or negative.
sin 0 +  sin 20 + sin 30 + sin 40 — 0 
2 sin 20 cos 0 + 2  sin 30 cos 0 =  0 
.'. COS0 =  0 or sin 20 + sin 30 =  0
The former equation gives 0 >» {2n + 1) ~
The latter equation gives
2 sin ~  cos A  = 0
*=Mri.e.,  0  =  ~  7r
or - -  = (2 n + 1) ~  i.e. 0 =  (2 n j-1 )ir
In  those results n is any integer, positive or negative.
10. If in a triangle (a 2 + 6 2 ) sin (A—B) =  (a 2 -  6 2 ) sin (A + B), shew 
th a t the triangle is either isosceles or right angled.
(a- + b-) sin (A — B) =  ( a - — 6-) sin (A + B)
b- sin A cos B =  a* sin B cos A 
.'. sin'-B sin A cos B =  sin‘2A sin B cos A 
. '. sin B sin A = 0 which is inadmissable, 
or sin B cos B =  sin A cos A 
.'. sin 2B — sin 2A
. *. B — A o rB  + A =  A
.'.T h e  triangle is either isosceles or right angled.
11. Shew th a t in any triangle « ( 6 2  + <?2 ) cos A  + b (c 2 + <z2 ) Cos l i
+ c( « 2  + 6 2 ) cos C =  3abc.
a{b- + c a) cos A + b(e- + « 2) cos B + c(a2 + b-) cos C =
=  ab(J> cos A + a cos B) + ac(c cos A + a cos C) + be (c cos B + i  cos C) 
By drawing a perp. from A to BC it is easily seen th a t a =  b cos C + 
c cos B and similarly, b = C cos A + a cos C, and o =  a  cos B + b cos A ; 
hence the last expression becomes abo +  acb + bca i.e., 3 abc.
12. Shew how to solve a triangle having given two sides and the in­
cluded angle. If u =  l, b =  9, C =  65°, find A and B, having given tha t
log 2 =  *3010300 log tan 51° 28'=  *0988763
log tan 57' 30'=  *1958127 log tan 51° 29 '=  *0991355.
For the first part of the answer see Todhunter’s Trigonometry ch. xiv 
§229.
C =  65°.'. KA + B )= 57°30 '
<7 =  1, 6 = 9 .*. a + 6 =  10 and b — » =  8 = 2 3
tan  \  (B —A) =  tan  % (A + B)
u + (t
log 10=1 log 8 =  3 log 2=  *9030900
tan  \  (A + B)...................*1958127
b — a .................... *9030900
1*0989027
b + a ...........
0 0989027
51° 28' 0"
264
.......
h (B—A)«= 51 28 61} 
* (B  + A )=  57 30
B =108 58 6 & 
and A =  6  1 532-
C = 6 5
ISO
2592...diff. for V
ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA.
Professor Nanson.
T h e  following is the Arithmetic and Algebra paper set for 
Exhibitions at the Matriculation Examination of the Melbourne 
University, February Term, 1879.— ( Solutions next month.)
1. Express
1 1 1  1 1  1 1
99 3* (99)3 + 5 (99)s 7 ’ (99)'
correctly to 15 places of decimals.
2. Bronze contains 91 per cent, of copper, 6 of zinc, and 3 of tin. A 
mass of bell-metal (consisting of copper and tin  only) and bronze fused 
together is found to contain 88 per cent, of copper, 4*875 of zinc, and 
7-125 of tin. F ind the proportion of copper and tin  in bell-metal.
3. A steam vessel going 10 knots an hour consumes half a ton of coal
per knot a t 12s. a ton and costs £10 a day for wages, repairs, and 
interest of capital. She carries 3000 tons of coal and cargo. W hat is 
the greatest paying distance she can go, supposing she earns a farthing 
per ton freight per nautical mile ?
4. If 2s =  a + 6 + c prove th a t
( s - a ) 3 +  ( s -  5)3 + ( s - y ) 3+ Sabe =  s 3.
5. Reduce to its simplest form
  _6_+ a_________  e + g
be { a — b) (a —  c) ca (6 —  c) (b —  a)
 a + b
ab {c —  a) (c —  6)*
6. If x  + y  + 2  =  xyz prove tha t
* y
1 — a 9 1 — y"- + 
4ayg
(] — a 9) (1 — y 2) (1 — z- y
8. Find the values of x, y, z, w from the simultaneous equations
aw + cy — bz *=■ a 
b?v + az — cx — (3 
cm + bx — ay ~  y  
ax + by + cz = 0
9. Find the condition th a t the roots of
ax-  + bx + c — 0 
may be formed from those of
a' x~ + Vx + c' =  0 
by adding the same quantity to each root.
10. If x, y, z are variable, but their sum constant, and if {x — y  + z) 
{x + y  — z) varies as yz, prove th a t yz  varies as y + z — x.
11. Solve the equations—
3 + 2% 3 — 2*
+ 1 + x +  a 9 ~  2’
.. x + V a 2 — 1 a — V a 2 — 1
+ iT 7 * r= i
12. Solve the equations—
(i) yz + ax — b-
z x  + ay =  b-
xy  + az =  b"-
(ii) ax  + by + cz — a- + b2 + c"1
? + % + 1 = 3a b c
yz  + zx  + xy  — be + ca + a b ,
13. If the equations
%
a"- 69
A x  + B y  + C =  0 
have only one solution, prove th a t
A°-a”- + J?262=  C9.
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|$ h % m a tu s .
4 .  ( B y  C . R . S m i t h w i c k , School No. 864, Cobden.) — Tom, 
Dick, Harry, Eliza, Mary, and Jane, all went to m arket to buy 
pigs. Each paid as many shillings per pig as the number of pigs lie or j 
she bought. The parties were three married couples, and in each case 
the husband spent three guineas more than the wife. Dick bought 23 
pigs more than Mary, Tom bought 11 more than Eliza.
Who was Dick’s wife ? Who H arry’s ? and who Tom’s ? How much 
did each person spend ? and how many did each buy ?
Solution by A. I I .  D a v i s , B.A., Jos. I r v i n e , and J. B a r t l e y .
Each person has spent 63 shillings more than his wife.
Therefore if x  represent the number of pigs a husband bought, and y 
the number of pigs a wife bought, the following equation must hold in 
each case :—
x~ — 63 =  ?/2 ; 
a 2 — y 2 =  63 
.". (a  + y) (x—y) =  63x1 ;
=  (32 + 31) (32—31); 
or (a + ?/) (a—y) =  2 1 x 3 ;
=  (12 + 9) (12—9 ); 
or (a  + y)  (a—y) =  9 x 7 ;
= (8 + 1) (8- 1) ;
•/•jrSiKi'IK:!}-
Now by the question Dick has bought more than 23 pigs. Therefore 
Dick has 32 pigs and his wife 31.
Again, Tom has bought more than 11 pigs. .*. E ither Tom has 32 pigs 
and his wife 31 ; or else Tom has 12 pigs and his wife 9.
Lastly, either H arry has 32 pigs and his wife 31 ; or else H arry has 
12 pigs and his wife 9 ; or else Harry has 8 pigs and his wife 1.
Further, Mary has 23 pigs less than Dick. Therefore Mary has 9 pigs. 
And Eliza has 11 pigs less than Tom. Therefore Eliza has either 21 pigs 
or 1 pig.
But by the solution no wife can have 21 pigs. Therefore Eliza must 
have 1 pig. Hence Eliza is H arry’s wife ; Mary is Tom’s wife ; Jane 
is Dick’s wife.
Consequently, the following table gives the complete solution :—
Husband.
Number
of
pigs
Cost. Wife.
N umber 
of 
pigs.
Cost.
Dick 82 251 4 0 Jane 31 248 1 0
Tom 12 7 4 0 Mary 9 4 1 0
H airy ............... 8 3 4 0 Eliza ............... 1 0 1 0
5  ( B y  P . C a n n i n g , from Admission to Training Examination 
Paper, June, 1878.) A gun is fired from a fort a t intervals of 
2 minutes 10 seconds. By the passengers in a tra in  approaching 
the fort, the report of the first gun is heard 13 seconds after 
the discharge; and the report of the second gun is heard 3 
seconds after the discharge. Supposing sound to travel 1116 feet 
per second, ascertain the rate a t which the train  is travelling.
{Solution by T. J I a r l i n , M.A., Jos. I r v i n e , and J. Puckey. )
A B
A A
Suppose th a t the first gun, which the passengers hear is fired a t a 
o’clock. Let A be the position of the train when the passengers hear 
the report of this gun ; and let B be the position of the train when the 
passengers hear the report of the following gun.
Then the first report is heard, a t A at a hrs. Omin. 13sec. And the 
second report is heard, a t B at a hrs. 2min. 13sec.
Hence the train moves over the distance A B in 3 20 seconds.
And sound travels over the distance A B in 30 seconds.
. \  The train is travelling at the rate of -I—  feet per second ;
=  1116x60x60 fcet per h<mr . =  1116 x 300mi,eg per hour _2700
o x l / u U  44
miles per h ou r; =  miles per hour ; =  Q3v%- miles per ho ur.
QUESTIONS FOR SOLUTION.
6 .  (B y  J o s . I r v i n e , School 974, Talbot). In  a paddock 15 chains 
square, a strip of uniform width all along one side was sown with oats. 
One end of the remaining strip was planted with potatoes, and the other 
end laid down in grass. The potatoes formed a square of exactly the 
same extent as the oats. W hat was the extent of grass ?
7, (From the F irst Year Honour Examination, 1878, of the Mel­
bourne University). Eliminate x', y ‘ from the equations 
x* + x '2 + x x '= a2 
yi + y ’2 + yy '= b2 
2 {xy + x'y') + xy ' + x 'y ^  0.
8- (From the F irst Year Honour Examination, 1S7S, of the Mel 
bourne University). If (j be the circular measure of a positive angle 
less than a right angle, prove that
tan y + V .
BOOKS FOR REVIEW .
A l p h a b e t i c a l  list of books received during the month for review or 
notice :—
“ Blackie's Comprehensive School Series,”—Comprising Primer,
P art I, price lid . Primer, P art II, 2d. F irst Reader, (id. Second 
Reader, Sd. Arithmetic, Standard I, II, 111, 2s. each. History of 
England, Standard IV .. 4s. History of England, Standard V., 6d. 
Melbourne : M. L. Hutchinson, 1879.
“ Blackie’s School Classics. With Prefatory and Explanatory Notes,” 
—Comprising :—The Fire-worshippers, by Thos. Moore. L’Allegro and 
11 Penscroso, by John Milton. The Prisoner of Chillon, by Lord Byron. 
The Deserted Village, by Oliver Goldsmith. Essays, by Lord Bacon. 
The Ancient Mariner, by S. T. Coleridge. Price, 3d. each. Melbourne : 
M. L. Hutchinson, 1879.
“ Blackie’s School Manuals. With Prefatory and Explanatory Notes.” 
—Comprising Evangeline, by Henry W. Longfellow, price, 44. The 
Prophecy of Dante (Cantos I., II.), by Lord Byron, price, 3d. Mel­
bourne : M. L. Hutchinson, 1879.
“ Essays : Social, Moral, and Political.”—By Richard Birnie, Esq., 
M.A., Barrister-at-Law. [Selected and reprinted from the Austral­
asian,] Melbourne : Alex. MTCinley and Co., 1879,5s.
“ Melbourne University Calendar for the Academic Years of 1878-80.” 
—Printed for the University by John Ferres, Government printer. Mel­
bourne : S. Mullen, 2s. 64.
“ Melbourne University Matriculation and Ordinary Examination 
Papers,”—February Term, 1879 Melbourne : S. Mullen, Is. Papers 
for the Second Matriculation Examinations, February Term, 1879, 64.
“ Short Essays.”—By L. Augustus Forbes Leith. M elbourne: 
M'Carron, Bird and Co., 1879.
“ Vere Foster’s Copy Books.”—Approved by the Department of 
Science and Art. Comprising :—Elementary, Freehand, Marine, Trees, 
the Human Figure, Families of Animals, and Mechanical Drawing. 
Price, 34. each. Melbourne : M .L. Hutchinson,
W e have before us, says th e  E xam iner , M ay 3, 1879, the 
“  R ussian  official map of C entral A sia,” compiled in accordance 
w ith the discoveries and surveys of R ussian  staff officers up to the 
close of 1877. This is w ithout doubt the  m ost valuable contribu tion 
which has y e t appeared to the geography of a portion  of the  world 
w ith which we are very insufficiently acquainted, through the  
tim id ity  of our ru lers, who have restra ined  our explorers.
H a n d -t r a i n i n g  i n  E d u c a t i o n . — In  a paper on hand-train ing  
in the  public schools, read  before a M assachussetts C ounty Teaching 
Association, the  reader, Rev. G. L. Chancy, laid special emphasis 
on the  need of giving public school children the proper bias tow ard, 
no t against, m anual labour. A t present, children arc tau g h t in such 
a way th a t they  look down upon m anual labour. E ducation  should 
no t thus be p rejudicial to the  labouring in terests of the  country. 
In d u s tria l education is absolutely necessary for us as a people. 
H and-tra in ing  is in reality  m ind-train ing , or “ brain-build ing  by 
h an d .” Mr. Chaney argued th a t special trade  schools should be 
m aintained by m anufacturers, for which the public school-training 
should be a preparation. The work of th e  Ind u s tria l School Asso­
ciation in Boston was alluded to as an exam ple of w hat m ight be 
accom plished in th e  m anipulation  of tools common to all trades.
A D V E R T IS E M E N T S .
ANTED—By a Ludy Head Teacher, an exchange as Assistant to a 
school in or near a town. Salary no object. Address, “ Vera,” 
Schoolmaster Office, Melbourne.
SHORTHAND TAUGHT through post, 18 Lessons, Is. each. David Glass, 54 Urquhart Street, Ballarat West.
J Q U N N  A N D  C O L L I N S ,
BOOKSELLERS, ' STATIONERS, & PRINTERS,
THE OPPOSITE CORNER TO POST-OFFICE, MELBOURNE.
School Books and Requisites at lowest prices. Stationery in every department
GIFT BOOKS. SCHOOL PRIZES.
Discount to Teachers.
Orders for printing attended to with care and executed with despatch.
D U N N  A N D  C O L L I N S ,
B O O K S E L L E R S ,  S T A T I O N E R S ,  A N D  P R I N T E R S
The Opposite Corner to Post-office, MELBOURNE.
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N I C H O L S O N  A N D  A S C H E R B E R G ,
IM POSTERS OF
P I A N O F O R T E
T H E
T H E
SOLE AGENTS FOR
W O O D S ’ O R G A N ,
The Finest Organ ever introduced to Victoria.
A L L T H E
T I M E - P A Y M E N T  S Y S T E M ,
ON THE MOST LIBERAL BASIS.
N E W E S T  M U S I C  A T  H A L F - P R I C E .
M ELBOURNE—
4 5  AND 4 7  C O L L I N S  S T R E E T .
SYDNEY—
3 1 7  G E O R G E  S T R E E T .
M  .
WHOLESALE
N O V E L T I E S  I N  S C H O O L  S T A T I O N E R Y  
Regularly imported from England and America by
L .  H U T C H I N S O N
AND RETAIL BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
15 COLLINS STREET WEST, MELBOURNE.
Liberal Discount allowed to Teachers.
M. L. HUTCHINSON supplies School Teachers with all the necessary requisites at the Lowest
Prices.
Exercise Books from Is. per dozen.
Vero Foster’s Copy Books, Is. per doz.
Vere Foster’s Drawing Books.
Amoriran Pointers, for maps and blackboards. 
American Chalk in gross boxes.
School Slates and pencils, very cheap. 
Thacker’s School Ink and Inkoline. 
Thacker’s Educational Games. 
Picture Lessons in Geography. 
Nelson’s Eoyal Readers.
G L A S G O W  B O O K  W A R E H O U S E ,
15 COLLINS STREET WEST, MELBOURNE.
ERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCYQ E PvrJ
E X  AM  IN  A T I  ON.
COACHING BY CORRESPONDENCE.
Tbrms:
Revision of test-work from papers of previous 
examinations. Fee, each subject, Half-a-crown per 
paper. . . .  .
Solution of any fair arithmetical question:—If  
taken from “ The State School Arithmetic,” Sixpence; 
not taken from “ The State School Arithmetic, ’ One 
Shilling.
Monthly fee for revision of papers on Arithmetic, 
Grammar, Composition, and Geography, One 
Guinea.
J . J .  B U R  S T  O N , T A R  A D  A L E ,
Author of “ The State School Arithmetic.”
r p H E  STATE SCHOOL ARITHMETIC
S. M U L L E N
B EGS to intimate that since his removal into his new premises, he has opened a department solely 
devoted to the sale of School Books and School 
Requisites, which he will continue to supply at the 
lowest current prices.
A Classified Catalogue of
E D U C A T I O N A L  W O R K S
may be had gratis on application.
By JO H N  J . BURSTON, Taradale.
os Od 
3s 6d 
2s Od
Enlarged Edition, with Supplement...
Ordinary School Edition (revised) ...
Supplement, bound separately
The Author will thankfully receive intimation of 
any error that may have escaped his notice in revising 
the Second Edition (Third Thousand).
M I L T O N 
By J . J.
P A R S E D
BUESTON.
Preparing for publication, “ Milton Parsed,” a 
text-book for Candidates for the Certificate of Compe­
tency Examination.
G E O R G E  R O B E R T S O N ,
PU BLISH ER, MELBOURNE.
Agent for the sale of the
PUBLICATIONS OF TH E MELBOURNE 
UNIVERSITY.
THE EXAMINATION PAPERS
For the Second February
MATRICULATION EXAMINATION, 1879, 
Now ready, Price 6d.
SAMUEL MULLEN, 
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
29 & 31 COLLINS STREET EAST,
MELBOURNE.
A. J. S M IT  H,
IMPORTER OF BOOKS & STATIONERY, 
35 SWANSTON STREET,
MELBOURNE.
All School Books and Requisites at lowest prices.
M 1 K I N L E Y S’
A U S T R A L I A N  P I C T O R I A L  
A L M A N A C
To be Published about end of October, with
EIGHT FULL-PAGE ENGRAVINGS,
(8& inches by 6& inches), of Australian Subjects, 
executed in first-class stylo
And containing
A Calendar of the most important incidents which 
have occurred since the discovery of Australia, with 
descriptions of the most interesting events in each 
month.
P R I C E  O N E  S H I L L I N G .
Every teacher should order a copy by sending stamps 
for the amount.
ALEX. M'KINLEY & CO., 
P R I N T E R S  & P U B L I S H E R S ,  
61 QUEEN STREET, MELBOURNE.
T O HEAD MASTERS, SECRETARIES OF BOARDS OF ADVICE, AND 
OTHERS.
ALEX. M'KINLEY 6  CO.
Having made considerable additions to their stock 
of Bookwork and Jobbing Type, are prepared to 
execute orders in every description of
G E N E R A L  P R I N T I N G
All orders entrusted to them will bo printed in a 
satisfactory manner.
Printed and Published by Alex. M'Kinley and Co., 61 
Queen-street, Melbourne.
T H E  V I C T O R I A N
®  © © ® © o e q
A N D  L I T E R A R Y  R E V I E W .
V ol . I., N o. WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1879. S U B S C R IP T IO N  :Yearly, 6s. fid.; Half-yearly, 3s. fid.
Messrs. WM. COLLINS, SONS, & CO.,
Publishers and lid  holes ale Stationers,
( O f  L o n d o n , G l a s g o w , a n d  E d i n b u r g h ,)
1 2 5  C O LLIN S S T R E E T  W E S T , M E L B O U R N E ;
H E R R I O T  H IL L  B U IL D IN G S,
And31  Q U E E N  S T R E E T ,
append a L ist o f some of their Manufactures and Specialities, o f which they hold a large Stock.
6 " / ^  STATIONERY SCHOOL BOOKS.
C O LLIN S’ Editions of Bibles, Prayer Books, Church Services, Testaments, Psalm Books and Catechisms.
C O L L IN S’ Commentaries, Critical and Explanatory, by Jamieson, Fausset and Brown.
C O L L IN S’ Australian Reading and other School Books. C O LLIN S’ Elementary and Advanced Science Series.
C O L L IN S’ Handbooks on Specific Subjects. C O LLIN S’ Beautifully-printed High Class Atlases.
C O LLIN S’ Illustrated Etymological and Pronouncing Dictionaries.
C O LLIN S’ School Management, Pupil Teacher’s Handbook, English Literature, Natural History, Natural Philosophy, 
Dom. Economy, Political Economy, Mechanics, Lessons on Common Things, Eminent English Writers, Arithmetic, 
Mathematics, Languages, School and College Classics, History, Grammar and Composition, Geography, Music. 
C O L L IN S’ School Wall Maps, Diagrams, Globes (Terrestrial and Celestial,) and other Educational Appliances.
C O LLIN S’ Useful Ready Reckoners, Percentage and Interest Tables.
C O LLIN S’ “ Nam e” Series of Note Papers, White and Coloured Printing Papers, F lat Writings, Drawing and Account
Book Papers, Blottings, &c., Grey and Brown Wrapping Papers, Card, Cardboard, &c.
M A N U F A C T U R E D  S T A T I O N E R
C O LLIN S’ “ N am e” Series of Envelopes, in the new sizes and shapes.
C O LLIN S’ (W.) Junior’s Patent Machine-made Envelopes.
CO LLIN S’ Unequalled “ H erriot H ill’’-made Account Books, Memorandum, Metallic, and School Exercise Books.
C O L L IN S’ Popular Series of Progressive Pleadline Copy Books.
C O LLIN S’ Finely Engraved Drawing Books for Practical Teaching.
C O LLIN S’ “ Blue V ein” School Slates, Slate Pencil, School Chalk, Penholders, Patent Chalkholder, Black Boards, Easels,
Ink Wells, &c.
C O LLIN S’ Mercantile and School Pens, Writing and Drawing Pencils.
C O LLIN S’ Gold Plated Pencils, new movements and finish.
C O L L IN S’ Colour Boxes and Mathematical Instruments.
C O C H R A N ’S “ Guaranteed Extra Quality” Writing, Copyable, and Ruling Inks, Ink Powders, &c.
C O L L IN S’ Purses, Pocket Books, and Letter Wallets.
C O L L IN S’ “ Princess” and other Photographic Albums, Scrap Books, & c.; Gummed Tickets, Luggage Labels, Cash Boxes, 
Copying Presses, Damping Brushes and Water Wells, Desks, Letter Balances, Elastic Bands.
CO LLIN S’ Stationers’ Rubber, Sealing Wax, Birthday Cards, Coloured and Fancy Scraps, Tissue Paper, &c.
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l i e  to S o u tj) ' W a le s  (Council o f (C tot cation ;
[The JLditor m ill be g lad  to receive reports o f tOe transactions o f Teachers' 
In s titu tio n s  in a ll the A u stra lasian  Colonies. R eports should be f o r ­
w arded not la ter than  the  2nd o f the month.']
TEACHERS' INSTITUTE, SYDNEY.
I n response to an  advertisem ent in the Sydney daily newspapers, about 
30 of the teachers under the Council of Education assembled in the  
Public  T rain ing  School, Fort-street, on W ednesday, the  24th Septem ber 
last, to  consider the  desirableness of form ing a T eachers’ Institu te . W. 
W ilkins, Esq., presided, and opened th e  proceedings by briefly stating  
th e  object for w hich the m eeting  had been called.
T he following resolutions were th en  subm itted and carried  un an i­
mously :—
1. T h a t in th e  opinion of th is m eeting i t  is desirable to form an I n ­
stitu te  of Teachers under the Council of E ducation ; and th a t  p rincipal 
teachers, assistant teachers, and  first-class pupil teachers be eligible for 
m em bership.
2. T hat the  objects of the  In stitu te  be—
a The diffusion of professional knowledge am ong its  m em bers, by 
m eans of periodicals, and o ther works on E ducation .
b The diffusion of scientific knowledge, by m eans of lectures on phy­
sics, chem istry, &c.
c The form ation of M utual Im provem ent Classes.
3. T hat the  business of th e  In s titu te  be conducted by a comm ittee, 
consisting of a president, two vice-presidents, secretary, treasurer, and 
seven other mem bers— five to  form a quorum .
4. T hat all app lican ts fo r admission to m em bership of the  Institu te , 
after the 31st October next, m ust be proposed by a m em ber, and elected 
by a  m ajority a t the nex t m eeting  a fte r proposal.
5. T hat m em bers’ subscriptions be a t the following rates :— Principal 
teachers, £1 ; assistan t teachers, 10s. ; pupil teachers, 5s per annum, p ay ­
able q u arte rly  in  advance.
A roll of m em bers having been taken , th e  following gentlem en were 
then  elected to conduct th e  business of the In s titu te  for th e  ensuing 
year :—
Presiden t, W, W ilkins, Esq. ; V ice-Presidents, Messrs J . W righ t and  
W . H. Johnson ; Secretary, Mr. W . Beavis ; Treasurer, Mr. A. A dam s; 
Committee, Messrs. Bent, Rooney, F lashm an, H ardy, G ilchrist, Nolan, 
and Salier.
This com m ittee was requested to prepare  ru les for th e  Institu te , and 
subm it them  to a general m eeting, not la te r th a n  th e  31st October.
A vote of thanks to the chairm an  was carried  by acclam ation, and  the 
m eeting  term inated .
T he rules, a copy of which is appended below, were passed a t  a general 
m eeting, held in the  T rain ing  School, on W ednesday, 15th October, J . 
W right, Esq., in  the chair. A t the  same meeting, the Institu te  decided 
to  undertake, th rough its comm ittee, the  m anagem ent of the  New South 
W ales section of the A u stra lasian  Schoolmaster. This journal will a f­
ford an opportunity for in terchange of though t among the  teachers of 
th e  colony, which cannot fail to be of service to them .
The com m ittee has engaged the  services of W. E dm unds, Esq., M.A., 
for a series of lectures on Physics. These lectures will comm ence a few 
days afte r th e  inauguration  of th e  In stitu te .
The Institu te  now num bers about 70 m embers, and it is hoped th a t 
teachers who are able to partic ipa te  in its advantages, and have not yet 
g iven  in  their names, will do so as early as possible. L ady teachers are 
elig ib le for m em bership.
The Council of Education  has kindly  gran ted  the  In s titu te  the use of 
th e  lecture rooms of the  T rain ing  School for the  classes proposed to be 
formed.
RULES.
1. The society shall be called the Teachers’ Institute, Sydney.
2. The Instit ute shall consist of principal and assistant teachers under the 
Council of Education. The president may or may not be a teacher. Pupil 
teachers of the first class may be admitted to membership, but shall not have 
the privilege of voting or holding office.
3. The objects of the Institu te shall be—•
a The diffusion of professional knowledge among its members, by means of 
periodicals and other works on Education,
b The diffusion of scientific knowledge, by means of lectures on Physics 
Chemistry, &c.
c The formation of Mutual Improvement Classes.
4. Any teacher desirous of joining the Institute must be nominated by a 
member, and elected by the committee; nominations to be forwarded to the 
secretary in writing.
6. Members’ subscriptions shall be at 'the  following ra tes:—Principal 
teachers, £ 1 ; assistant teachers, 10s.; pupil teachers, 5s, per annum, payable 
quarterly in advance.
6. The secretary shall receive all moneys and hand them to the treasurer, who 
shall pay all authorized accounts.
7. The business of the Institute shall bo conducted by a committee, consists 
ing of a president, two vice-presidents, secretary, treasurer, and seven other 
members— five to form a quorum.
8. The Annual General Meeting of the Institu te shall be held in the month 
of October, to receive the Secretary’s Report and Treasurer’s Statement for the
receding year, to elect office-bearers for the ensuing year, and to transact other
usiness of the Institute.
I). The officers and other members of committee shall be elected by ballot. 
Nominations in writing must be forwarded to the secretary on or before the 
20th September in each year. I f  sufficient nominations have not been made 
at said date, it shall be competent to nominate on the day of election.
10. In  the event of any vacancy occurring during the year in the offices of 
president, vice-president, secretary, or treasurer, the same may bo filled by the 
committee from amongst their number, until the next Annual Meeting. Other
I
vacancies in the committee shall be filled by them for the like period, from the 
scrutineers’ last report, in the order of majority of votes recorded.
11. Members whose subscriptions arc in arrears, shall not be entitled to vote 
or take part in the proceedings of the m eetings; and the name of any member 
six months in arrear shall be struck off the roll.
12. A Special General Meeting shall be called by the secretary, on receipt 
of a requisition signed by at least five voting members of the Institute.
13. The committeeshall be empowered to appoint lecturers and form classes, 
in accordance with the specified objects of the Institute.
14. On a requisition being sent to the secretary, signed by at least five 
members of the Institute, wishing to form a class for the study of any par­
ticular subject, the committee shall take necessary steps for the establishment 
of such class.
15. I t  shall be competent for the members of each class to form by-laws for 
the proper conduct of such class, subject to confirmation by the committee of 
management,
16. The property of the Institute shall be vested in three trustees, who shall 
be members of the Institute.
17. Two auditors shall be appointed at each Annual Meeting, to audit the 
accounts for the ensuing year.
18. Any member wishing to alter or repeal any of the existing rules of the 
Institute must give notice in writing to the secretary, fourteen days previous 
to a General Meeting, stating precisely the alteration or addition he desires to 
make. Two-thirds of the members present must be in favor of such alteration 
or addition before it can be effected.
.School Department.
THE ART OF TEACHING,
T h e  a r t  of teaching consists in  the  skilful application of rules and 
m ethods, deduced from science and from in te lligen t observation and ex ­
perim ent. In  other words, the a r t  is teaching according to laws based 
upon a scientific knowledge of the na tu re  of th e  child to be taugh t. But 
, no t all practise in  teaching gives experience, and not all m ethods end in 
; a rt. One guiding axiom in the a rt of teaching is this :— It  is w hat th e  
■ child does for himself, and by himself, under wise instruction  th a t 
educates him. Now the untrained and unskilled  teacher, ignoran t of the 
na tu re  of the mind, too often believes th a t ch ild ren  are educated by w hat 
is told to them , or by w hat they com m it to m em ory from  books; He 
fills all the children  to the  brim  with facts. H is fetich is the  school tex t 
book. H e teaches as if Pestalozzi, Froebel, Arnold, Spencer, and a 
w hole constellation of noble teachers had  never thought, observed, d is­
coursed, and w ritten . He teaches in  the  “ good old w ay” in  w hich 
children  were m ade stupid h a lf a century  ago.
The unscientific teacher tells everything in advance, giving his pupils 
no chance to th in k  out th ings for themselves. In  teaching gram m ar, in- 
I stead of concentrating  attention  upon accuracy in essentials, he wastes 
tim e and toil upon techn ical “ schoolm asterism s,” and fine-spun, long- 
draw n-out “ logical analysis,” and omits altogether practical work in 
I sentence-w riting and composition. In  geography he requires pupils to 
! memorize m ap-nam es, om itting  a ltogether a foundation of ideas derived 
j from  local surroundings. In  history, dates are s tru n g  like wooden beads 
1 upon the  th read  of memory. In botany, he takes books w ithout flowers, 
j In  physics, omits experim ents. In  reading, he tra ins children  to m outh  
I words w ithout m uch reference to ideas. Oral instruction  and object 
j lessons he regards w ith lofty  disdain.
A superin tenden t who had m ade hundreds of visits to ungraded country 
schools, declared th a t he seldom saw either teachers or pupils a t the 
b lackboard ; never saw a school globe actually  in  use ; and never saw a 
teacher give an object-lesson. F u rth e r ; th a t he never heard  a lesson on 
m orals or m anners ; never saw bu t one school-cab inet; never saw a 
read ing  class tra ined  to stand erect and hold a book properly ; and never 
heard  a teacher give a lesson on local geography. T hat classes, w hen 
asked to poin t north , uniform ly pointed upw ards tow ards th e  zenith  ; and 
th a t  teachers in  giving out dictation  lessons, always m ispronounced one 
or more words. Moreover, he never found a  school w here the pupils had  
been tra ined  to w rite a letter, e ither of business or friendship.
An exam iner in  one of th e  ten  largest cities in the  U nited  States, says 
th a t in p rim ary  schools he found ch ild ren  who h ad  been to school for 
th ree  years, who had never m ade a figure or a  le tte r on the black-board  ; 
th a t  lessons in “ oral instruction” were w ritten  on th e  black-board by 
teachers, copied into b lank  books and m em orized by pupils ; th a t  th e  
school-globc was seldom used ; th a t  most of the  teaching consisted in  
hearing  verbatim  text-book lessons ; th a t  pronunciation was slovenly ; 
th a t  pupils were trained  neither to th ink , nor to speak ; th a t ha lf th e  re­
cita tions were conducted in  w riting ; th a t  pupils were kep t up a t high 
pressure by frequent com petitive exam inations ; and th a t  the anxiety of 
teachers seemed to bo, not to develop the  faculties, bu t to cram  pupils to 
pass the “ annual exam ination .” Such bungling teach ing  is a  n a tu ra l 
outcome of the  popular notion th a t  any person who has been “ educa ted” 
can  become a public school teacher w ithout special train ing . There are 
no teachers so hoplessly unprogressive as those who have grown w rong­
headed from u n tra in ed  experience, and who are ignoran t of their own 
ignorance of skilled methods.
" As a m atte r of fact, th e  greatest waste in our school system  comes from 
the  em ploym ent of un tra ined  teachers, who finally learn  how to teach 
a fte r a conventional fashion, bu t who spoil a g rea t m any classes before 
th ey  learn  how to teach  a t all. Unless teachers are tra ined  to  th e ir 
business, they  cannot m ake good schools. There m ay be the  external 
show, bu t th ere  is no soul, no sp irit, no h ealth fu l outflow of educated 
children. T he true economy of public school m anagem ent is the  em ­
ploym ent, exclusively, of professionally educated  teachers, no t of educa­
tiona l itineran ts.— Ir ish  School Magazine.
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OUTLINES OF LESSONS ON THE ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE.
B y  J o h n  M ‘L east, F o o t s c r a y .
No II.
LANGUAGES LIKE MANKIND MAY BE THUS GROUPED—
1. Caucasian. 2, Mongolian, 3. E thiopian.
Indo European. Asiatic. African.
W hite men. Yellow men. Black men.
4. M alayan. 5. Indian.
Polynesian. American.
Brown Men. Bed men.
Linguistic research is alm ost confined to  T h e  I n d o  E u r o p e a n ,  which 
consists of—
I. Turanian .—Supposed to  have been spoken over all Europe and
W estern  Asia, in pre-historic tim es, bu t now found only among 
th e  Laps, Fins, &c., on th e  N orthern  fringes of th e  Continent, 
having left, however, unm istakable traces in Turkey, H u n ­
gary, &c.
I I .  K eltic .— Supposed to  have driven out the  T uranian  and occu­
pied its place during the  silent centuries, b u t now found only 
on the  extrem e W estern  fringes of Europe, subdivided into—
1. Cymbric. 2. Gaelic.
a  Welsh. a Irish.
b Cornish. b Scotch.
c Armorican. c Manx.
III .  A ry a n .—This th ird  great flood of language or population 
coming from th e  Caspian regions, seems to have broken up
into two currents. One going E ast to  Persia and H indostan,
the  o ther W est to Europe, the  la tte r  sp litting  into two stream s, 
one going through Russia, A ustria, and Germany, the  other 
th rough Greece and Italy . South from th e  point of d iver­
gence of those two currents, a d istinct class of very old langu­
ages was left untouched, v iz., Semitic- (H ebrew , Syriac, 
Arabic, &c.)
EASTERN BRANCHES.
1. Medo Persic. 2. Sanscrit.
Zend or Gentoo.
Parsi. The dialects
Persian of H indostan.
Affghan.
W ESTERN BRANCHES.
1. G o t h i c .  2 . C l a s s i c a l .
a. Norse. b. Teutonic. a. Greek. b. L a tin .
Icelandic. Moeso Gothic. Ancient dialects. Italian.
Norwegian. Low German, Doric. W allachian.
Swedish. H igh German. ZEolic. Provincial.
Danish. Dutch. Ionic. Spanish.
Saxon. A ttic . Portuguese.
Anglo-Saxon. Mod. Romaic. French.
English.
3 . S c l a v o n i c .
L ett.
Polish.
Russian.
In  all these Indo-European languages th e  crude roots are very simi­
lar. This is especially notable in pronouns, num erals, and words of 
prim al necessity. Grim m ’s law, of the  interchange of le tters of the  
same order explains m ost of th e  diversities.
The num ber of languages is on the decrease. As the  A ttic  drove the 
o ther Greek dialects out of the  field, so is
H igh Germ an obliterating  Low German.
Swedish ,, Norwegian, &c.
English ,, K eltic, Scotch, &c.
The process is slow. As Geology shows how one stra tu m  of rocks 
overlies another of previous form ation, so Philology discloses how one 
set of languages has banished or absorbed another of more prim itive 
date. Both sciences point to th e  immense an tiqu ity  of man. Probably 
more than  20,000 years elapsed between the  T uranian  K eltic  and present 
Aryan epochs.
RESULT EXAMINATIONS.
The E ditor w ill be glad i f  Teachers would forw ard  the questions given  
to fo u r th  and upper classes, so th a t a constant supply may be kept up. 
They w ill be arranged in  subjects, in  order tha t sets may be formed 
a t pleasure.
A R IT H M E T IC .
F r a c t i o n s .-
( 1.)
(2.)
UPPER SIXTH CLASS.
(3.) (
(T  x2*) + ( t  +
19
) (
H4 tV +
)
_5
6 )
P r o p o r t i o n . — (1.) If  a p lot of ground 27 2  5 ft. long by 35 ft. 8 in. 
w ide be sold for £76 5375 how m uch will a p lo t of 283 yds. 2 ft. long by 
74 79 ft. wide cost ? (2.) If  £320 05 gain £19 07 in 2 7 years w hat will 
give £41 15s in 6 yrs. 6 m onths ? (3.) If  50 571 yds, of earth  can be
carted  35"55 miles for £1*755 w hat distance m ay 125‘64 yds. be carted 
for 1 26 shillings ?
SIXTH CLASS.
PRACTICE.—(1.) 87 r. 15 per. 22-} ’ sq. yds. @ £9 16s. SI per rood. (2.) 
27 dys. 15 hrs, 35 min @ £9 17s. 6} per day. (3.) 173 cwts. 15 dwts. 18 
grs. @ £3 19s. 9.} per oz.
P r o p o r t i o n , — If a piece of cloth m easuring 9 English ells 1 nail 
1*125 in. cost £4  10s. 6A w hat is the price per yard ? (2.) If a stree t $ 
of a mile long be repaired a t a cost of £7 9s. 6d. w hat portion of the  ex­
pense ought to be paid by an inhab itan t whose premises have a frontage 
of IS yds. 2 ft ? (3.) If land th a t is w orth £379 18s. 7d. produce a ren t of 
£38 18s. 9d. w hat ren t should be obtained from land worth £949 16s. 5-A '? 
GRAMMAR.
UPPER SIXTH CLASS.
P a r s e  a n d  A n a l y s e . —(1.) H e has secured a happiness which no 
m alignity  of fortune can ever take  away, b u t which m ust cleave to him 
while he lives. (2.) They live where there is summer all the  year round, 
and the  flowers are always blooming. (3.) In  the land where the  snow lies 
th e  least on the  ground for p a rt of the year, the reindeer finds its home.
D e r i v e . — ( I .)  Ameliorating, Cheap, Chronology. (2.) M aterial, 
Organic, Abide. (3.) Invincible, Cunning, Ph ilanthropist.
SIX TH  CLASS.
P a r s e . — (1.) K ing John had been accusing H ubert of tem pting  him 
to accede to the m urder. (2 .) H u b ert would have been a villain to have 
m urdered A rthur for John. (3 ) T he bee has a long tongue which it 
th ru s ts  into the flower to suck up the  juice.
I n f l e x i o n s . — (1.) 1st sing, past subj. pass., 2nd sing, pluperf. pot. 
act., and the  perf. infin. pass., of weave. (2.) Impcr. pass., 3rd sing, past pot. 
pass., 2nd sing, past subj. act., of weave. (3.) Perf. part., 2nd sing. perf. 
pot a c t., perf. infin. pass, of ride.
G E O G R A P H Y .
UPPER SIXTH CLASS.
(1.) (a) E xports of Ind ia . (b) W h at is m eant by a w atershed ? 
W h at is the direction of the principal w atershed of Europe ? (e) Des­
cribe the  course of the  M urray  and give towns on its  banks. (2.) Khiva, 
Ostend, U trech t. (3.) (a) C lim ate and exports of N ewfoundland, (b) 
Counties of Victoria, (o') Productions of I ta ly  and  s ta te  na ture  of 
Government.
SIXTH CLASS.
(1.) (a) Munich, 3 towns on Rhine, Boundaries of Bourke. (2.) (a) 
Glasgow, 3 towns on Danube, (b) Boundaries of Rodney. (3.) Cologne 
Isere, Ham ilton.
C O A C H I N G  E X E R C I S E S .
B y  R. C r o o k e ,  E s q .,  P. A.
A nsw er to October questions: —
1. “ Above half their tim e and labour is tak en  up in defending them) 
selves.”
Above Preposition, governing “ ha lf.”
half Noun, abstract, singular, neuter, 3rd person, objective,
governed by preposition “ above.” 
their Pronoun, possessive, a ttributive  to “ tim e” and “ labor.”
time Noun, abstract, singular, neuter, 3rd person, objective,
after “ of” understood, 
and Copulative conjunction, joining “ tim e” and “ labor."
labor Noun, abstract, singular, neuter, 3rd person, objective
after “ of,” understood.
t i m r m u M a b o I ^ ^ G u b j e c t t o  “ is taken .” 
is Verb, auxiliary, indicative, passive voice,
taken Past participle verb “ to take,” joined to is to form the
passive voice.
is taken Verb, irregular, transitive, indicative, present, passive
voice, third, singular, to agree with the  phrase “ above 
ha lf their time and labor.” 
up Adverb, modifying “ is taken .”
in Preposition, governing “ defending,”
defending Noun, verbal, neuter, singular, objective after “ in .”
themselves Compound personal pronoun, third, plural, common,
gender, objective after “ defending."
N .B .— “ Above” m ight be taken as an adjective, m eaning “ the greater," 
in which case the parsing is obvious.
2. “ John  is worth a thousand pounds ; but, despite his wealth, I  do not, 
care a farth ing  for him .”
John  Noun, proper, singular, masculine, subject to “ is.”
is Verb, irregular, intransitive, indicative, neuter, present
3rd, singular, to agree w ith “ Jo h n .” 
worth An adjective of quality, used predicatively to “ Jo h n .”
a Adjective, distinguishing, lim iting “ thousand.”
thousand Noun, abstract, singular, neuter, objective after “ of,"
understood.
pounds Noun, abstract, p lural, neuter, objective a fte r “ of,”
understood.
bu t Conjunction, disjunctive, joining the sentences, “ John
is, e tc .,” and “ I  do not care.” 
despite Preposition, governing “ w ealth .”
his Pronoun, personal, possessive, a ttribu tive  to “ w ealth.”
w ealth  Noun, abstract, singular, neuter, 3rd person, objective
after “ despite.”
I  Pronoun, personal, 1st person, singular, common, “subject
to “ do care.”
do Auxiliary, indicative, em phatic form,
care Verb, infinitive, m aking w ith auxiliary “ do” em phatic
form verb “ do care,”
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Verb, intransitive, regular, indicative, emphatic, present, 
1st person, singular, to agree with “ I.”
Adverb of negation, modifying “ do care,”
Adjective, indefinite, distinguishing, limiting “ farthing.” 
Noun, common, singular, neuter, 3rd person, objective of 
measurement, governed by intransitive verb “ do care.” 
Preposition of cause, governing “ him."
Pronoun, personal, 3rd person, masculine, singular, objec­
tive after preposition “ for.”
1. Parse fully the words printed in italics in the following passage 
’Tis not unknown to you, Antonio,
How muck I have disabled mine estate 
By someth ing showing a more swelling port 
Than my faint means •/,could grant continuance.
(Answers w ill he given next month.)
6 b u t a f i o n a l  S u m m a m  of  tire ITlontb.
I n' reply to a question put to the Hon. the Minister of Public 
Instruction, by Mr, Kcrnott, M.L.A., Major Smith said—“ I t was the 
establised practice to give State-school children a holiday on all gazetted 
holidays ; but it was a most objectionable practice, and he had stopped 
it. There would, therefore, be no holiday for the schools on Cup Day. ” 
Thus, excepting in cases where the local Boards of Advice stepped in 
and exercised their right to give a Board of Advice holiday, the whole 
of the teachers were deprived of a privilege to which they were en­
titled under the Regulations. Now, while State-school teachers, as a 
body, arc fully alive to the evils arising out of the gambling spirit 
fostered by horse-racing, and would no doubt heartily approve of the 
Government of the colony discountenancing racing by refusing to 
proclaim Cup Day a public holiday at all, they very naturally feel in­
dignant at the high-handed manner in which, in this particular instance, 
they have been treated. More especially so as the Minister allowed the 
office of the Education Department to be closed.
A very pleasant meeting of teachers took place a t Geelong on the 
31st October. The committee of the Geelong Teachers’ Union, wishing 
to bring the teachers more closely together, and to establish a more 
friendly feeling among them, resolved to hold a social re-union at the 
Free Library, Geelong. About 120 persons sat down to tea, after which 
a mixed concert was held. The meeting was presided over by Mr. G- 
T. Link, President of the Geelong Teachers’ Union, who briefly sketched 
the course of events since he came to the Geelong district, as far as they 
bore on the present state of education and the status of the teachers. A 
paper was read by the secretary, Mr. A. Hanson, entitled “ Teaching : 
Past, Present, and Future.” The concert programme included vocal 
and instrumental music, by various teachers in the Geelong district. 
During the interval microscopic objects and stereoscopic views were ex­
hibited. Altogether a most enjoyable evening was spent. The com­
mittee of the Union purpose holding meetings of this character once or 
twice a year.
In  the Legislative Assembly, Sydney, Sir Henry Parkes, on the 5tli 
instant, obtained leave to introduce a Bill to Abolish the Education Act, 
186(1, and to place the direction of public school education under a re­
sponsible Minister of the Crown. Under the proposed new Act, 
education will become compulsory, but not absolutely free, a fee of 3d. 
per scholar, or Is. for a whole family per week, will be charged ; pro­
vision is to be made for religious instruction ; the history of England 
and of Australia is to be ta u g h t; grammar schools arc to be established 
in the centres of population ; and a definite date is to be fixed for the 
withdrawal of aid from denominational schools.
On the motion of the Hon. John Stewart, the Legislative Council, 
N.S. Wales, appointed a select committee to enquire into and report 
upon the whole subject of Public Education.
Mr. John Plummer read a paper on “ Technical Education in Great 
Britain,” before the Sydney Technical College, on the 6th instant. The 
chair was occupied by Mr. Justice Windeyer.
The members of the Emerald Hill School Board of Advice, have in­
vited the Hon. Major Smith—Minister of Public Instruction—to preside 
a t the annual distribution of prizes to the State-schools of the district, on 
the 19th proximo. The Board have also applied to the Town Council to 
award two silver medals—to be called “ the Town Council Medal”—to 
each public school on the H ill (including the Roman Catholic, non 
State-schools). These medals, it is suggested, should be awarded to the 
best girl and the best boy in the several schools.
The Hon. the Minister of Public Instruction, has notified tha t the 
Education Department have plans and specifications prepared for fifty 
new schools. Should the balance of the loan, authorised by the Victorian 
Legislature, be floated at the price obtained by Mr. Berry, nearly 
£160,000 will be available for State-school buildings. Probably he 
will be able to proceed at an early date with the erection of the school 
buildings most urgently required, by arranging with the Treasurer to 
anticipate the floating of the loan.
The lessons in cookery given by Mrs. Macpherson to ladies, at the 
Melbourne Athcnmum, are becoming increasingly popular, no less than one 
hundred and fifty persons being present a t the class held there ou the 11th 
instant. The afternoon’s course of instruction embraced roast fowl, curry 
kedgeree, strawberry cream, Charlotte Rusce, and dressed salad, with 
useful hints respecting boiling rice and clarifying fat. Each dish is 
passed round for inspection, and the utmost pains are taken to make the 
lessons thoroughly practical and efficient.
W e have been favored with advance sheets of McKinley's Australian  
Pictorial Almanac, which is to be issued from the press next week. The 
almanac is a quarto demy, containing—in addition to eight full page 
original engravings—a calendar of the most im portant events which have 
occurred since the discovery of Australia, descriptions of interesting 
incidents in each month, and a large amount of other useful information. 
A prefatory note states that, “ To incite to an examination into the facts 
of Australasian discovery and exploration, and to aid in the cultivation 
—more especially on the part of the young—of a taste for the study of 
Australasian History, the proprietors of the Australian Pictorial Almanac 
have ventured to depart from the ordinary course of almanac publishing. 
No expense has been spared in procuring oriuinal engravings illustrative 
of the incidents referred to in the text. The facts and the incidents have 
been gathered by the editor from original journals, or other most reliable 
sources, while in the prosecution of another work.” No schoolmaster 
should be without a copy of “ McKinley's Australian Pictorial 
Almanac for 1880. Price one shilling.”
We have received JIutcliinson's Australian Almanac for 1880, 
“ with astronomical tables by Mr. E. J. W hite, F .R .A .S., of the 
Melbourne Observatory.” This is a really useful almanac, and more 
especially to school teachers. Besides other school information, it con­
tains a register of the State schools in Victoria up to the 30th 
September, 1879, w ith the name of each school, name of the head 
teacher, and its number on the roll. State school teachers will find 
that this register is up to a later date than th a t in the D epartm ent’s 
Annual Report. Published by JVI. L. Hutchinson, Collins-street West.
o^rrc.sponbmc.c.
[The Editor docs not hold himself responsible fo r  the views expressed by
Correspondents. Jlejrvtcd m anuscrip ts cannot hr returned!]
IMPROVED MODE OF TEACHING GEOGRAPHY.
TO T H E  E D I T O R  OF  T H E  “  V I C T O R I A N  S C H O O L M A S T E R . ”
S i r ,—In  your issue of last month, I  notice th a t M r. J . W . Rogers has described 
an exceedingly convenient form of blackboard map, designed to facilitate the 
teaching of geography.
This is certainly a step in the righ t d irection ; bu t to M r. Rogers’s plan there 
are two serious objections, which will deter m any teachers from adopting i t ; 
and these are its expensiveness and its incompleteness.
Perceiving these objections to the use of blackboard and perm anent outlines,
I  prepared, about two years’ ago, a set of maps for use in Carlton College, on 
the following plan, which I  found to be both inexpensive and effective:— 
M aterial, Am erican oilcloth ; m ap painted on this with dark colors. The oil­
cloth, hung  on the blackboard flat against the  surface, may then be chalked  
upon ju s t as conveniently as the board itself. By pain ting  the land dark green, 
and m arking the m ountains with black, shading off gradually into the green of 
the lowlands and plains, almost exactly the same effect may be produced as th a t 
obtained by the raised maps so extensively adopted in  the Continental 
schools.
The pain t used is simply colouring m atter mixed w ith gold size and tu rp en ­
tine. This should be mixed thin enough to go on w ithout streakiness, and 
when laid on smoothly it dries so quickly th a t in three or four days it may be 
w ritten upon w ithout any danger of scratching the surface with the chalk. 
I n  fact, the map thus prepared is fully as pleasant to write upon as the black­
board itself.
In  teaching geography to the classes at Carlton College, I  used these maps 
almost exclusively for about two years, and I  found them  very useful, for the 
facilit y w ith which a succession of different names or rem arks m ight be filled in, 
w ithout the slightest danger of in ju ring  the map, and w ithout any loss of 
time in preparing outlines. The m aterials used are so inexpensive tha t, beyond 
the trouble of preparing the maps, they need not cost above one and sixpence 
each.
In  the beginning of last year, I  subm itted a specimen of these maps to the 
Education D epartm ent of Victoria. On the 3rd of June, 1878, I  received a 
letter, sta ting  th a t the Board of Exam iners could not incur the expense of 
supplying them  to State Schools. I  then sent a specimen to the Education 
D epartm ent of New South Wales, from whom I  received a communication, 
sta ting  th a t the firm of W illiam  Collins and Sons supplied all the m aterials for 
the schools of New South W ales, and that, therefore, my specimen map had 
been forwarded to them.
As M r. Rogers has raised the subject in your columns, I  have taken the 
opportunity  to describe the maps, in the hope th a t some other teacher may 
try  this cheap and effective method of teaching a difficult subject.—I  am, yours 
truly,
Clones, 25th October, 1879. G E O R G E  S U TH ER L A N D , M.A.
TONIC SOL-FA SYSTEM.
TO T H E  E D I T O R  OF  T H E  “ V I C T O R I A N  S C H O O L M A S T E R . ”
S i r , — The m isstatem ents respecting the Tonic Sol-fa System, contained in t h  
report of the senior singing masters, quoted in your last issue, I  have before 
contradicted through the press, as well as on several public occasions. I t would 
take more space than you may care to give to combat their argum ents which, 
especially to those unacquainted with music, seem very plausible; but no one 
can misunderstand the refutation of the statem ent in the last sentence of your 
quotation, v iz .:— “ No one ever adopts it for instrum ental music, the old 
characters being always used.” To this I  reply— 1. There is a complete set o f 
instruction books for all ordinary instrum ents, piano, violin, cornet, &c. 2.
Handel's Messiah, and several collections of songs and choruses are published w ith 
pianoforte accompaniment. 3. Orchestral scores arc issued from time to time. 
T. Several books of harmonium and organ music are published. (Any of the 
above may be seen on application ) 5. I  habitually use and prefer i t  m yse lf;
and I  have a pupil under five years of ago who can transpose a ll his tunes and  
| exercises into any key he has learned—a th ing  m any old notationists never can 
accomplish. E x  uno dice omnes. Or I  would traverse other statem ents in the 
report. The accompanying catalogue of Cur wen’s publications, and the “ Story 
of Sol-fa/’ will show you that, in spite of Government opposition, the le tte r 
notation is tau g h t exclusively under the school boards of almost all the large 
i  towns in E ngland and Scotland.—I  am, sir, your obedient servant,
I Geelong. S. McBURNEY.
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NOTICE.
A m o n g  the contributors to th e  columns of the Victorian Schoolmaster may ho 
named:—Professor Herbert A. Strong, M.A.; Professor John S. Elkington, 
M.A.; Professor Henry M. Andrew; Professor Charles H. Pearson, M.L.A.; 
Edward E. Morris, Esq., M .A .; F. J . G-ladman, Esq., B. Sc., B.A.; Alexander 
Sutherland, Esq., M .A.; Thomas F. Bride, Esq , LL.B . ; Charles A. Topp, 
Esq., M .A.; J . W right, E sq .; A. Adams, Esq.
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
“ E . G ilsenan . ” —T he sub ject shall be d ea lt w ith .
“  Tin tinabulation .”—I d H u llah ’s system  of music, Do alw ays stands 
for C :  i t  is called “ th e  fixed Do.” B ut in th e  movable system s 
“ Do ” alw ays stan d s for th e  Tonic, or key  note, ju s t as in the  
num eral system  th e  “ one ” is alw ays th e  key note, be i t  sharp 
or flat. 2. For exam inations in th e  a r t  of music, i t  is not usual to  
adopt any p a rticu lar tex t books. A correct knowledge of th e  vocal 
a r t  as requ ired  by  th e  Exam iners of th e  D epartm en t m ay be 
obtained from some of th e  following works :—“ S u tto n ’s T reatise 
on M usic,” “ C urrie’s Analysis of M usic,” C allco tt’s G ram m ar of 
M usic,” “  S ta iner’s P rim er of H arm ony,” “  H ile’s Thorough 
B ass,” “ H u llah ’s T eacher’s M anual,” or from  any of th e  s tan d ard  
“ Vocal T u to rs .”
“ J. B u r s to n .”—Y our request w ill be acceded to.
“  J .  B r e a d e n .” \ T he gram m ar paper will be inserted  nex t issue.
“ F. W. D a w b o r n . ” j On the rest of the questions submitted, we may 
remark :—Richardson gives “ like” as an adjective ; Mason, an ad­
verb, as “ he talks like a fool.” W e know of no authority for call­
ing “ like” a conjunction, unless it can be inferred in A bbo tt; 
there is more colour for calling it  a preposition. The adverbial or 
adjective force is attained by using like as an elliptical form of an 
adverb or adjective sentence. He speaks like a fool : i.e., in  like  
manner as a fool [adverbial sentence]—th a t is to say in a manner 
resembling a fool. Unless, as some good authorities assert, the root 
of “ like” is the Greek eikelos, we are inclined to regard it as a par­
ticipial of a verb “ to like,” i.e., to resemble ; liking, i.e., being 
like ; liked, i.e., made like—likened. (2.) “  He was taken (good)
care of by the Monks.” ‘‘ Was taken care of, ” past imperfect pass.of 
take  care o f— verb phrase. The form is less correct than “ care was 
taken of him. ”
(3 .) “  B ut here  ly downe, and to  thy  rest betake.
T h ’ill to preven t th a t  life ensewen may."
H ere “  ly  downe and to  th y  rest b e tak e” (thyself), is a verb phrase  
equivalent to  “ d ie .” “ To p rev en t” (equivalent to avoid, by going 
first), infinitive following th e  verb phrase. “  Life ensewen m ay" 
(equivalent to ill w hich n ay follow, i.e., doy the footsteps of life)— 
“  m ay,” th ird  sing. pres, indef., agreeing w ith  th a t  : “ ensew en” is 
here transitive,
(4.) “ Below a circling fence, its  leaves are seen 
W rinkled  and keen.”
T h a t is, a circling fence is seen below (namely) its keen leaves. 
“  Fence, ” noun in apposition w ith  leaves, or ra th e r circling fence, 
noun phrase in apposition w ith  its  leaves w rinkled  and keen—a noun 
phrase.
“  C. W. B.”—In  the  passage quoted— “ I  leave i t  w ith  you as m y las t in ­
ju n c tio n ”—the  word “  as” is a conjunction. See A b b o tt’s book 
en titled  “ How to P arse .”
“  P rivate Coach.”— Crow ded out th is  m o n th .
“ J. M itc h e l l ,” “ H a r r i k , ” 11 Nem o,” “ E. H. L e n n o n ,” “ Ja s . 
C ra ig ,” “  G .C a rn s e w ,” “ Q uaere.” “ S. A. C o l l i e r ”.—Received.
“ J . M .”— Lessons on N a tu ra l Science will be given in a fu tu re  issue.
“  N em o . ”—T hanks for th e  e x trac t furnished.
“  J . P u c k e y .”—W ith  a tab le  of logarithm s, an approxim ate answ er to 
th e  compound in te res t question sent m ay be very easily obtained.
“ Country T eacher .” —U nder consideration.
BIRTH.
M o r r i s .— On the 16th inst., at the Church of England Grammar School, 
Melbourne, the wife of Edward E. Morris, of a son.
(T I n  i H d o i i u i ' i  0  h o o I in s  t c r.
PUBLISHED THIRD WEDNESDAY IN THE MONTH.
J/ALAOURA#, AOFAJTAAA 19, 1879. 
D e f i n i t e  classification with a fixed rule of promotion was the 
great boon promised to Victorian teachers on the inauguration 
of the present system of free State education. Each successive 
M inister of Public Instruction has admitted the importance of
the subject, and has intim ated his intention to mature a scheme 
for carrying out the promise made. However, seven years 
have passed, and State school teachers are still unclassified, 
and their promotion is yet subject to the caprice of the Depart­
ment and the vagaries of political influence. Last session, 
when the education vote was under discussion in the Assembly, 
the Hon. M a j o r  S m i t h  stated tha t during the recess 
a scheme of classification should be matured and pro­
mulgated among the teachers, so th a t this session the 
whole question could be definitely settled by Parliament. In  
a few months, Parliam ent will expire by effluxion of time, but, 
as far as we know, no definite action has been taken in the 
m atter by the Education D epartm en t; certainly no notification 
has been made to the teachers upon the subject. Looking at 
the disturbed state of public business, and the evidently de­
moralized state of the House, it is, we think, highly improbable 
th a t the gallant Major will be permitted to deal with the sub­
ject at all. Any scheme propounded by the Education D epart­
ment and laid before Parliam ent w ithout having first been 
submitted to the consideration of the teaching profession, is 
certain to evoke the antagonism of a large body of the teachers, 
and would be sure to meet with strong opposition in Parliament, 
were the Government to attem pt to pass it w ithout mature 
deliberation. Consequently, the subject of the systematic 
classification and promotion of S tate school teachers will once 
more have to stand over till after the election of a new House 
of Assembly. Contrasted w ith the delay which has taken 
place in dealing w ith th is im portant subject in Victoria, the 
prom pt action of the New  Zealand Education Department 
stands out in bold relief. The Act which created the D epart­
ment of Education and placed the public schools of tha t colony 
under a M inister of Public Instruction, only came into force 
in January , 1878, and yet a well-defined classification of 
teachers and a system of promotions have already been brought 
into operation. An outline of the scheme adopted, and a 
classified list of the teachers holding appointments under the 
Department, are embodied in the Annual Report for the year 
1879, now before us. U nder this scheme, the departm ent of 
Education issue five classes of certificates, each class having 
five divisions, and the whole embracing nine ranks. The 
class is distinguished by the letters A to E, and the division 
by the numbers 1 to 5. The class for which any certificate is 
granted is made dependent upon the literary attainm ents of 
the applicant, as proved by examination ; while the division 
in the class depends upon his experience and skill in the a rt of 
teaching and in school management. Again, the rank of a 
teacher is determined by the relative value of the certificate he 
holds. Thus teachers holding certificates A  2, B 1, are of the 
second rank ; those holding certificates A  5, B 4, C 3, D 2, and 
E l ,  are of the fifth rank. The qualification requisite for ob­
taining the lowest certificate (class E), is the possession of a 
“ fair knowledge of the subjects required by law to be taught in 
primary schools . . The special standards for attainm ents
for the higher classes from D upwards to A, are fixed by re­
ference to the examinations conducted by the New Zealand 
U niversity.” A  teacher’s class having been determined by ex­
amination, the division in which he is to be placed depends— 
(1.) On the number of years during which a teacher has been 
engaged in school-teaching, one mark being assigned for two 
years’ service, two marks for five years, three marks for eight 
years, four marks for eleven years, and five marks for fourteen 
years and upwards ; and (2.) on the judgm ent of the Inspector 
in whose district the teacher is a t work, such judgm ent being 
! expressed by marks numbering 2, 4, G, 8 or 10, according to 
; the Inspector’s estimate of less or greater efficiency. The 
I marks of both series being added, fourteen marks shall qualify 
| for the first division, eleven marks for the second, eight marks 
for the third, five marks for the fourth, and three marks for the 
: fifth. Promotion from a lower to a higher division is to be 
made on the 1st day of June in each year, in the case of all 
teachers who, by length of service or by more favourable In ­
spector’s reports, shall have become entitled to promotion before 
the 31st of May. Before this classification scheme was initiated 
the Departm ent called upon all teachers to send in a statem ent 
showing the certificates they held, and the nature and duration 
of their services. These statem ents were submitted to the
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D istrict Inspectors, who were requested to make comments 
upon them, and to assign marks according to their estimate of 
each teacher’s practical skill. Upon a careful review of the in­
formation thus supplied to the Departm ent by teachers and 
Inspectors, a system of classification was adopted. A fter the 
classification had been determined by the Departm ent, each 
teacher received a notice of the same, and was afforded an op­
portunity  of directing attention to any claim or qualification 
which he considered had been overlooked. In  this way the 
errors of the D epartm ent were corrected, and general satis­
faction has been attained. Considering the baneful in­
fluence which the prolonged delay in promulgating a definite 
system of classification and promotion m ust exert over element­
ary education in Victoria, it is deeply to be regretted th a t the 
H on M a j o r  S m i t h  did not, immediately on the close of last 
session, instruct the officers of his departm ent to pursue a course 
similar to that followed in Mow Zealand.
I t  must be adm itted th a t the Sydney teachers have taken a 
step in the right direction by forming a Teachers’ Institute. 
I ts  objects being very different from those of former associations, 
we may venture to predict for it a longer and more prosperous j 
career. H itherto  in forming associations teachers have had in 
view chiefly the improvement of their social position, and in 
this very few reasonable people would blame th em ; but their 
salaries having been considerably increased by the generous 
action of the Council of Education, they have now w ith laudable 
purpose determined on mental improvement. The renowned 
Adm iral Blake, when addressing his men, used to say th a t it 
m attered not into whose hands the Government of England 
m ight fall, it was their duty to uphold the honor of their 
country. In  these times of religious and political commotions 
regarding educational affairs, the teachers of New South Wales 
are resolved on adopting a similar motto. W hether the 
educational system of the colony is to be under the control of 
a Council or a M inister, they mean to fit themselves to dis­
charge their duties with credit to themselves, and with honor 
to their profession. I t  betokens good to see the teachers— 
public and denominational—harmoniously uniting for such a 
worthy object. Some, from various motives, have kept aloof : 
one says, “ I  will wait to see if the Institu te  will tu rn  out a 
s u c c e s s a n o th e r , “ The Institu te  has been got up tha t certain 
pedagogues may have an opportunity for airing their knowledge,
I  am not going to have Mr. So-and-So say tha t he taught me 
addition.” I t  has aptly been said, tha t little things please little 
minds, and from what has been stated, it may be inferred that 
little  things annoy little minds. As for another class who fancy 
they know enough already, while we adm it th a t some of them 
are beyond improvement, we can only pity them, our own 
opinion being tha t when a teacher ceases to study and improve 
he should cease to teach. W e are in a position to state tha t I 
the committee of the Institu te  has secured the services of a 
gentleman, an M. A. of the Sydney University, to give a course 
of lectures on Experimental Physics and Chemistry, in which 
subjects lie took an honorable place at the University examin­
ation a. few years ago. W hen the Institu te  has been got into 
working order other classes will be formed, for which, no doubt, 
efficient teachers will be procured. The committee of the 
In stitu te  are desirous of benefiting their brethren in parts 
remote from Sydney, and would be glad to receive suggestions 
from country teachers as to the best means of accomplishing 
this object. Teachers in isolated positions, and who seldom 
come in contact with other than infant and uncultured minds, 
are likely to sink into a state of ennui, unless some antidote be 
forthcoming to revive the mental energies. The want of 
assistance in difficulties met with in the course of study is often 
keenly felt, and disheartening. A t least a partial remedy for 
these drawbacks will be found in the Victorian Schoolmaster, 
the organ adopted by the Teachers’ Institute. Through this 
medium teachers will have the opportunity of asking questions 
regarding their difficulties, and of having them explained; other 
means of mutual help will suggest themselves, as for instance, 
institutes affiliated to that in Sydney, by which an interchange 
of periodicals and ideas may be carried on. I t  is to be hoped 
the Institu te  will never attem pt to pass the bounds of its legiti­
mate province. I ts  members may be inclined to prefer a 
Council to a M inister of Education, as in appointments and 
promotions it is more difficult, for political influence, to reach 
five than  o n e ; yet we believe they should carefully steer clear 
of politics, and rest assured th a t the Legislature which has 
dealt so liberally w ith them in the past will not fail to see in 
the future not only th a t the workman is worthy of his hire, 
but th a t the best workman is worthy of the highest hire. The 
inaugural address was delivered by the President of the 
Institu te, W. W ilkins, Esq., in St. Jam es’ School-room, on the 
, evening of Wednesday, 12th November, inst., on which 
1 occasion the chair was taken by the hon. Professor Smith, 
C.M.G., President of the Council of Education.
E v e r y  teacher and every truan t officer m ust have been 
impressed with the unsatisfactory nature of what is known as 
the Board of Advice R eturn, i.e., a return  showing the number 
of attendances made by each scholar for the quarter, and the list 
of defaulters, or children who have not attended the th irty  days 
required by clause 3 of the Education A ct Amendment Act. 
By the present system, a child who has attended two or more 
schools during the quarter appears on as many school returns, 
but no entry is made to identify the child. Hence the truan t 
officer, after demanding from parents a reason for a scholar’s 
non-compliance with the law, frequently discovers tha t no 
breach of law had taken place, as the number of attendances 
supposed to be wanting were made up a t some former school. 
This is not an infrequent case. I t  sometimes happens th a t a 
child’s attendances a t the various schools taken together are 
insufficient. B ut as school returns give no clue as to whence 
children come or whither they go on retiring, the truan t 
officer only arrives a t a knowledge of this breach of the law 
after vexatious personal inquiry and great loss of time. The 
difficulty thus thrown in the way of enforcing compulsory 
education has been recently strongly commented upon by the 
London School Board, and is one th a t materially interferes 
with the progress of primary education. Now by adopting a 
very simple system of school-transfers all this inconvenience 
could be obviated, and each child’s name be made to appear on 
one return  only. A  further and great advantage derived by 
this system of school-transfers would be th a t the exact number 
of individual scholars attending State schools in this colony 
could be ascertained. Owing to every scholar’s name being kept 
on the school roll for a year, the Education Departm ent 
can a t present only give the number approximately.
Prin ted  slips setting forth the requirements of the act as 
regards attendance, and stating th a t teachers have no 
control over the tru an t officers, would prove of great service, 
as many parents, in hope of evading prosecution, plead 
ignorance of the requirements of the Act, while others, in the 
belief th a t the teachers instruct the tru an t officers, bear a 
grudge which acts injuriously upon the teacher’s influence in 
his endeavours to secure regular attendance. Numerous 
instances of the existence of this feeling could be supplied 
Many firmly believe th a t the object of our Education Act 
namely, to bring every child in the country under instruction, 
will never be attained, until the minimum be abolished and 
regular attendance insisted on. The results of the Birmingham 
School Board give notable evidence of the success of this plan, 
the attendance under it increasing, in the space of five years, from 
10,263 to 38,817. In  order to simplify the Board of Advice 
return, and to render the compulsory clauses more efficacious, 
the following suggestions are offered in the hope of drawing an 
expression of opinion from teachers and others interested, 
viz. :—
1st. T hat on entering  a new scholar the  teacher be required  to 
obtain from the school las t a tten d ed  by such scholar, a transfer showing 
the  num ber of attendances for the  then  cu rren t quarter, and to file all 
such transfers. 2nd. T h a t the  scholar receive c red it for such a tte n d ­
ances, so th a t  his name appear on one re tu rn  only. 3rd. T h a t on giving 
a transfer in respect of any child  th e  teacher shall cease to  regard  such 
I child as being on his roll, and shall en ter opposite his name on th e
school roll “  T ransferred  to ------------ School.” 4th. T h a t every teacher or
i  principal of a school or college be required, a t th e  end of each quarter, to 
m ake re tu rns of all scholars rem aining on his roll, w ith in  th e  school age, 
i  and not possessing a “  Certificate of a child being sufficiently educated ,” 
i who have no t complied w ith  clause 3 of th e  E ducation  A ct A m endm ent
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Act. 5th. T h a t each such re tu rn  be accompanied by a sta tem ent 
showing the  to ta l num ber of scholars on the  roll for the  quarter, om itting 
any transferred  to o ther schools. The re tu rn  will th u s give th e  to ta l 
num ber of individual children  under instruction  th roughout the  colony 
for each quarter. 6th. T h at a p a ren t or guardian  receiving a com plaint 
from th e  tru a n t officers in respect to the irregu larity  or non-attendance 
of his or her child or ward, shall furnish the  said tru a n t officer w ith 
th e  name of school a ttended, or supposed to be a tten d ed  by such child. 
T hat th e  tru a n t officer should thereupon apply to the  teacher of such 
school for a certificate of a ttendances of such child for the  last quarter, 
and should these be below th e  num ber required  by the  Act, or should 
it  be found th a t  such ch ild ’s name is not entered on the roll, the  tru an t 
officer shall a t once in stitu te  legal proceedings against such paren t or 
guardian. 7th. T hat the  transfers be in the form of a postal card 
w hich shall pass free th rough th e  post, as in the  case of registrations 
of births, &c. 8th. T hat the  tru a n t officer shall a t th e  commence­
m ent of each q u arte r leave a t each school in his d istric t, in tu rn , the  
school roll of the  d istric t, and th a t  th e  teacher of each school shall m ark 
off w ith  th e  num ber of his school each child on his roll who shall 
have completed th e  th ir ty  days’ attendance for the  previous quarter. 
This clause, of course, anticipates th e  com pilation of complete school 
rolls for each district.
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION IN  N EW  ZEALAND.
BY JA M E S  M A H O N E Y ,  0'1’AGO.
As many readers of the Victorian Schoolmaster may desire to know 
something about the state of public instruction in these islands, I 
shall introduce the subject by giving a brief outline of the present 
Education Act. Although known as the “ Education Act 1877,” 
it did not come into operation till the beginning of the year 
1878.
In  P art 1 provision is made for the appointment of a Minister of 
Education, in the same way as in Victoria, South Australia and 
Queensland. The M inister’s powers and duties are defined, and 
these differ considerably from those of Ministers in the colonies just 
mentioned ; for, though the general control and direction of the 
departm ent belong to the M inister, yet he has not the power of 
appointing any officers, other than those employed immediately 
about the department, such as secretary, inspector-general, clerks, 
and so on.
Under P a rt 2 it is provided that Education Boards shall be 
elected by school committees after a manner minutely defined- 
the committees being elected by the householders of each school dis­
trict. These Boards have power to appoint and determine the 
salaries of their own officers, such as inspectors, teachers, etc. An 
im portant provision of this part of the Act is tha t which deals 
with the appointment of teachers. I t  runs thus :—
“ The Board of each district shall be entitled to appoint teachers for every  
school under its control, or to remove such teachers from one school to any 
other school within the district; but no person shall be eligible for appoint­
ment who does not produce a certificate of competency from the Minister of 
Education, and such other certificate of fitness as shall be required by any
regulation that may hereafter be made under the Act..............................Provided
that the committee may recommend teachers to the Board for appointment, 
and may also recommend the suspension or dismissal of any such teacher; but 
no appointment, suspension, or dismissal shall take place until the committee 
shall have been first consulted.”
The next provision deals with the establishment and mainten­
ance of scholarships and high schools—subjects on which I  shall 
speak in a future article.
P a rt 3 treats of the division of each education district into school 
districts ; election and powers and duties of school committees ; 
good attendance certificates, and school fund. The clause in re ­
ference to good attendance certificates provides that these shall be 
of two classes, (1.) For any child of school age who has been present 
on every occasion, morning and afternoon, on which the school has 
been open throughout the year ; and (2) for any child who has not 
been absent more than five times throughout the year. These 
certificates to be issued by the committee at the end of each school 
year.
P a rt 4, dealing with "  Public schools and management thereof,” 
provides for “ (I) Course of instruction, (2) Compulsory education, 
(3) Penalties in certain cases, (4) Inspection of schools, (5) Regula­
tions and reports.” The school age of children is defined as be­
tween five and fifteen years. The course of instruction in schools j 
embraces “ Reading, writing, arithmetic, English grammar and 
composition, geography, history, elementary science, object lessons, 
vocal music, drawing, and (in case of girls) needlework, and the 
principles of domestic economy.” I t  is provided tha t “  No child 
shall be compelled to be present at the teaching of history whose 
parent or guardian objects thereto that the school shall be open I 
for five days, of at least four hours each, every week ; tha t the j 
teaching shall be entirely of a secular character ; that the com­
mittee may grant the use of the school building outside school 
hours ; that military drill shall be taught in certain schools ; that 
evening classes may be held, and fees charged, subject to the ap­
proval of the committee ; that the teacher of any public school may
expel any child for want of cleanliness or incorrigible disobedience ; 
that the parent or guardian of such child may appeal, first to the 
committee, and finally to the Board ; and that itinerant teachers 
may be appointed in thinly-peopled districts. The clause which 
deals with compulsory education, after allowing the usual exemp­
tions, specifies tha t “  In case any committee ascertains that any 
child between the ages of seven and thirteen years, and resident 
within the distance of two miles from a public school within its 
district, does not attend school, the clerk, or any member of 
such committee, may give the parent or guardian of such child 
notice in writing (in a certain specified form), calling upon such 
parent or guardian to send such child to school. Should the 
parent or guardian fail or refuse to do so, then proceedings may be 
taken before any two justices of the peace, who may order such 
parent or guardian to send such child to a public school. In case 
of failure to obey such order, proceedings may be taken week by 
week, and a fine not exceeding forty shillings inflicted on each 
occasion until the order is obeyed.”
ON THE TEACHING OF SHAKESPEARE IN 
SCHOOLS.
BY SAM U EL N E I L ,  F . E . I . S .
( Continued.)
W e  claim a place for him as a classic for the loftiness of his aims, 
the fineness of his in sig h t; his comprehensiveness and variety ; 
the excellence of his writing, and the universality of his theme—the 
genuis and art which are combined in his works. Boys enjoy the 
stir of his plots, girls delight in the sweet luxury of his poetry, 
sages rejoice in his wisdom, men of the world marvel at his ex­
perience and knowingness, and wags relish his fun. Philosophers 
find in his works types and statements of all moods of mind and 
modes of life ; divines find his pages studded with quotations from, 
allusions to, and comments upon the sacred te x t ; critics puzzle 
themselves (and others too) over the sources of his plots, the 
characters, actions, and speeches of his dramatis personce, the 
themes on which he treats, the tenets taught by him, the descrip­
tions he presents, and aggregate around his writings a thousand 
quesi/iones vexatoe on metres, rhyme-endings, &c. H istorians see 
in his plays the spirit of the past made visible ; Genealogists glean 
in his vintages ; Geographers, though they grin at his “ Bohemian” 
mistakes (not confined to him alone), yet grant the general accuracy 
of his knowledge of many places ; Heralds find him full of the 
lore of the College of Arms ; Botanists feci their souls enlarged 
by his loving appreciation of flowers, plants and fruits ; Philologcrs 
wonder at the extent,,felicity and variousness of his vocabulary, 
and Statesmen know that if they
“ ."Turn him to any cause of Policy,
The Gordian knot of it he will unloose 
Familiar as his garter.”
The highest value of a classic arises from the fact that a large 
| amount of auxilliary knowledge is required for the full and proper 
understanding of i t ; so that it calls out and exercises a consider- 
! able number of the mental faculties. I t  may safely be asserted 
that there exists no products of a single human mind which aflbrd 
so much scope for—or, if you like, the display of—a wise and 
varied scholarship as the poems and plays of Shakespeare. I t  is a 
mere statement of fact that elaborate treatises (and innumerable 
papers) have been written to prove tha t he was versed in law, 
physic, seamanship, military tactics, typography, forestry, horti­
culture, agriculture, geology, political economy, astronomy, 
astrology, psychology, &c., as well as a proficient in acting and 
I poetry. The Commentators make him out to have been skilled 
indeed omnibus rebus et quibusdam aliis—not only an everything- 
ologist, but something more. W ithout going quite th a t length, 
and avoiding entirely the exaggeration of specialists, we may ask 
our readers to consider this one point alone—the range of eras and 
epochs to which his works introduce us. The late Cardinal Wise­
man has said : “ I t  is one of the great gifts and glories of Shake­
speare, to have touched with the wand of light every period of 
civilised art, from the early dawn of literature to his own tim e.” 
The Archaic Greek—Troilus and Cressida; Classical Greek— Tim,on; 
E truscan—Coriolanus ; Classical Roman—Julius (htsar ; Egyptian 
—Antony and Cleopatra; Celtic—King Lear and Cymbelim; 
Scandinavian—Harrmt; Mediaeval English—King John to Richard 
III.-, Mediaeval Scotch— 'Macbeth; Mediaeval French—All's well 
that Ends w e ll; Mediaeval Spanish—Love's Labour's Lost ; Renais­
sance—Henry V I I I . ; Italian Cinque cento—The Two Gentlemen of 
Verona and Romeo and Ju liet;  and Venetian—Othello and Tlai 
Merchant of Vmice. B ut even this artistic classification includes 
only twenty-five of his plays. I t  omits his two classical poems— 
the Ovid-rivalling Venus and Adonis, the marvellous “ Lay of 
Ancient Rome,” derived from Livy, entitled Lucrece, and his deep- 
brained Sonnets. I t  leaves unmentioned, too, The Comedy of 
Errors, recalling Plautus ; The M erry Wives of Windsor, 'oat- 
: matching Terence ; The Taming of the Shrew, so Aristophanie in
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sp ir it ; the  drollery  and hum orous sadness of Tw elfth  N ight ; the 
singular parable-p lo t of Measure fo r  Measure, and the  altogether 
in im itable and incom parable plays of The Tempest, A s  You L ike  
I t ,  The W inter's Tale, and The M idsum m er N ight’s Dream  ; no t to 
m ention  Titus A ndronicus  and  Ter ides, concerning which certain  
reserves m ust be m ade, or th e  H isto ric  C ourt-m asque-like dram a 
of H enry V I I I .
I t  goes w ith the  saying of it, and receives assent a t once, th a t in 
the  course of the study  of the  plays of Shakespeare any accurate 
and in te resting  inform ation which a teacher possesses or can 
acquire in  regard to the events, characteristics, m anners, custom s, 
costum es, life, though t, &c., of these periods, m ay be found (or m ade)  
useful in the  illu stra tion  and understand ing  of Shakespeare’s work. 
W h at opportun ities for question and answ er, explanation  and rem ark  
they supply ! A ll the  common objects of N a tu re , and m any of those 
of A rt, are m entioned or a lluded to in  them —F arm ing  and grazing ; 
fru its  and flowers; trees and p lan ts; gardening and ru ra l industries ; 
field sports—hunting  and haw king, fowling and angling, horse­
m anship, dogs and th e ir m anagem ent ; bird's, insects and anim als 
are all b rough t before us. The fine, the useful and the  m echanical 
a rts  ; trade, commerce and business ; music, cookery and dress ; 
physic, physics and m etaphysics ; politics, social ethics and w ar— 
including strategy , tactics, discipline and generalship , ordnance 
and engineering, naval and nau tical affairs ; law, hygiene and 
dietetics ; national characteristics, customs and tra its , and all the  
errors, passions and in te rests  of m an—w ith all th a t these im ply, 
come before us for observation and rem ark. T hen, besides all the  
practical wisdom and fine hum anness of feeling in Shakespeare, we 
have the  splendid poetry, th e  aptly  used phrases, and the obsolete 
term s he employs to expound and explain. I f  th e  tru e  principle of 
E ducation  is to supply a t once collectedness of th ough t and select­
edness of knowledge ; to lead ra th e r to the  study  of the  best than  
to  the hasty  perusal of m any books ; to induce a g rea ter regard  to 
th e  quality  th an  to the  quan tity  of w hat is read —if, in fact, 
E ducation  is to be the leading-out of the  powers of th o u g h t—let us 
place such of our pupils as can profit from th e ir discipline, under 
th e  leading m inds am ong m e n ; and the chief and head of such 
m inds is—Shakespeare. E ver the  h igher the  genius is, the  more 
child-like and child-loving is its possessor.
I  would have th e  D ram as of Shakespeare—prepared  for school 
use— used as reading-books in the  fitting standards in our schools, 
so th a t by th e ir a ttrac tive  p lo t-in tercst, th e ir  exquisite loveliness 
of expression, th e ir  wise words and th e ir power of leading the 
reader to see the  close relations between character and destiny, 
children m ight be affected and enlightened. In  such read ing  there 
would be no risk of weariness ; even a young child can recognise 
these compositions as transcrip ts of life, and enjoy them . In  the 
course of the  reading of any one of those plays which an in te lligen t 
teacher would select, a m uch larger am ount of general knowledge 
in h isto ry , geography, science, a rt, and the  common things of 
common life, could be in teresting ly  and  appropriately  im parted  
th an  could be gained in the  laborious d rill requ ired  to work th rough  
those dull, dry-as-dust, d isheartening th ings of “  shreds and 
patches” compiled as reading-books. W hat we w ant alike in  our 
schools and schoolm asters, school-books and schoolboys, is no t 
“  sm oke-dried and shrivelled-up” specimens and objects, b u t life 
—vigorous, healthy-pulsed, quick, varied and various life—life as 
the  quintessence of the  soul
“ W hich hath  an operation more divine 
Than breath or pen can give expression to.”
A nd th a t is w hat we get in Shakespeare.
Among th e  dram as best su ited  for th is purpose, I  m ight nam e 
The Merchant o f Venice, M idsum mer N igh t's Dream, Love's Laborer's 
Lost, Romeo and Ju lie t, and A s You Like I t . In  the  first of these, 
Shakespeare seems to me to deal in a profound poetic and in te rest­
ing m anner w ith th e  question of property, and the sins of covetous­
ness, prodigality  and dishonesty which arise from  its m isuse, as 
well as th e  v irtues of liberality  and benevolence of which w ealth 
supplies the  possibility, so th a t it forms a wise and needed lesson 
regard ing—as S tephen Gosson has i t — “ The greediness of w orldly 
chusers and the  bloody m inds of u su re rs .” T he double inwoven 
stories of th e  caskets and the  loan for which the  fleshly bond was 
given, form  a m ost a ttrac tive , engaging and captivating  romance.
(Ad he continued.)
8ANATABY TEACHING.
B y  a n  E x - T e a c h e r .
V e r y  la te ly  the  D epartm en t of E ducation  has determ ined th a t 
N atu ra l Science and Sanitary  Instruction , so far as regards the laws 
of health , shall form a p a rt of our S tate School curriculum , and 
th a t the  gen tler sex shall receive special lessons in  the  practice of 
needlework.
I t  appears to  me, however, th a t  there  is a fa r m ore pressing 
necessity for our school girls to be in structed  in  the  A rt of Cookery,
so as to fit m any of them  for household du ty , and all of them  for 
w hat is the  special province of the good housewife. W e have had 
a series of lessons given to educated  and well-to-do young ladies 
in the mode of m anaging a k itchen , and a t p resen t an association is 
in course of form ation u nder the  sanction of G overnm ent for th e  
praisew orthy  task  of im parting  a knowledge of household duties 
to the girls in our In d u s tria l Schools ; and therefore i t  should no t 
be an indifferent question as to the need of such instruction  as shall 
fit ou r rising womanhood for the  discharge of those du ties essential 
to the  order and com fort cf domestic life.
I t  may no t be possible to have a cookery departm en t in all the 
public schools, b u t the experim ent m ight be m ade in some of our 
large establishm ents,and th a t to the prom otion of the  com fort of the 
pupils by providing a warm and nourishing d inner a t a nom inal price. 
In  th is way, m oreover, a num ber of articles unknown in the  die­
tary  scale of m ost fam ilies, and y e t well-known to vegetarians, m ight 
be in troduced, and th e ir com parative value and n u trim en t dw elt 
upon, while the various modes of cooking a d inner would furnish  
a wide field for culinary teaching.
ilictovian 6b u admit Department.
T h e  following is the Music Paper set at the Examination held in December, 
1878
EXAMINATION IN MUSIC.
Time, tno ancl a ha lf hours,
1. Transpose the following melody to key of G, and employ the Tenor 
C lef;—
—9~ -7 r
U E ite - r s . S i s '
___ "_&  jm u  (T% I I 1 /-<A , m |— _-g---
2. Name over the respective bars the various keys through which the
following melody modulates :—
3. Divide the following into bars of equal rhythm, substituting notes 
for rests, and rests for notes :—
zzp=/=zrz=pz=zi/z%
4. A dot makes a note half as long again. Show under what circum­
stances 4 beats would be made to a dotted semibreve,
5. Name and explain the various words and marks used to denote ex­
pression, also those used to denote the speed of a movement.
G. Write down the chromatic scale of D Major, ascending and de­
scending.
7. Show under what circumstances JBj? and A$ would occur in a gradual 
succession of notes ascending from G. to D, anci descending from D t© G.
8. Presuming the general classification of intervals to bo major, minor, 
augmented, or diminished, name the following, and w hat do they become
when inverted:—C to G$, C to A(7, F to F#, F to Gj, to A c j to  G%.
9. Write major common chords to the following bass notes
BE
— 1_ .
S i
Minor common
---------
— —
------
-
e J--#— _ j
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10. Supply 3 other parts in  harm ony indicated by the figures u n d e r 
the  bass n o tes :—
z p z l z  »
r r r#
! 
! 
*
i w T i
_____ .____ #  " _____ 1 1
— 1 ~  H 1 — -<■=5-1-- I
11. W hat are the  root sounds of A, B, and D in the key of C ; and 
cjj, g ||, and Fjjl, in the key of E.
12. Name some of the best rules for the developm ent a n d  m anage 
m ent of the voice.
H e  lit S e a l a n t )  i i i o a r b  o f  (T ru nca t ion .
A REGULATION o f the departm ent was issued, allowing school com­
m ittees to establish savings banks in connection with the public schools. 
The Dunedin school committee referred the regulation to the head 
teachers of the district, who unanim ously condemned the idea. Some 
of the inspectors, too, in their reports have not hesitated to express 
their objections to th e  system. Mr. Petrie, chief inspector for Otago, 
says, and I would commend his rem arks to the Hon. Major Sm ith’s con­
sideration, for they point a t once to the chief objection to the in tro ­
duction of savings banks into schools :— “ Quite recently steps have been 
taken to bring school savings banks into operation. Anyone who is ac­
quainted with the requirem ents of the course of instruction laid down for 
the  public schools, and who knows the great and alm ost insuparable d if­
ficulty of overtaking it, cannot but deplore the numerous encroachm ents 
on a teacher’s working time rendered inevitable by so many extraneous 
and secondary m atters. The worst o f it is th a t the transaction of all these 
unnecessary duties falls almost entirely  on head masters, whose tim e is 
so valuable, and who need to devote every spare moment to superintend­
ence of their assistants and pupil teachers. I t  seems particularly  strange 
th a t a comm unity th a t has excluded from the public schools all reference 
to religion should reckon the cultivation of frugal and saving habits of 
such importance. A teacher’s work is em phatically to teach, and the 
less there is to interfere w ith the exercise of his proper vocation the bet­
ter i t  will be for the country. Savings banks, cadet companies, voluminous 
statistics, and so forth, are, no doubt, most useful th ings in their way, but 
if the benefits they confer are to be secured by adding to the already 
sufficiently weighty and responsible duties of the public school teachers, 
the  country may one day find th a t i t  is possible to pay far too dearly  for 
them .” Mr. O'Sullivan, inspector for Otago, says :— " Penny banks', too, 
are ano ther device for laying violent hands on the teacher’s scant leisure. 
I quite agree with Mr. Petrie when he says th a t th e  business of a teacher 
is—to teach .”
D IS T R IC T  OF W ELLIN G TO N .
T he  following is th e  A rithm etic  paper set a t th e  Pupil T eachers’ 
Exam ination, on Ju ly  9th, 1879, for all fourth  and fifth year Pupil 
Teachers :—
A r it h m e t ic .
Solutions by H e n ry  C ooke a n d  W . A S h ie ld s .
1.—Sim plify of H  ~ I)
A  + Ys o f  3 i - ( 2 o f - H - A )
A - f o f  &
=  5 =  7.
14
2.—Divide 438 guineas among 7 men, 9 women, and three boys, so 
th a t  each woman m ay have 3-dths of each m an’s share, and each boy 
6-7ths of each wom an’s share.
438 guineas =  £459 18s Od
7 m en have 35 p a rts each =  245
9 women have ■£ of 35 p a rts  each =  189 
3 boys have 2 of -j? of 35 parts each =  54
488
Therefore 459 9 
488 '
‘942418 &c.
And
•94242 x 245 =  230 ' 8929 ™ share of 7 men 
‘94242 x 189 =  178 ' 1173 share of 9 women 
242 x 54 =  50 ' 8900 =  share of 3 boys
3 .—Work, by Practice only, 
£4  7s. 6 j  per square yard.
sq. yds 2 sq. feet .10 sq. inches a t
£4
1 sq. foot 
1 sq. foot 
9 sq. inches 
1 sq .in ch
30 12 
9
6*
7
Si
mm
0
£31 12 7
=  £31 12 9 j « | |
4 .—A person is able to perform a journey of 142 2 miles in 41 days 
when the day is 10 104 hours long, how many days w ill he bo travelling 
when the  days are 8 4 hours long.
1 • 21
4 h
005
484
5 445 days
5 .—Find th e  area of a triangle whose sides are 0, 8 and 10 chains 
respectively.
A V i 2 (1! 0) (12 — 8) (12 — 10) sq. chains.
— v 12 x 0 x 4 x 2 sq. chains
— Vr570 sq. chains ~  24 sq. chains =  2 -4 acres.
0 .—If one grain avoirdupois w eight of sand contain 25040 particles of 
sand, how m any particles of sand are there in a p itcher which weighs 
9 o%. 11 dw ts. 18 grains when em pty, and 0 lbs. 5 oz, 10 dwts, 11 grains 
when filled w ith  sand ? W rite  th e  answer in words.
lbs. ozs. dwts.
0 5 10
119
grs.
11
18
7 18 17
12
32009
459 ' 900 8 -= £459 18s OcL
32009
25040
1304300
103045
05218
810,529,300 particles 
E igh t hundred and sixteen m illions five hundred and tw enty-nine 
thousands th ree  hundred  and six ty  particles.
7.—F ind  the  area in acres, roods and perches of a trapezium  composed 
of two triangles, having a common base line m easuring 143 chains, and 
the two perpendiculars thereon from the  apices of the  opposite angles, 
being respectively 43 and 51 chains.
43 x 143 
A  i =  — o—  A ;
51 x 143 
2
Trapezium  — 47 x 11 x 13 sq. chains
_  47 x 143 
10
=  =  072 A  =  072 acres 1 sq. chain.
Ans. =  072 acres 10 sq. perches.
S.—H ow  m uch will i t  cost to p u t a four-rail fence round a circular 
piece of land m easuring 10 chains in diam eter, the  rails being 9 feet long ; 
the  cost of rails being 3d., and of posts Od. each ; and the  cost of 
labour, 15s. per chain?
10 chains diam eter.
3T41G x 10 =  circumference.
31-410
00
188490 
188490 
9 | 2073 451; feet.
230 384 =  num ber of posts.
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Hence cost of rails 
cost of posts 
cost of labour
Shillings 
=  230 384 
=  115-192 
=  471-240 
201816-816 Shillings 
40 8408 
Ans. =  £40 16s lO d  (nearly).
N o t e .—T h is  so lu tio n  is th e o re tic a lly  a c c u r a te ; b u t p r a c tica lly  th e  num ber of p arts  
w ou ld  be ta k en  a t 231, and th e num ber o f ra ils a t  924.
S 1 1 1  b c x  s  \  t i;  n t e l l  i q c n  c c .
M E L B O U R N E .
The University Lectures for the year 1879 concluded on Saturday, 
the 1st November, The annual examinations commenced on Monday, 
the 17th instant. The total number of candidates presented was 281.
Before the conclusion of the lectures, Professor Strong delivered an 
interesting address to the students attending his classes in reference to 
their studies. His address has since been published, and we would call 
special attention to a valuable suggestion thrown out therein. Pro­
fessor Strong suggests that an endeavour should be made to obtain for 
the colony of Victoria two out of the appointments made annually by 
the Imperial Government to the Indian Civil Service. This is a subject 
well worthy of consideration, and should Professor Strong follow up 
the matter, we feel sure he will meet with the hearty support of all 
educationists.
A meeting of the University Association was held last Friday night 
to consider what steps were to be taken in regard to the University Bill 
introduced into the House by Major Smith and Professor Pearson. The 
Association agreed with the provisions of the Bill, and suggested that 
provision should be made in it for placing Bachelors of five years’ 
standing on the Senate, which is at present restricted to those holding 
the higher Degrees of Master of Arts, Doctor of Laws, Doctor of 
Medicine, and Masters of Surgery.
I t  was understood that Professor Pearson would guide the Bill through 
the Assembly, and tha t Dr. Hearn would take charge of it in the 
Council. The chief points in the Bill arc :—
1. It proposes to raise to the Council two of the teaching staff from 
each Faculty
2. To admit ladies to the privileges of the University.
2. To enable the Senate to amend legislation sent up to it by the 
Council.
4. To admit to the Senate, without examination, Bachelors of five 
years’ standing.
5. To allow the Government to nominate a number of members to the 
Council of the University.
The students attending lectures on Obstetrics in the Medical School, 
took occasion after the concluding lecture of the year’s course to present 
the lecturer—Dr. James Jamieson—with an address expressive of their 
high appreciation of his teaching and labours.
The Marquis of Normanby performed the ceremony of laying the 
foundation stone of the Ormond affiliated College, on Friday, the 
14th instant, in the presence of a large gathering of persons interested 
in the various educational institutions.
S Y D N E Y .
The annual examinations commenced on Monday the 3rd instant. 
Seventy-six senior candidates, and three hundred and th irty  junior 
candidates presented themselves. Among the junior candidates were 
seventy-six ladies. For the Civil Service examination there were only 
fifty-one persons presented.
A R I T H M E T I  C.
P r o f e s s o r  H. M. A n d r e w ’s  solutions of the Arithmetic! and Algebra 
paper set for Exhibitions at the Matriculation Examination, February 
Term 1879, arc crowded out by press of matter, but will be inserted 
next month.
The following is the Arithm etic Paper given a t the Matriculation E x ­
aminational the Melbourne University, February Term, 1870. Solutions
will be inserted next m onth :—
(Professor WiIson.)
[The answer to every guest ion must be worked out at fu ll length, and the 
working sent in as p a r t o f the answer. Every result must be reduced to 
Us simplest form .
*** A ll results that do not. come out exactly are to be worked correctly 
to three places of decimals.]
1. Write down in words the quotient and the remainder obtained by 
dividing five billions one million two thousand by seventy thousand seven 
hundred and fifty millions ten thousand and fifteen.
2. A steam-engine consumes seven hundred-weighttwenty-nine pounds
and eleven ounces of coal in an hour : supposing it  to work continuously 
from noon on the 1st January to six p.m. on the 1st July, 1870, how 
much will it consume ?
3. A book contains a thousand pages, each page has sixty lines, and 
each line has fifty letters : how many additional letters would there be 
in the book if each page were increased to sixty-throe lines and each line 
to fifty-nine letters ?
4. How many gallons of w aterfall on a block of 640 acres in a rainfall 
of 0'75 inch ?
5. An ordinary surveyor’s chain is too long by 5-5 inches: what will 
be the true area of a block of 640 acres measured by such a chain ?
6. A clock was ten minutes fast a t noon on the 1st January, 1850, and
lost uniformly 003 seconds in an hour : what was its error at noon on 1st 
January, 1870?
13 f'~9  """"-y-') is subtracted from ^7. and the re­
mainder is divided by one-seventh of the sum of one third, one twelfth* 
and one fifteenth : express the quotient in its lowest terms.
8. Reduce-^------~ v01 0 7~-—— - to a vulgar fraction in its lowest1 — -2340 — -04oo
terms.
9. How many postage stamps 93 inch long and ‘75 inch broad will 
cover an area 310 feet long and 100 feet broad ?
10. Extract the square root of 169.
Rla t l i cm at ic s .
6 . In  a paddock 15 chains square, a strip of uniform w idth all along 
one side was sown with oats. One end of the remaining strip was 
planted w ith potatoes, and the other end laid down in grass. The 
potatoes formed a square of exactly the same extent as the oats. W hat 
was the extent of grass ?
Solution by J. P u c k e y , E .  C a m m  and  Jos. I r v i n e .
Suppose the line A B  — the side of the paddock =  15 chains.
Let x  =  the side of the square A C  (potatoes) and 15 — x  — the 
shorter side of the rectangle (oats).
x- =225 — 15® by the question 
and ®2 + 15® = 225.
Complete the square and x 2 + 15® + 56"25 =  225 4- 56 25.
.-. #  + 15®+ 56-25 =  281 *25 
Extract the square root and ® + 7 ’5 =  +167705 
x  — + 167705 — 7 5  =  9 2705 side of square.
. '.  15 — 9 2705 =  5 7295 the shorter side of the rectangle. 
Consequently the sides of the remaining plot are 9 2705 and 57295 =  
grass
Hence the areas are as follows :—
Square Chains.
9-2705x9-2705 =  85 94217025 =  potatoes 
15 x 5 7295 =  85 94250000 =  oats.
9 2705x57295 =  5311532975 =  grass.
Total Area =  15 x 15 =  225 00000000 sq. chains.
7 , (From the F irst Year Honour Examination, 1878, of the Mel­
bourne University). Eliminate x', y' from the equations 
x ‘2 + x"1 + xx ' = a2 
y" + y'2 + yy'=bs 
2 [xy + x'y') + xy ' + x'y = 0.
Solution by J , B a r t l e y , ( Sandhurst.)
®2 + x ’ 2  + .r .r ' =  s 2  ( l )
2/3 4 - / 2  + y y ' =  Z,2 (2 )
2(®y + yy) + ay + /y=0. (3)
Transpose and complete the square in equation (1)
^ + « - + 7 - a . _ . T. + 7 - iA - - f a .a
4 4 4
|  =  +® +
2®' + ®= F  4a2-3 ® -. 
Similarly 2y' + y=
( 2 /  + y) =  F(4a» 3®=) (4&=\_3y=]
U /y ' + 2x’y  + 2xy' + ;cy = 1/  (4 &- 
But, from equation (3),
4-r'y' + 2:)/y+ 2 ® / + ,ry:
3.,+ ) (46*— 3y:
— 3 xy.
Squaring, we have
1 2 6 2 ® 2 + 9 t f 2 y 2
9 ® 2 y 2 _ l g r t2 j 2  — 1 2lZ 2 y  2 —  1 2 b 2z 2  + 9 x 2 y 2  •
12&2®2 +  12&3y2 =  1 6 ^ 2 6 2 ,
# 2  y  2  4
• « 2  + ' p =  3"
Q U E S T IO N S  F O R  S O L U T IO N .
. 9* ^ ie Matriculation Exhibition of the Melbourne University,
18/1.) Define the symbol a™; from your definition prove th a t 
a™, a” — am " ; How is the meaning of the symbol arrived a t ?
1 0 . ( B y  E. B l a c k w o o d .)  P and Q are two random points w ithin an 
equilateral triangle ; find the chance th a t the circle of which P is the 
centre and PQ the radius lies wholly w ithin the equilateral triangle.
n .  ( f  rom the Ordinary Examination of the Melbourne University, 
180.1.) I’ ind the n th  term of the harmonic series of which the first and
| second terms are -  an(t n 
5 6
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T h e  annual Public Schools’ Sports contest took place on the East j  
Melbourne Cricket ground, on Friday the 21st October, in the presence 
of a large concourse of spectators. The competing schools were, the 
Wesley College, the Melbourne Grammar School, and the Geelong 
Grammar School. Professor Strong and Mr. L. L. Mount acted as 
judges, and Colonel Anderson, assisted by the Rev. Dr. Waugh, distri­
buted the prizes. The School Challenge Cup, given by Professor Andrew 
and Dr. Lawrence, was carried off by the Geelong Grammar School, the 
boys from th a t school having obtained the highest aggregate of marks. 
The position of the schools stood—Geelong School 29 points ; Melbourne 
Grammar School 25 points, and the Wesley College 24 points.
T H E LA D IES COLLEGE.
Patchwork, in  Prose and Poetry, the title of the journal published by the 
Presbyterian Ladies College, Melbourne, contains some really excellent 
reading. This is the more noticeable as we understand that, excepting 
the editorial, the whole of the matter is contributed by the pupils. We 
quote the following letter from a number of Patchwork before us, because 
the suggestion made is worthy of attention from “ old boys ” in all our 
public schools:—“New Girls. To the editor of Patchwork. Sir,—Although 
the time has long passed away since I was a new girl in the college, yet 
I have a vivid remembrance of it, and sympathise very much with all who 
enter a t the beginning of the new quarters, as most of them experience 
the disagreeable things that have to be met with. Being necessarily 
a large building, and containing a number of class-rooms, the college is 
confusing to new pupils, more especially as the classes change to different 
rooms for each different subject. I think the old pupils should endeavour 
to be as kind as possible to them, and show them where to go. The 
upper classes might set a good example in this respect, which the lower 
ones would speedily follow. None of the college girls would, I  am sure, 
act unkindly, but at times their conduct must seem so to new ones, as 
they are often left neglected. The lessons being strange to them, new 
pupils must often feel disheartened, and inclined to give up, until some 
girl gives a hand to help them through the difficulties. I would suggest 
tha t the elder pupils should take the m atter up, aud when a new girl 
enters, treat her with kindness and consideration, till she becomes more 
accustomed to it .—D a p h n e . ”
TR IN ITY  COLLEGE.
Mr. Madden having resigned, the position of resident lecturer in 
mathematics and natural service has been conferred by the Council upon 
Mr. H. B. De La Poer W all, B.A., and G.E., Dublin, M.A. of Melbourne, 
and Fellow of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland. When at the 
University of Dublin, “ Mr. Wall carried off the entrance prize in 
modern language, as well as two first class prizes, and first of the first 
honors in mathematics and physics.”
The competitive examination in oratory and essay writing has just con­
cluded, with the following re su lt:—The President’s medal for oratory 
awarded by the votes of the members of the Society, to Mr. A. V. Green, 
prelector for the year 1880. The Vice-President’s medal for “ the best 
essay read at a general meeting of the society ” was awarded by the 
judges—the Rev. R. Potter and Mr. E. E. Morris—to Mr. Reginald 
Stephen.
M ELBOURNE GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
The history of this school has at length been published, under 
the title  of Liber Melbumiensis, a copy of which has been sent to us, 
and will be reviewed next month. The book is a crown octavo, hand­
somely bound in Oxford blue—the school colour. In addition to a his­
tory of the foundation from the time the Government grant of the land 
was obtained, there is a sketch of the life of the Rev. Dr. Bromby, and an 
account of other masters.
For the ensuing University Matriculation Examination, 21 candidates 
are to be presented.
Of “ Old Boys, ” we learn th a t Richard Emil has been admitted a 
member of the Royal College of Surgeons; Joseph Grindy Burton, B.A, of 
the Melbourne University, has been admitted to the Degree of B.D., 
Trinity College, Dublin, and has taken holy orders; Dr. H. B. Allen, has 
been appointed one of the editors of the A ustralian  Medical Journal.” 
SCOTCH COLLEGE.
The inauguration of the society of “ Old Scotch Collegians” was cele­
brated by a dinner, at Gunsler’s Cafd, on Wednesday, the 5th instant. 
The Hon. Robert Ramsay, who presided, stated that he was one of those 
who entered the College as far back as the year 1852, when it was under 
the care of the late Mr. Lawson. Since Dr. Morrison took charge of the 
institution, 2,266 pupils had passed through its curriculum, many of 
whom now held important positions in Victoria and other of the Austra­
lian Colonies. Dr. Morrison, in responding to the toast, “ Success to the 
Scotch College,” remarked tha t the original principal must have been a 
teacher of the highest order, but unfortunately he had not left behind 
him a single document referring to his management of the institution.
He had, however, carefully collated all the papers since he took charge in 
1857, and he trusted tha t any old collegians whose connection dated back 
to older times would furnish him with any incidents they were able to 
give.” He (Dr. Morrison) cordially endorsed the sentiments expressed 
by the hon. and learned chairman. “ From a social as well as from an 
utilitarian point of view, it was absolutely necessary th a t the young men 
of the colony should make themselves acquainted with political economy.
I t  was, he was glad to say, the aim of the Scotch College to give a know­
ledge of Greek and Latin, and also to impart to the pupils a knowledge 
of the fundamental maxims of law and order upon which the basis of 
the constitution of the colony rested, without an intelligent comprehen­
sion of which they would never make true and useful citizens.” The 
meeting was, in every sense of the word, a success.
GEELONG GRAMMAR SCHOOL, 
j Speaking of the importance of “ Unity of Public School Feeling,” the 
! Geelong Grammar School Quarterly makes the following pregnant 
: remarks :—It should be borne in mind tha t the five Grammar schools 
of the colony have a constitution analagous to th a t of Eton and other 
similar schools at home—that is, were founded and endowed by the 
Crown for the purpose of giving a higher education to the youth of the 
colony. As then they stand on a different footing from other schools, 
and have a common origin and a common end, they ought, we think, to 
be united in a spirit of generous rivalry to obtain tha t end. The educa­
tion which our schools arc designed to give is of a threefold nature, 
namely—moral, mental, and physical. But there can be little doubt that 
the existence of a high standard of school honour a t one school is sure 
to react more or less favourably upon its compeers. How much good, 
for example, has been effected by the saying about Eton boys, that they 
might commit a foolish action but never a mean one. Secondly, as to 
mental education. There can be little doubt that the existence of a 
spirit of rivalry in the intellectual arena docs much to promote the 
general education of those boys who will in future hold im portant 
positions in our young country. For if to the student’s love of know­
ledge for her own sake there be added the powerful motive to do “ some­
thing for the old school,” either at the universities or elsewhere, the 
result is sure to be the establishment of scholarship, and intellectual 
excellence of a higher type. And lastly, our public schools should be 
united in their sports, as much as in other points to which we have 
alluded. One of the chief reasons for this unity in sports is tha t the 
time given to athletic exercises is necessarily limited, and therefore it 
is only possible for us to meet in the field a limited number of 
opponents.
O l d  B o y s .—Sclwyn Buckle took a first class in classics and a second 
in mathematics a t the Previous Examination at Cambridge. C. Fair- 
bairn and C. N. Armytage rowed four and three in the Jesus (Cambridge) 
boat, which won the Grand Challenge Cup a t Henley this year. F. 
Godfrey has reached home, and is now at Edinburgh University.
APPOINTM ENTS, PROMOTIONS, &c.
W i l l i a m  Halle, H .T ., Tarragenui E ., No. 2100; R obert S. Patterson , 2nd 
Asst., Beaufort, No. 60; Owen ,T. Hodge, JUT., M epunga, No. 436; Jo h n  
M Tver, H .T ., W andin Yalloak, No. 1801; Terence M 'Swency, H .T ., M iller’s 
Ponds, No. 1932 ; H enry Brent, H .T ., South W arragul, No. 2189; Jan e  G. 
Beveridge, Asst., B righ t, No. 776 ; E liza A. Sweetman, Asst., Camberwell, No. 
888 ; Robert Hodgson, H .T ., Swan water, No. 1553 ; Anne W atts, H .T., Rows- 
ley, No. 2183 ; Agnes Short, H .T ., Middle Creek W ., No. 2195; David W eir, 
H .T . Moo, No. 2213; Peter Eva, H.T., Y arraw onga South, No. 2194; Jane  
M artin , H .T ., Narrewellock, No. 2204 ; Michael J .  D anaher, H .T ., Corack E., 
No. 2196; H einrich H ahn , H .T ., South Bruthcw, No. 1946; W illiam  Francis, 
H .T ., Hazlcwood N orth , No. 2202; P atrick  J .  Smith, H .T ., Picola N orth, No. 
2186; John  D oherty, H .T ., Burram ine South, No. 2203; W illiam  M erlin, H .T ., 
F o rt Cameron, No. 1767 ; David 13. Young, U .T ., R ussell’s Bridge, No. 530 ; 
Horace Bandars, H .T ., D unm uncklc N orth, No. 2170 ; W illiam  F . Casey, 2nd 
Asst., Talbot, No. 954; Charles M, L. Shugg, H .T ., Nelson, No. 1615; W illiam  
L. Richardson, H .T ., E llina , No. 763; W illiam  A. Drum m ond, H .T ., Samaria, 
No. 893; Christopher A, Bcilby, H .T ., Ramahyuck, No. 1088 ; M atilda Camp­
bell, H .T., Karabeal, No. 1302; Agnes Allan, 2nd Asst. St. Jo h n ’s, No. 558; 
Jo h n  W hitfield, 2nd Asst., Alexandra, No. 912 ; M ary Dwyer, H .T ., L iving­
stone, No- 1315; Thomas Evans, H .T ., Templestowe, No. 1395; Olive E . 
F arrar, H .T ., Hochkirch, No. 1908 ; Thomas B. Dobson, H .T ., Cowwarr, No, 
1967; Catherine M. Taylor, H .T ., Sandy Creek, No. 2197; Michael Regan, 
H .T ., K iata, 2200; M argaret Purvis, H .T ., Jvooroop, No. 2205; Ellen M'Goll, 
JUT., N orth  Paywil, No. 1195; Charles H u tton , H.T., Swift’s Creek, No. 1460; 
Michael J .  Leonard, H .T ., Omeo South and Tongis, No. 1734; Jam es Joseph 
Corr, H .T ., B undalguah South, No. 2207 ; B ridget M. Cahill, H .T ., Power’s 
Crock, No. 2217; Louisa E . H earlc, H .T ., B ig H ill (Lancefield), No. 2208; 
Jam es M -M anus, H .T ., K ur-K urruck  Creek, No. 2212; A nnette J .  Gallagher, 
H .T ., M ount Hooghley, No. 2211; Jam es E ly, H .T., Tambo N orth, No. 2216; 
H annah  M . M artin , JUT., Irrew arra, No. 2218; Mary Traill, JUT., Yawong, 
No. 1526 ; M ary A. Carden, 11.T., Three Mile P lain, No. 1659 ; Edw ard L. 
Seymour, H .T ., Terrick Terrick E ast, No. 1721 ; Robert W ilson, H .T., Big H ill, 
No. 1105 ; Jo h n  Stevens, H .T ., E ildon, No. 1496.
W e  have received a copy of the illustrated History of the Berry  
M inistry , published by the proprietors of the Melbourne Punch. I t  is 
printed on toned paper, and contains 64 pages of well drawn caricatures 
and letter press. This work forms a good shillings worth of wit and 
humour.
T h e  demands upon our space compel the holding over of Reviews 
and Book Notices until next month._________________________________
SECOND ASSISTANT in school near Castlcmaine, Allotment 600 x 660( Salary £150, wishes exchange with Assistant in or near Melbourne, 
Salary no object. Address, “ XYZ,” Schoolmaster Office, Melbourne.
■ Q I T N N  A N D  C O L L I N S ,
BOOKSELLERS, STATIONERS, & PRINTERS,
THE OPPOSITE CORNER TO POST-OFFICE, MELBOURNE.
School Books and Requisites at lowest prices. Stationery in every department 
GIFT BOOKS. SCHOOL BRIZES.
Discount to Teachers.
Orders for printing attended to with care and executed with despatch.
D U N N  A N D  C O L L I N S ,
B O O K S E L L E R S ,  S T A T I O N E R S ,  A N D  P R I N T E R S  
The Opposite Corner to Post-office, MELBOURNE.
60 THE VICTORIAN SCHOOLMASTER. N o v e m b e r .  1879.
N I C H O L S O N  A N D  A S C H E R B E R G ,
IM P O R T E R S  OF
P I A N O F O R T
T H E
T H E
A L L  T H E
SOLE AGENTS FO R
W O O D S '  O R G A N S ,
The F inest Organ ever introduced to Victoria.
T I M E - P A Y  M E N T  S Y S T E M ,
ON T H E  MOST L IB E R A L  BASIS.
N E W E S T  M U S I C  A T  H A L F - P R I C E
M E L B O U R N E —
4 5  AND 4 7  C O L L I N S  S T R E E T .
SY D N EY —
3 1 7  G E O R G E  S T R E E T .
M
N O V E L T I E S  I N  S C H O O L  S T A T I O N E R Y  
Regularly im ported from England and America by
L .  H U T C H I N S O N
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
15 CO LLIN S STR EE T  W EST, M E L B O U R N E.
Liberal D iscount allowed to Teachers.
M. L. H U T C H IN SO N  supplies School Teachers w ith all the necessary requisites a t the Lowest
Prices.
Exercise Books from Is. per dozen.
Vere Foster’s Copy Books, Is. per doz.
Vere Foster’s D raw ing Books.
A m eriran Pointers, for maps and blackboards. 
American Chalk in gross boxes.
School Slates and pencils, very cheap. 
Thacker’s School In k  and Inkoline. 
Thacker’s Educational Games. 
P icture Lessons in Geography. 
Nelson’s Royal Readers.
G L A S G O W  B O O K  W A R E H O U S E ,
15 CO LLIN S STR EET W EST, M E L B O U R N E.
A. J. S M I T  H,
IMPORTER OF BOOKS & STATIONERY, 
35 8W A N STO N  STREET,
M ELB O U R N E.
All School Books and Requisites a t lowest prices.
Q E R T IF IC A T E  OF COM PETENCY 
E  X  A  M I  N A T I  0  N.
C O A C H IN G  BY C O R R E SPO N D EN C E.
TE R M S:
Revision of test-work from papers of previous 
exam inations. Fee, each subject, Half-a-crown per 
paper. . . .  .
Solution of any fair arithm etical question :—It 
taken from “ The State School A rithm etic,” Sixpence; 
not taken  from “ The State School A rithm etic,” One 
Shilling.
M onthly fee for revision of papers on A rithmetic, 
Gram m ar, Composition, and  Geography, One 
Guinea.
,T. J .  B U R  S T  O N , T A  R A D  A L E ,
A uthor of “ The State School Arithm etic.”
S. M U L L E N
B EG S to in tim ate th a t since his removal into his new premises, he has opened a departm ent solely 
devoted to the sale of School Books and School | 
Requisites, which he will continue to supply at the I 
lowest current prices.
A Classified Catalogue of
E D U C A T I O N A L  W O R K S
may be had gratis on application.
r p H E  STATE SCHOOL ARITHMETICT
By JO H N  J .  BUESTO N , Taradale.
A gent for the sale of the
PU B LIC A TIO N S O F T H E  M E L B O U R N E  
U N IV E R SIT Y .
T H E  E X A M IN A T IO N  P A P E R S
E nlarged Edition, w ith Supplem ent... 
O rdinary School Edition (revised) ... 
Supplement, bound separately
5s Od 
3s 6d 
2s Od ;
For the Second February
m ,  a x u 7 7 7  • ■ v i MATRICULATION EXAMINATION, 1879,The A uthor will thankfully receive intim ation oi j
any error that m ay have escaped his notice in revising ]vow readv P r ic e  fid
the Second Edition (Third Thousand). ac y, i  r  on.
M I L T O N P A R S E D .
B y  J .  J .  BURSTON.
P reparing  for publication, “ M ilton Parsed,” a 
text-book for Candidates for the Certificate of Compe­
tency Exam ination.
G E O R G E  R O B E R T S O N ,
P U B L IS H E R , M ELB O U RN E.
SAMUEL MULLEN, 
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
29 & 31 COLLINS STREET EAST,
M ELB O U R N E.
TO B E  P U B L IS H E D  N E X T  W E E K .
M ‘ K 1 N L E Y S’
A U S T R A L I A N  P I C T O R I A L
A L M A N A C
W ill
EIGHT FULL-PAGE ENGRAVINGS,
(8$ inches by 6£ inches), of A ustralian Subjects, 
executed in first-class style
And containing
A Calendar of the most im portant incidents which 
have occurred since the discovery of Australia, w ith 
descriptions of the most in teresting  events in  each 
month.
P R I C E  O N E  S H I L L I N G .
Every teacher should order a copy by sending stamps 
for the am ount.
ALEX. MTQNLEY & CO.,
P R I N T E R S  & P U B L I S H E R S  
61 Q U E E N  STR EET, M E L B O U R N E.
T O H E A D  M ASTERS, SE C R E T A R IE S  O F BOARDS O F ADVICE, A N D  
O TH ER S.
ALEX. M'KINLEY 6  CO.
H aving made considerable additions to their stock 
of Bookwork and Jobbing Type, are prepared to 
execute orders in every description of
G E N E R A L  P R I N T I N G
All orders entrusted to them  will be printed in  a 
satisfactory manner-
Printed and Published by Alex. M'Kinley & Co., 61 Queen- 
street, Melbourne, under the auspices of the Victorian 
Teachers’ Union.
